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ABSTRACT 

The phrasal verb is defined as a two-word idiom consisting of a verb and 

an adverbial or prepositional particle (~l!ch as put off for delay or ~ across for 

find ~ meet EY chance). The increased use of such constructions in written and 

spol<:en modes of English has been noted by Kennedy 1920, Traugott 1972, Meyer 

1975, and others. The categories of verb combinations that fall under the heading 

of phrasal verb are various. An analysis of the construction within grammars of 

English, from the seventeenth century Latinate grammars to the twentieth century 

linguistic treatments, reveals some inconsistencies in terminology and definition, 

posirig a problem for ESL teachers and text writers. Most treatments of the 

structure concern surface form (such as Fraser 1976), but some recent analyses, 

P91.'ti:.:.ularly Woody 1974 and Lindner 1981, attempt to account for the semantics of 

the combination; however, these studies limit the category of phrasal verbs 

analyzed to verb+adverbial particle. 

Although the phrasal verb is an example of what Rutherford 1977 terms 

'lexical grammar', a grammatical structure that must be taught together with a 

specific lexicon, an examination of the description of phrasal verbs within ESL 

grammars reveals a concentration on the syntactical patterning of the structure. 

Extensive listings of phrasal verbs (along with their meanings and appropriate use) 

are found mainly in dictionaries of idioms and two-word verbs (such as Meyer 1975, 

Cowie and Mackin 1976, Hall 1982, and Courtney 1983). 

This study suggests that ESL specialists consider both syntax and 

semantics when presenting and describing phrasal verbs ,and include what Rivers 
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1978 terms 'three levels of meaning': lexical, structural or grammatical, and socio

cultural. 

Bel!ause of the large number of phrasal verbs, a problem arises concerning 

which phrasal verbs should be presented formally in the ESL class. The study cites 

Larsen 1974, Dulay and Burt 1977, and Turano-Perldns 1979, who suggest that 

frequency of use should be a criterion in determining the order of grammatical 

structures to be taught. The study suggests that more research is needed in the 

area of frequency studies. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An analysis of how different schools of grammatical theory influenced 

foreign language teaching may reveal some interesting aspects of language. In the 

lust century, the student learning English as a foreign or second language, for 

example, may have found it difficult to understand structures not generally 

analyzed in traditional grammars for native speakers of English because the Latin-

based early grammars neglected to include certain structures inherent in the 
-

Teutonic languages. Thus, one would find little in early traditional grammar for 

native spea\(ers concerning the phrasal verb, a construction of the type represented 

by get along, 100k..!:!J?, and stand for in the following sentences: 

A. Do your co-workers get along well? 
Bi. John looked up the word in his dictionary. 
Bii. John loo\(ed the word up in his dictionary. 
Biii. John looked it up in his dictionary. 
C. The Statue of Liberty stands for certain American ideals. 

The constituents of a phrasal verb combine to form a unit of meaning that 

is in varying degrees independent of the meaning of each constituent. For 

example, in the sample sentences just given, get along in sentence A means 

approximately be in harmony with ~ another; look .!!E in sentence B means 

approximately search for and find; and stand for in sentence C means 

approximately represent. As Hook (l981:V) states, 'Although each part of a two- or 

three-word verb is simple and ordinary, their combination often turns out to have 

an unpredictable and unexpected meaning.' Because the meaning of each 

constituent within a phrasal verb does not necessarily contribute in any literal way 

I 
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to the meaning of the whole structure, the phrasal verb is often referred to as 

'idiomatic'. One of the most important features of the phrasal verb, especially 

from the point of view of English as a foreign or second language (hereafter 

referred to as ESL), is its idiomaticity. 

The number of phrasal verb structures in English seems to be quite large. 

Hook (V) notes that 'between three and four thousand such verbs exist in modern 

English and more continue to be added to the language.' Despite the large number, 

until recently, there has not been an explicit analysis of this structure. McArthur 

(1979:24) suggests that among native speakers there is quite a bit of confusion 

concerning the phrasal verb and that even for teachers of English to native 

speakers, 'the phrasal verb is not part of their grammatical tradition or 

experience.' Srol<:a (1972:14) goes one step further by stating that 'present-day 

linguistics, or to be more specific, the descriptive grammar of present-day English, 

lacks both a theory of the subject [the phrasal verb] and a detailed description.' 

If the construction is confusing to native speal<:ers, it is all the more 

puzzling to the student of ESL. Early ESL texts relied on descriptions of structure 

present in English grammars for native speal<:ers and illustrated through works of 

literature; in such grammars there was limited treatment given the phrasal verb. 

More current descriptions of structure found in ESL texts are influenced by the 

findings of twentieth century lingpi,stics, which bases its description on spoken 

rather than written language and on usage rather than prescriptive rules. 

Therefore, the descriptive analysis of the phrasal verb in current grammars, both 

for native speakers and for students of ESL, reflects actual language use. Because 

the phrasal verb is a construction that is frequently used in convarsationallanguage 

and because one of the ESL student's goals is to become proficient in the oral 
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mode, ESL specialists seek to describe and define the phrasal-verb structure as 

explicitly as possible. 

Purpose of This Study 

This study is a response to the dilemma the ESL specialist faces when 

attempting to describe and define the phra.sal verb. On the one hand, the phrasal 

verb can be treated as a lexical item, a type of idiom, and its meaning and use 

described in dictionaries, particularly dictionaries on idiomatic usage. In other 

words, the phrasal verb can be approached as a vocabulary i tern and can be taught 

as such. On the other hand, the phrasal-verb structure is a combination of a verb 

and an adjunct (which resembles an adverb or a preposition) that together display 

certain syntactic patternings distinct from simple verb-adverb sequences or verb

preposition sequences, and an explanation of the surface structure patterning of 

phrasal verbs can be found in almost all ESL grammars, usually accompanied by 

exercises requiring the student to manipulate the structure in a variety of ways. In 

other words, the phrasal verb can be viewed as a distinct structural pattern and can 

be taught ac; such. 

This study tries to resolve the apparent dichotomy (of whether the phrasal 

verb is mainly a lexical item or a structural item) by suggesting that the ESL 

teacher must consider semantics and synta!t together, that the phra.sal verb is an 

example of what Rutherford 1977 terms lexical grammar, or grammar that cannot 

be taught independent of a specific lexicon (as cen negation or interrogation), and 

that the most thOl'ough approach to teaching the phrasal verb must consider what 

McKay 1980 terms the 'syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic dimensions of verbs'. 

In writing texts and grammars for ESL and developing ma:erials to teach 

effectively the phrasal verb, the ESL specialist poses several questions. How has 
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the phrasal verb been defined and analyzed in English g'famITIflrs? Are the 

grammatical descriptions adequate for teaching purposes? Do current linguistic 

apPl'oaches, most of which are based on or at least influenced by the findings of 

generative theory, really suggest better ways of explaining phrasal verbs than do 

structural descriptions? How well and how effectively do ESL grammars and texts 

reflect current linguistic descriptions of the phrasal verb? And finally, do 

linguistic approaches to the phrasal verb have any implication for syllabus design 

and teaching methodology? 

In an attempt to answer those questions, this study will do the following. 

First, it will provide a descriptive survey of the writings of some representative 

scholars who have treated the phrasal verb. Such a survey will demonstrate not 

only some change and evolution in grammatical approaches to the phrasal verb 

(from Sweet 1892 to Fraser 1976), but it will also show how the terminology and 

description of pilrasa1 verbs has been inconsistent and at times contradictory. 

Second, this study will suggest the importance of the phrasal verb through 

an historical account of it within English and through a discussion of several 

movements within English, particularly the increased use of the phrasal verb in 

wI'itten and oral modes, that make learning the structure extremely useful for the 

ESL student. Third, the study will survey the treatment of the phrasal verb within 

the grammars of English, including the Latin-based grammars, the scholarly 

descriptive grammars, the grammars based on linguistic approaches of the 

twentieth century, and ESL grammars. The survey will concentrate particularly on 

those grammatical theories that have influenced language teaching, that is, those 

that ESL teaching specialists have applied in their teaching methods or materinls. 

It should be noted, however, that those grammatical theories that have been 

applied to language teaching are not necessarily the most thorough or best 
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designed. As Mackey (1973:248) states, 'The fact that a language theory has never 

been applied to language teaching does not mean that it CAnnot be. Some of the 

more ambitious and inclusive theories, which seem to be the most relevant, have in 

fact never been applied.' 

Fourth, this study will examine the approach to the phrasal verb by some 

current linguistic studies that provide an in-depth treatment of the phrasal verb 

within their particular theories (Woody 1974, Fraser 1976, and Lindner 1981). The 

most salient features of the theories and their application to the phrasal verb will 

be presented. Each treatment presents a way of analyzing the phrasal verb that 

could have some implications for ESL, and these will be discussed. 

Fifth, this study will survey a large number of ESL texts in order to 

determine how ESL specialists have presented and explained the phrasal verb and 

how closely the explanations have followed the findings of descriptive grammars. 

Finally, insights gained from this study will be used to suggest some implications 

for teaching phrasal verbs. 

In summary, in this study the word effectiveness, as used in the title, 

actually refers to how well ES~ text writers and specialists have made use of 

findings concerning the phrasal verb from some very recent and very thorough 

investigations. Although current grammatical theory will provide the scope and 

SUbstance of this study, the study will also provide information concerning the 

history of the phrasal verb structure and its place in earlier grammars. Finally, the 

study will suggest some ways the Imowledge gained from extensive studies of 

phrasal verbs can be integrated within a learnin~ theory applicable to ESLO 

teaching. 

The title of this study also contains the word applied, a term which has 

been subjected to argument and debate. Some have suggested that in linguistics 
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there is such extensive overlapping of theory and application that it is difficult to 

make a distinction between where one ends and the other begins. Generally, 

particularly in the British sense, the term !lPplied linguistics has meant primarily 

language teaching, but, of couree, it is often recognized that translation, computer 

work, and lexicography are also areas of applied linguistics. In this study !lPplied 

ESL, as suggested in the title, will refer to language teaching, but it is hoped that 

theory and application may come together into an 'inquiry [that] may evidence 

certain applications of theory to practice and at the same time contribute to a 

better theoretical understanding of the particular phenomenon' (Brown 1980:232), 

which, in this case, is the phrasal verb. 

Significance of Phrasal Verbs in Modern English 

The phenomenon of the phrasal verb and its presentation in ESL texts is 

significant for several reasons. First, the structure is a fairly recent one in the 

history of English and, therefore, lacks significant consideration in early traditional 

grammars for native speakers which, in turn, influenced early ESL grammar texts. 

Second, the structure is itself the result of tendencies within English to form new 

words, particularly verbs. The resultant forms are often instrumental in creating 

other new forms, particularly compound nouns and adjectives. The phrasal verb, 

therefore, is representative of the productiveness of English. Third, new words, 

including phrasal verbs, introduced into the lexicon are often colloquial, that is, 

they become popuJnr in the common spol(en language before being accepted into 

formal use; moreover, there is an increased use of colloquialisms on many levels, 

some phrasal verb forms being more readily acceptable than they once were. ESL 

students need to be aware of the increased acceptable use of the phrasal verb 
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forms, which can be noted through at least one, 8.nd perhaps the most conservative, 

authori ty-:-the dictionary. 
r,.' 

The growth in the use of the phrasal verb in English has been noted by 

mWly language scholars who have made diachronic studies, for example, Pooley 

1933, Kennedy 1920 and 1935, Wood 1955, Barber 1964, Traugott 1972, Meyer 1975, 

Fallc 1978, Yassin 1981, and others. Some attribute the growth of the phrasal verb 

to forces within the language, and some describe the phrasal verb as just one way 

English creates new word forms, particularly compounds. All agree that the 

phrasal verb is extremely productive. 

Pooley (17) traces the tendency of English to accept many new compounds 

and phrasal groups such as the phrasal verb to the sixteenth and early seventeenth 

centuries. According to him, new compounds whose meanings were 'fantastic to 

the last degree in. some instances' contributed to 'the amazing flexibility of modern 

English.' Kennedy (1935:297), like' Pooley, also observes in the history of English a 

'steady increase in the number of such combinations as bring out, ~ over, give ~, 

iJ!! under, lay ~, pull through, and !!!!} down.' He seems in awe of this 

productiveness of English, stating that 'in so far as these combinations make for 

greater versatility and richness in English, they must be deemed acceptable and a 

gain to the language' (303). 

Wood (18) states that the tendency to make verb compounds such as pick 

~, !2ut 2!!, and take off is 'a marked characteristic of English.' Barber (40) adds 

that it is particularly characteristic of the Modern English period, stating that 'a 

very characteristic development of Modern English is the great growth of 

compound verbs or verb-phrases, especially ones consisting of verb plus adverb.' He 

attributes the growth in the number of such compounds to analytic tendencies 

within English, that is, the loss of inflections and the increased dependence on word 
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order and function words. These phrasal verbs affect other E:lements within the 

language, particularly in helping to create compound nouns, such words, Barber 

notes that the structure is a notable characteristic of verbs in Modern English: 

Perhaps one of the most marl<ed characteristics of verbs in the NE period 
is the development of Verb+Particle phrases replacing single-word verbs. 
While this development is primarily of interest to lexicography, it is also 
important in syntax as it illustrates yet another type of segmentallzation 
that has occurred in the history of English. 

What others merely note, Meyer (3) strongly states: 'The two-word verb 

has been for a century or more and is today, the most active, and creative pattern 

of word formation in the American language. New forms are being created 

constantly to express new concepts _ in many fields such as science, technology, 

social developments, art, sports, warfare, human relations, and mass 

com munications.' 

The phrasal verb adds to the English lexicon in basically two ways: by 

creating new compound nouns and by using existing words to create new verbs. 

Fall< (42), in a discussion of compounding, suggests that nouns are often formed 

from verb plus preposition words, such as takeover, following a process similar to 

that used to form compounds from two nouns (textbook), adjective and noun 

(greenhouse), two prepositions (upon), and a noun and a verb (sunbathe). Yassin (9) 

states thet the reason the phrasal verb form is so prevalent is that 'English has a 

continual need to make up new verbs.' He further suggests that Indo-European 

languages in particular tend to create new verbs through a process of fusing or 

combining a verb stem with a particle. These verbs, in most cases, 'are made with 

the particle used as a suffix rather than a prefix' (9). 

Along with the tendencies within English to create new word forms has 

come another factor to help establish the phrasal verb as a frequently-used 
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construction-the increased used of colloquialisms and slang. Many linguists ha.ve 

noted the current tendency of colloquialisms to appear in formal modes of 

expressions. The prescriptive tendencies of earlier grammars did not allow this. 

The increased use of such forms, however, in newspapers, television, and literature 

and the overwhelming influence on the English language of the fields of sports 

(field out, ~ off, stril<:e out), science (breed in, calculate out, filter off), 

technology (blast off, count down, ~lash down), music (fiddle away, jazz ..!!e), and 

the arts (flash bacl<:, ink in, layout) have aided the language in accepting what were 

once perhaps unacceptable forms. The jargon of specific professional fields is 

reacily adopted into the language and, by analogy, given expanded meanings. For 

example, strike out, a term from baseball meaning 'fail at bat', has been borrowed 

to mean, in an informal sense, 'fail at any endeavor': ! had three job interviews but 

.! struck out with all three (failed to get the job in all three). 

According to Yassin (9), phrasru verbs are mainly colloquial, that is, 'they 

appear first as slang or part of a specialized jargon. If the combinations withstand 

the passage of time, they become an unobjectional part of the English vocabulary.' 

Furthermore, Fall<: (63) notes that there is less objection to the use of informal 

style, including colloquialisms, than there was earlier. She adds that 'many 

situations that formerly ~equired formal style now accept colloquial language' (71). 

The fact that the forms were once considered too informal for educated 

speech may explain the absence in earlier ESL texts of any extensive treatment of 

the forms, their being considered too colloquial for the classl'oom. In 1935 

Kennedy recognized the increased use of phrasal verbs in English but warned that 

'when they are but further evidence of intellectual sluggishness and linguistic 

laziness, as is unfortunately too often the case, they are to be avoided, and the old 

well-established and more exact verbs should then be sought out and used' (303). 
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Nevertheless, Kennedy (1920:5) notes the abundance of colloquial combinations of 

phrasal verbs in such widely differing types of writing as freshman themes, O. 

Henry's short stories, juvenile bool<:s, technical words, current literature 

anthologies, lectures and conversations, and, most significantly, the dictionary. He 

further states that 'the editors of Webster's Dictionary and of the New English 

Dictionary have used the verb-adverb combination very freely in defining other 

words' (6). 

The dictionary is, in fact, one way that the increased numbers of phrasal 

verbs entering the language can be measured. Kennedy (1935:297) examines 

Webster's New International Dictionary (1909) and notes the large number of 

combinations created from a sugge~ted list of sixteen particles. Each of the 

twenty-five familiar verbs he inspected combined with an average of seven of the 

particles. 'The verbs tal<:e, put, and~, used in all the combinations possiblEl, were 

each capable of expressing more than sixty meanings, ~ over fifty, turn and lay 

at least forty each, set, run, mal<:e, and fall over thirty, and the others of the list 

not so many.' Kennedy (299) then notes: 

During the quarter-century that elapsed between the publication of the 
first edition of the New International Dictionary and the appearance of 
the second other combiuations have become popular and other meanings 
have developed, so that the new edition of the dictionary shows an 
increase in the number of combinations and meanings. 

Kennedy (299) further states that 'forms and meanings of verb-adverb combinations 

have gained during the twenty-five years a more widespread approval in general 

usage which has forced the leXiCographer to recognize them by including them.' 

Palmer (1974:212) suggests the same thing when he states that 'any dictional'y of 

English must account for a very large number of what we may call compound 

verbs.' 
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A survey of current literature or an examination of colloquial discourse 

would demonstrate the large number of phrasal verb forms in general use. Such a 

survey, however, is not in the scope of this study. Linguists have noted that there 

is a general increase in the lexicon of a type of compound known as the phrasal 

verb, and an examination of current dictionaries corraborates this. Other linguists 

have noted a tendency to use more informal structures in once formal modes, and 

the phrasal verb does usually enter the language as a slang or a colloquial form. 

The suggestion made here, therefore, is that a construction which is continually 

becoming more common and more acceptable in English is a construction which 

should be carefully considered within texts and grammars of ESL. 



CHAPTER 2 

TERMINOLOGY AND CATEGORIES OF PHRASAL VERBS 

One of the difficulties in analyzing the phrasal verb has been the 

preponderance of varying terms used to describe it. The phrasal verb has been 

labeled a type of verb+adjunct, a construction in which some part of speech is 

added to the verb in a subordinate position. This includes such combinations as 

~ bacl<:, ~~, ~ off, and put down, but also includes some like cast anchor 

(verb+noun) or lay bare (verb+adjective), forms that are not usually considered 

phrasal verbs. In order to distinguish -the form of the adjunct in the phrasal verb, 

the term particle is often used and the structure referred to as a verb-particle 

construction, or verb+particle. A particle has traditionally been defined as an 

uninflected part of speech, and in this construction includes adverbs and 

prepositions. Bacl<: can be an adverb in He went to Miami ~ bus but flew back 

after only two days. It becomes part of a phrasal verb, however, when combined 

with come in He ~ back angrily at his accusers (retorted). In the same way, in 

is a preposition in They live in that house but becomes part of phrasal verb when 

combined with ring in We gathered together to ring in the New Year (c:elebrate). 

Some transitive verb-particle constructions are separable and others are 

not. For example, when a sentence contains a noun object, some particles may 

opt~..;nany p"~cede ot' follow the object as in the earlier example with call~: He 

caL.~d his friends .!:!l?; He called .!:!p his friends. Other phrasal verbs are not 

separable, that is, they do not allow the particle to be separated from the verb, as 

in He came across an interesting article (discovered). In order to distinguish those 

12 
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phrasal verb combinations that are separable and those that are not, the particle 

may be labeled as either pr-epositional or adverbial. The prepositional particle 

usually precedes the object in a transitive construction, but the adverbial particle 

may precede or follow the noun object and must follow the pronoun object. In 

conclusion, verb+particle is a general term to mean either a verb+adverb or a 

verb+preposition which forms an idiom and, SLS will be shown later, fulfills certain 

syntactic criteria. 

This study will distinguish between adverbs that do not form part of a 

phrasal verb and those that do by using the term adverbial particle to refer to the 

latter. The study will also distinguish between prepositions that may follow certain 

verbs yet not form a phrasal verb construction and those that do by using the term 

prepositional particle for the latter. Some particles, however, may act as 

prepositional particles when combined with some verbs but as adverbial particles 

when combined with other verbs. For example, ~ is a prepositional particle in 

John .,got ~ the illness (recowJred) but an adverbial particle in John did his 

bedroom over, or John did ~ his bedroom (redecorated). Such particles, that 

may be either prepositional or adverbial, are sometimes referred to as 

prepositional-adverbs, adverbial-prepositions, or 'ad-preps', and, in combination 

with a verb to form a phrasal verb, the structure is defined by how the particle 

acts within a given sentence, that is, whether it is acting as a prepositional particle 

or an adverbial particle in a specific instance. 

Identification of the Phrasal Verb for This Study 

For the purposes of this study, the term phrasal verb will be used to refer 

to both separable and inseparable, transitive and intransitive combinations of a 

verb and a particle (adverbial or prepositional). An important feature of the 
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combination is that, as Meyer (1975:5) states, 'the meaning of the elements 

combined is a plus over the meaning of the verb itself.' Examples of phrasal verbs, 

suggested in the introduction to this study, are ~ along (intransitive and 

inseparable), look .!:!J? (transitive and separable), and stand for (transitive and 

inseparable). Admittedly, this definition is extremely broad. However, it must 

include the structures know in most ESL texts as two-word verbs (separable and 

inseparable forms), llnd it must take into account the many types of verb 

combinations analyzed as phrasal verbs in the English grammars. For example, 

some linguists do not consider a verb+prepositionRl particle (such as ~ across) 

as a phrasal verb. Later in thi:3 study some syntactic and semantic features of the 

construction that are recognized aIJ.d generally accepted by those who have 

analyzed it will be presented (see Conclusion to Chapter III). Also, a very thorough 

analysis of the syntactic patternings of separable phrasal verbs and some features 

distinguishing inseparable forms will be made in Fraser's discussion of the verb

particle combination in Chapter IV. For the purpose of surveying the grammatical 

analyses of verb combinations that might fall under the heading of phrasal verbs, 

however, the definition will remain deliberately vague. Emphasis will be placed on 

'identifying' ['ather than 'defining' the phrasal verb. 

Although a brief review of the literature will reveal varying terms used to 

identify the construction represented by a verb+particle, the term phrasal verb was 

chosen for this study because the term is, according to Bolinger (1971:3), 'the one 

most generally accepted.' Bolinger cites the use of the term phrasal verb by 

Dimiter Spasov, M. A. K. Halliday, F. R. Palmer, Norman Fairclough, W. H. 

Mittins, and Logan Pearsall Smith. It should be noted, however, that the 

construction has at one time or another been termed, among other things, ~ 

verb (Sweet 1892), verb-adverb combination (Kennedy 1920), separable compound 
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(Curme 1947), two-word verb (Taha 1960), discontinuous verb (Live 1965), 

compound verb (Palmei' 1974), and verb-particle combination (Fraser 1976). As 

Woody (1974:3) states, 'All of these various terms are evidence that there is no 

consensus among grammarians as to what constitutes the phrasal verb in surface 

structure, at least from a syntactic point of view.' 

It would be inaccurate to suggest that grammarians who used the varying 

terms were all referring to the same structural unit. One of the problems of 

phrasal verbs is that they seem to be so similar that they are often grouped and 

described together, particularly in the earlier grammars; however, some linguists 

have chosen to discuss one or more categories of the phrasal verbs and, by using 

certain processes, have limited thrQugh definition those they did not wish to 

analyze. 

A brief survey of the descriptions of the phrasal verb and the terminology 

used to refer to it by the grammarians noted above will reveal the approaches 

different grammarians have used to describe the phrasal verb. By revealing some 

inconsistencies in the treatment of the construction, the survey will demonstrate 

the problems ESL specialists have faced in attempting to describe the phrasal verb 

for pedagogical purposes. 

Henry Sweet's Group-Verb 

Sweet (1892) used the term ,group-verb to refer to a category of verbs 

which he suggests consists of a verb plus preposition. He follows traditional 

grammar by stating that 'a preposition is grammatically associated with the noun

word it governs' (137). He demonstrates a perceptive understanding of English 

structure by qualifying the traditional definition when he adds that a preposition 

may be closely associated in meaning with the word 'modified by the preposition 
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group~in some cases even more so, especially when the head-word is a verb' (137-

138). In fact, Sweet notes that prepositions act grammatically to govern a noun 

word, yet in some cases, the noun word can be omitted without altering meaning. 

Sweet (138) states that 'in such sentences as.1 ~ him pass ~ the window and Run 

across the road and tell him to ~ here, the prepositions are so closely 

associated with the preceding verbs that we can omit the nouns that follow them 

without altering the meaning ••• '(138). Sroka (19'l2:111) states that 'in order to 

explain this phenomenon, and yet not given up his theoretical bases, Sweet accepts 

the solution that grammatically the preposition is associated with the noun word it 

governs, but in meaning it is associated quite as closely or even more so with the 

word modified by the preposition group.' 

Sweet also recognizes a phenomenon he called detached preposition. This 

occurs because, according to Sweet (138), 'the preposition follows the verb so 

closely that it is often completely detached from the noun word it originally 

governed.' This often occurs in the passive voice and in constructions in which 

interrogative and dependent pronouns and adverbs are present, as in these 

sentences suggested by Sweet (138): 

Who are you speaking of? 
I wonder where he came from. 
Where is he going to? 

Sweet notes that the detached preposition not only separates from the noun words 

it governs, but it also loses the power of governing the pronoun in the objective 

case. Sweet points out that in the first sample sen'i:ence, for example, whom has 

been replaced by who. 

Sweet's analysis of the phrasal verb is not as explicit as the analyses of 

later grammarians because he has difficulty analyzing the prepositions and adverbs 

in this particular category, having to rely on the traditional approach of 
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categorizing accordrng to function and meaning. He does recognize that some 

adverbs may also be used as prepositions, but he does not allow detached 

preporlitions to be considered adverbs by stating that 'although detached 

prepP:3itions approach very near to adverbs, yet they cannot be regarded as full 

adverbs for the simple reason that those prepositions which are otherwise never 

used as adverbs, such as of, can be detached with perfect freedom' (139). 

According to Sroka (113), 

Sweet almost recognizes the final position of the particle in some 
structures as non-distinctive for adverbs and prepositions, but when 
discussing the respective constructions he confounds the two senses of the 
term preposition. Again, from Sweet's exposition we can almost grasp 
three distributional classes of particles, viz. those functioning only as 
adverbs, those functioning only as prepositions, and those functioning as 
either, but Sweet sets up only two classes, viz. adverbs and prepositions, 
because that is the number of (actual) functions distinguished. 

In view of the tradition of grammar from which he came, however, Sweet clearly 

demonstrates a very insightful approach to a construction he recognized as 

difficult to analyze in traditional terms. 

Arthur Kennedy's Verb::,Adverb Combination 

The term verb-adverb combination is the one favored by Kennedy (1920). 

He rejected the term verb-adverb compound because he recognized the fact that 

the closeness of the combination's constituents could vary considerably. For 

example, in such phrasal verbs as ~ out (extinguish) and get at (reach), the 

elements have sacrificed individual meaning and have combined to form a new 

semantic element. In constructions such as bottle .!:!12, button.!:!12, or brush off, the 

particle retains some adverbial force. For Kennedy, the feature is important 

enough to avoid using compound in his terminology. Further, he includes in his 

study sixteen prepositional-adverbs: about, across, around, at, ~, down, for, in, 

off, on, out,~, thru, to,.!:!12, and with. By considering such words as at,~, for, 
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thru, to, and with, Kennedy is including a category of verb combinations that later 

linguists label as verb-preposition combinations. For example, Kennedy lists such 

combinations as asl~ for, l2!:!! ~, and ~ at as verb-adverbs althoug'h the 

constituents are not separable, that is, the particle cannot follow the direct object. 

Kennedy does recognize, however, that these particles somehow act differently 

from others. In fact, he states that 'about, across, around (or round), at,~, thru, 

and with have, as a rule, about the same meanings in combination that they possess 

as prepositions' (1920:19). Later he suggests, 'so little, indeed, does the value of 

these differ from that of prepositions that about the only justification that one 

might have for listing some of these as verb-adverb combinations is a certain 

feeling for closeness between verb and particle ••• '(19). Kennedy in his early work 

recognizes the importance of the phrasal verbs, notes that there are degrees of 

idiomaticity, and lists the most frequent particles which occur; however, he does 

not distinguish categories within phrasals, as later linguists do, although he hints of 

some differences within the category he terms verb-adverb combination. 

Conner (1968) suggests that Kennedy's choice of terminology was not so 

much inspired by the type of particle as much as it was by an attempt to avoid 

identifying as a preposition an item which could come at the end of a sentence. 

There had been a long standing rule that prepositions, being unstressed, should 

never end a sentence, particularly since that slot should be reserved for a word the 

speaker wishes to accent. Conner (94) states that 'if Kennedy had called these 

verbs verb-preposition combinations, conservative teachers would have rejected 

both the combinations and everything else he said.' Conner does state, however, 

that adverb is not the best choice for a label, the relationship of verb and affix 

being 'as much 1iIee a prepositionl relation as it is like an adverbial one' (94-95). 
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George Curme's Separable Compound 

Curme (1935, 1947) includes in his grammar a short section on compound 

verbs. These he divides into three classes. In the first category, a verb and adverb 

may form a close compound, the inseparable compound, in which the verb is 

stressed, as in upROOT, upLIFT, underNOURISH, and overCHARGE (1947:24). 

Such combinations often have idiomatic meaning. In the second category, a verb 

may join a strongly stressed element such as an adverb, 'forming with it a unit in 

thought, a real compound, although the parts are often separated and are not 

written together' (24), for example, His father set him .!!J? in business. This is 

Curme's separable ~'P.I?.0unq, and it closely resembles the verb combinations with 

adverbial adjuncts that later linguists such as Taha, Live, Fraser, and Bolinger 

consider. Curme, however, also includes stressed adjuncts that are not particles. 

He considers, for example, verb+noun object or verb+prepositional phrase as 

examples of his class 2 compound verbs, as in these sentences from Curme (24): .! 

took him to task for it, or He took part in the~. Some other linguists would not 

include these types of combinations as phrasal verbs. Curme's third group of verb 

compounds consists of what he terms a prepositional compound, consisting of 

verb+inflectional preposition. Curme's 'inflectional prepositions' are words that 

'have lost a good deal of their original concrete meaning and are no longer felt as 

prepositions, for they have developed into inflectional particles which indicate 

definite grammatical relations, often taking the place of older inflectional endings' 

(29). Curme demonstrates this through an example of the two ways English forms 

the indirect object, through word order as in.! gave .!!!X friend the book, or through 

the use of the 'inflectional preposition' in.! gave the book to .!!!X friend. Curme (29) 

explains that such prepositions can also be used to indicate the genitive, or 

possessive, relationship: the father of the boy. Curme calls compounds formed 
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with this type of preposition prepositional compounds and provides a more detailed 

description of them in a chapter on prepositions. Curme (29) explains that 'the 

inflectional preposition is not only placed before words, but often also after them 

in case of verbs: You.£!!!! depend upon him.' Curme (29) notes that the adjunct 

here serves 'as an inflectional particle with the office of converting the 

intransitive into a transitive.' Because the addition of the preposition after the 

verb changes a grammatical relation (from intransitive to transitive), Curme sees 

these prepositions as performing as inflectional forms once did. Curme (29) states 

that the two elements, verb and preposition, fuse into a real compound because in 

the passive form 'the preposition remains with the verb.' 

Curme's category of verb+adjunct is more inclusive than that of later 

linguists because he does not limit the adjunct to an adverbial or prepositional 

particle. His work is significant because many of his observations are later 

considered by other linguists who' analyze the' phrasal verb. Of particular 

significance are his ideas concel'ning the change of the verb from intransitive to 

transitive by the addition of the particle, the position of the preposition in the 

passive (i.e. remaining with the verb), and the attempt to isolate and describe 

prepositions that combine with verbs and that 'are in certain grammatical relations 

perfectly rigid, and cannot be replaced by others with the same or a similar 

meaning' (1935:91). 

Abdul Taha's Two-Word Verb 

Taha (1960:122) uses the term two-word verb to refer to constructions 

that are 'a combination of a verb and the adverbial use of an ad-prep'. This is 

distinguished from verba.l, constructions that are composed of a verb and the 

prepositional use of an ad-prep. The term ad-prep, which Taha attributes originally 
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to Archibald A. Hill, is one Taha uses to refer to particles that may function either 

as adverbs or as prepositions. Actually Taha seems to be applying in his study of 

phrasal verbs the approach to structure suggested by Hill (1958) in Introduction to 

Linguistic Structures: From Sound to Sentence in English. Hill's book is an analysis 

of English structure through a systematic examination of phonology, including 

suprasegmental features, and the relation of formal features of language to' 

sentence form. Hill discusses the role of stress in determining whether a given 

particle is an adverb or a preposition in a phrasal verb. He suggests that those 

particles which could at one time or another act as either adverbs or prepositions 

form a particular and unique category which he calls adverbial-prepositions, and 

later ad-prep~. Hill's analysis will be giscussed in a later chapter. 

Taha identifies structural features, such as stress and juncture, in 

utterances containing two-word verbs. He notes that 'by employing stress as a 

criterion, two-word verb constructions [are] classified into: (1) intransitive 

constructions and (2) transitive constructions' (115). In intransitive constructions 

the verbal elements receive tertiary stress while the adverb receives secondary 

stress utterance-medial and primary stress before a terminal juncture. The 

following are examples from Taha (115): 
1\ '- ./ 

John got down# , , /\ , ,/ 

Would you please sit down# 

Transitive constructions receive secondary stress on the vet'bal element while the 

adverb receives secondary or primary stress, as in these sentences from Taha (116): 
,'" /,,, ",,-

He cut down his smoking# 
.... /'\. A \I / 

He bolted down the machine# 

Thus the stress pattern may vary according to the posi tion of the adverbial 

element, with the adverb receiving either primary or secondary stress, and the 
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prepositional element in the ad-prep never receiving primary or secondary stress. 

Taha (11S) writes that the preposition 'always receives a tertiary stress whether it 

occurs in utterance-final position before a terminal juncture, or in utterance-
, U ,-

medial position with or without a terminal juncture preceding': She was called/ 
... I) ;' 

down the stairs#. Taha uses this stress feature as one signal that can be used to 

determine whether an ad-prep is adverbial or prepositional. 

Taha recognizes word order as a structural feature of two-word verbs, 

finding that 'some constructions always take contiguous order only, others always 

take noncontiguous order only, and still others may take either the contiguous or 

the noncontiguous order' (119). He does not mention here that many grammarians 

would use this criterion to single out the preposition, since the preposition would 

not allow a direct object pronoun to precede it. He does mention, however, that in 

immediate constituent analysis, the adverbial ad-prep would always fall into the 

same layer of structure as the verb; the prepositional ad-prep, on the other hand, 

would fall in the same layer of structure as the object word, whether noun or 

pronoun. Taha (122) recognizes a unity between 'the verbal element and the 

adverbial use of the ad-prep, on the one hand, and the lack of such unity between 

the verbal element and prepositional use of the ad-prep, on the other hand .•. ' This 

seems to be the main factor Taha uses to define the two-word verb, and he 

attempts to use a formal procedure to demonstrate the relationship. 

Anna Live's Discontinuous Verb 

Live (1965) uses the term discontinuous verb to apply to the particular 

category of phrasal verb she analyzes. She defines the construction as the 

occurrence of a basic verb with a particle, either prepositional or adverbial (428). 
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The structure, she contends, displays certain characteristics, particularly in regard 

to transitivity, passive transformation, word order, and stress (431). 

Live suggests that the two words, verb and particle, somehow function 

lilce a one-word verb, as can be shown by the substitutability of the discontinuous 

verb with a single word synonym, usually of Latinate origin, as in exclude for count 

out or investigate for look into. Also, 'the combination re~dily occurs in 

conjunctional parallel with a single verb, having a common object or joint 

membership in a series' (429) as demonstrated in these examples from Live: .! sent 

for and received the goods; He ~ ~ heard from ~ ~ again; He was 

adopted, cared for, brought,!!2, and educated.Qx the couple. 

Live classifies three categories of particles that combine with verbs to 

form the discontinuous verb. When Group I particles combine with verbs, they 

form a category of separable verb in which a pronoun object must precede the 

particle and the noun object may precede or follow optionally. The discontinuous 

verb was originally intransitive but became transitive in combination with the 

Group 1 particle. The following sentences illustrate this: 

The man voted regularly. 
The man voted down the resolution. 
The man looked hurriedly. 
The man looked up the word. 

Live also noted that in the passive construction, the Group 1 particle receives 

primary stress: The resolution was voted DOWN; The word ~ loo\ced UP. Live 

lists the particles in the Group I category a.,c;..!!I2, down, out, off, back, and away. 

When Group 3 particles combine, they form discontinuous verbs that are 

not separable, that is, which do not allow an intervening object noun or pronoun. 

This particle Fraser 1976 and Bolinger 1971 label preposition. Live attempts to 

prove that the particle in this group is not a prepOSition but belongs to a special 
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category. Live demonstrates that the particle in this group behaves differeli.tly 

from a preposition in a passive construction, that is, it does not retain an object in 

the passive, as in these sentences: The teacher frowned ~ their antics; Their 

antics ~ FROWNED~. Live also notes that major stress falls on the verb in 

the passive form rather than the Group 3 particle. Within this Group 3 category, 

Live lists such particles as in, on, upon, at, for, to, and of. 

Group 2 particles overlap Group I and 3 particles in some of their 

combining features. For example, some Group 2 particles function like Group 3 

particles, that is, they do not allow an object to precede, and they take primary 

stress in a passive construction. Some, however, particularly ~ and throu,ill}, 

may also behave like Group I particles. In this case, personal pronoun objects must 

precede the particle, and noun objects may precede or follow the particle. Major 

stress falls on the verb in the passive, as it does with Group 3 particle 

combinations. The following demonstrates the phenomenon: 

The teacher went over the lesson. 
The teacher went over it. 
It was GONE over. 

The preceding sentences show a Group 2 particle functioning lil<e a Group 3 

particle. In the following sentences, a Group 2 particle functions like a Group I 

particle: 

They talked over their problem. 
They talJ<ed it over. 
It was talked OVER. 

In the passive, it is the particle that receives stress. Live lists the Group 2 

particles as over, through, across, along, about, around, and~. 

Live's three categories for discontinuous verbs are fairly inclusive. There 

are patterns of both inseparable and separable constructions, and certain 

combinations which may be either. Her term, discontinuous verb, is used for a 
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category similar to that described later by Bolinger OS71) and includes the verb 

particle as defined by Fraser (1976); however, of the particles Live names, Fraser 

includes in his list all the Group 1 particles and all but through in the Group 2 

particles, but only in and £!! of the Group 3 particles. This is consistent with the 

different linguists' definitions, for Live considers some verb+preposition forms 

(mainly Group 3 combinations) that Fraser and Bolinger do not wish to consi.der. 

The term live has chosen emphasizes the syntactic nature of the construction; 

however, the term discontinuous has not been adopted for general use, and there 

are no other extensive treatments of the phrasal verb that refer to the 

construction as discontinuous verb. 

F. R. Palmer's Compound Verb 

Palmer (1968, 1974) refers to phrasal verb combinations as compound 

verbs. In Palmer 1974, the author suggests the terms prepositional verbs for 

verb+preposition combinations and phrasal verbs for verb+adverb combinations. 

This labeling is a departure from that in his first edition (1965; reprinted 1968) in 

which a distinction is made between idiomatic and non-idiomatic combinations, the 

non-idiomatic ones being earlier distinguished as verb+preposition and verb+adverb. 

Palmer (1968:214) admits, however, that 'it is very difficult to draw a clear line 

between what is an idiom and what is not ••• ' 

Palmer defines the particle as adverb and the particle as preposition 

through formal criteria. The three grammatical differences he notes correspond to 

those mentioned by other linguists, particularly Bolinger 1971. Palmer recognizes, 

for example, that the adverbial particle may precede or follow the direct object 

noun phrase but the prepositional particle may not. He also notes that the 

adverbial particle must follow the direct object when the direct object is a 
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personal pronoun; the prepositional particle does not exhibit this feature. Finally, 

Palmer applies the test of stress to determine the form of the particle. This last 

distinction is complicated by two things. Although the preposition is normally 

unstressed, it may receive primary stress in order to demonstrate contrastive 

relations: Joan takes after HIM, not HER. Also, as discussed below, Palmer 

contends that the preposition in the prepositional verb may be 'accented' or 

'unaccentecP • 

Palmer considers the phrasal verb as one type or sUbcategory of compound 

verb. In the phrasal verb, he states, the particle may occur in one of two positions, 

either before or after the object noun phrase. Palmer distinguishes between a 

verb-adverb sequence and a phrasal vez.'b. Both consist of a verb followed by an 

adverb, but the distinguishing test between the two, according to Palmer (221), 'is 

that the particles of the phrasal verb may precede the object noun phrase, when 

the phrase is a "simple definite noun phrase" as we have defined it.' Palmer (221) 

defines the simple definite noun phrase as 'either a proper noun or a noun phrase 

consisting of a common noun with no modifiers' and uses as his example He pulled 

.!:!.!? the rOl2.e (phrasal) *He pulled upwards .!!t_~ rOl2.e (verb-adverb sequence). 

An important consideration in describing compound verbs is semantics. 

Palmer makes some interesting observations about the degree of idiomaticity 

within these verbs, something which is considered by several linguists (Kennedy 

1920; Fraser 1965, 1976; Bolinger 1971). Palmer, like many modern linguists, 

realizes that word combinations and compounds cannot be categorized as either 

literal or iniomatic. Rather, he suggests a continuum, wherein 'there is a range of 

meanings irom the most 'literal (Iocational) to the most abstract (aspectual) ... ' 

(226). He does note, however, certain characteristics of the phrasal verbs with a 

literal meaning. He suggests that not only is thel'e a verb of motion, but also the 
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particle demonstrates the direction of the motion. Furthermore, the phrasal verb 

may display a semantic feature of final result or completed action. Palmer notes 

that this feature, besides syntax, also distinguishes the phrasal verb in He pulled.s? 

the rOl2e from the verb+adverb in *He pulled upwards the rope. According to 

Palmer (225) 'to pull.s? means to pull to a final up position; to pull upwards does 

not. Hence the first, but not the second, is semantically (as well as formally) a 

phrasal verb.' 

Palmer also differentiates between the verb+preposition and the 

prepositional verb. The one formal test he finds precise enough to use is that of 

accent. The particle in the phrasEd verb is accented, in the verb+preposition it is 

unaccented, but in the prepositionaLverb it may be either. Whereas the formal 

criteria are few for categorizing these combinations, according to Palmer (230), 

'the semantics of the prepositional verbs ••• mal<:e it worthwhile treating them as a 

spe'cial class.' There is a distinct similarity here between these forms and the 

phrasal verbs. Again, the verb is n, verb of motion. The particle suggests the 

notion of completion, or, as Palmer (230) states, 'motion plus terminus', as 

suggested by these examples: He walked across the bridge and He ran ~ the hill. 

There are also prepositional verbs which display varying degrees of idiomaticity, 

and Palmer recognizes their existence, even categorizing types of idioms. He 

admits, however, that 'there are no very clear formal tests that set these apart 

from the other prepositional verb, though in general the combination functions 

more like a single unit' (232). 

In conclusion, Palmer recognizes an important category of verbs which he 

terms compound verbs. Within that category he distinguishes both formally and 

semantically prepositional and phrasal verbs. He further differentiates between 

verb+preposition and the prepositional verb and between verb+adverb and the 
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phrasal verb. These forms display some surface structure similarity but formal 

criteria and semantic analysis prove them to be separate categories. His formal 

criteria include stress and word order constraints. His semantic criterion is that 

there be some degree of idiomaticity in the phrasal and prepositional verbs. Even 

in combinations which seem literal there is actually the meaning of 'final result' 

suggested by the combinations. 

Compound verb has not been widely accepted, though, as a synonym for 

phrasal verb. Perhaps linguists wish to avoid confusion with the traditional 

meaning of compound verb (two verbs connected by a conjunction as in Mary sang 

and danced for everyone), or perhaps the use of the word compound suggests a very 

definite and close relationship between the elements that some linguists are 

hesitant to make. In any case, Palmer's analysis and discussion are certainly very 

informative and thorough, and he does include within his category both 

prepositional and adverbial adjuncts, something many other linguists do not do. 

Bruce Fraser's Verb-Particle Combination 

Fraser (1965, 1976) limits his extensive discussion of the combination to 

what he terms verb-particle combination (VPC), which he suggests is actually a 

two-word verbal idiom. He distinguishes this as a lexical idiom in order to contrast 

it with phrasal idioms, such as read the riot act or has the cat got your tongue. He 

identifies an idiom as 'a single constituent or series of constituents, whose 

semantic interpretation is independent of the formatives which compose it' 

(Preface). Furthermore, he does not include in his study verb+preposition and verb

adverb sequences which may also be idiomatic but which do not fit his criteria for 

the phrasal verb. 
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Fraser distinguishes verb-preposition forms from VPCs by subjecting the 

structure to a syntactic test to see whether the element in question can appear 

after a direct object noun phrase. Fraser (2) demonstrates this with examples: He 

sped the process.!!l?; *He sped the pole .!!j2; Harry will look the client over; *Harry 

will look the fence ~ (in the sense of look to ,the other side). Fraser claims that 

the unacceptable sentences are examples of verb-preposition combinations. He 

takes his analysis further by suggesting four criteria. First, certain adverbials may 

precede the prepositional phrase but not the verb+particle, as in the sentences 

Harry looked furtively ~ the fence; *Harry loolced furtively ~ the client. 

Second, the prepositional phrase may begin a sentence, but the particle with the 

direct object may not: In the street, the ..!!!!!! reel~.9 ~ if drunk; *In the line, the 

~ reeled as if drunk. Third, the prepositional phi.'ase remains a unit in sentences 

where gapping occurs, that is, where there is a deletion of the second verb in a 

compound sentence in which the verbs are identical. Fraser illustrates this 

property with the sentences !t~ !lped ~ the street, and she, EE the alleyway; ::: He 

sped..!:!J2 the process, and she, ..!:!J2 the distribution" Fourth, Fraser suggests that the 

preposition but not the particle can be weakly stressed: She RA~ off the stage; 

She !!!.!! OFF the pamphlets (2). 

Having distinguished verb+preposition, Fraser (3) further delineates verb-

adverb combinations tha.t are not VPCs but that can pattern like VPCs. These can 

be distinguished through other criteria: 

1. In an action nominalization, the verb-adverb can occur on either side 
of the direct object; the verb-particle cannot; 

2. In the gapl?ed sentence, the verb-adverb may function as a 
constituent; the verb-particle cannot; 

3. Verb-adverbs may be modified by certain degree advel.·bials; and 

4. The adverb in the verb-adverb structure may take contrastive stress. 
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Fraser (3) illustrates the distinction with the following sentences, the verb+adverb 

(not a VPC) being present in the second sentence of each pair: 

1. (a) I'~His throwing of his dinner up (instead of down) was stupid. 
(b) His throwing of the ball up (instead of down) was stupid. 

2. (a) t:eJones pulled the deal off, and Peters the money in. 
(b) Jones pulled the old tablecloth off, and Peters, the new one on. 

3. (a) *The debator drew his opponent only part of the way out. 
(b) The debator drew the lucl<:y number only part of the way out. 

4. (a) =::1 said to carry the deception ON, not OFF. 
(b) I said to carry the prop ON, not OFF. 

Fraser lists the specific particles which he has observed in verb 

combination: about, across, along, Hround, aside, away, back, ~, down, forth, in, 

off, ~, out, ~, and~. There _is an obvious overlapping of some of these 

particles with adverbs and prepositions which also combine with verbs. For 

example, in the following sentences, the same particle is used fh'st as a 

preposition, then as a particle: If you look over the fence, you will see your lost 

ball (preposition); Please look ~ ~ spelling (particle). The only way of 

distinguishing a given adjunct then is not through a list but through a syntactic 

test: I looked over it (the fence); llooked it over (the spelling). 

The p'articular properties of the verb-particle combination will be 

elaborated in a later chapter. It is simply noted here that Fraser differentiates 

between three categories of verb combinations (and several subcategories). Those 

three categories he terms the verb+preposition, the verb+adverb, and the verb-

particle combination. It is the last that he analyzes in this significant work. 

Dwight Bolinger's Phrasal Verb 

As has been discussed, linguists have applied different criteria to the 

identification of the phrasal verb. Bolinger (1971) provides a synthesis of the 
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varying criteria linguists have used at one time 01' another to identify the phrasal 

verb and comments on their acceptability. Most linguists have attempted to 

distinguish 8. verb-preposition from a verb-adverb combination, the latter being the 

only category that some linguists wish to consider as true phrasal verbs. 

The first of Bolinger's tests of a phrasal verb combination is the ability of 

the combination to be replaced by a single verb. For example, throwaway might 

be replaced with discard. Indeed, a verb combination that exhibits substitutability 

might be a phrasal verb; however, as Bolinger (6) states, this criterion would also 

include sequences such as 'to eat dinner, to malce a mistake, or to impose restraint 

upon or limit in motion or action because they can be replaced by to dine, to ~, 

and to hold respectively.' Yet these _sequences are not usually considered phrasal 

verbs because phrasal verbs are generally considered to be verb-adverbial particle 

combina tions. 

The second test is that if the combination is transitive as in They talked 

over old times, it should form an acceptable oassive voice construction, as in Old ------- . -
times ~ tallced over. This test, according to Bolinger (7), is not completely 

reliable because it does not accurately test all phrasal verbs, as in this example 

from Bolinger: We had in some friends; *Some friends were had in. ----- -- -----
The third test malces an action nominal out of a transitive verb phrase. 

For example, He looked ~ the information can transform into His looldng ~ of the 

information. According to Bolinger (8), this test is particularly helpful in singling 

out pure prepositions from adverbs. For example, the verb+preposition look into ----
cannot form an action nominal: ::< His looking into of the information. 

The fourth test, by which a noun object can either precede or follow the 

particle but not the preposition in a transitive combination, is also useful in 

distinguishing pure prepositions and adverbs from phrasal verb particles, thereby 
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determining what is for some a true phrasal verb. Thus, Put the to~s away and Pu~ 

awa~ the !Q.ys are both acceptable, but The~ called for! recount cannot transform 

to °The~ called! recount for. 

The fifth test demonstrates the difference between the adverb particle 

and the preposition by showing that a personal pronoun object obligatorily precedes 

the adverb particle but not the preposition: Put them away, but not $They called 

it for. 

The sixth test attempts to distinguish adverbial particles from true 

adverbs and prepositions that are not part of phrasal verbs through the insertion of 

an adverb between the verb and the particle. True phrasal-verb constructions 

would not allow this, according to Bolinger: He looked the word..!!e quicldy; * He 

looked the word quickly..!!e' Bolinger (12) suggests, however, that the test really 

'separates the extreme of independent adverbs from the extreme of adverb

particles.' The success of the test would actually depend on the degree of cohesion 

between the two structures, those being newer perhaps allowing the intervening 

adverb: ?Put the toys quickly away. 

The seventh test concerns stress. Adverbs can be stressed whereas 

prepositions are usually not. This phenomenon has been cited by several linguists 

who have studied the phrasal verb extensively (Kennedy 1920, Hill 1958, Taha 1960, 

Live 1965, Palmer 1974, Fraser 1976). This test would distinguish the particle in 

the combination as either prepositional or adverbial: We TALKED over! cup of 

coffee (preposition); We talked OVER the situation or We talked the situation 

OVER (adverb). FUl·thel'more, an independent adverb can normally demonstrate 

contrastive stress, whereas the adverbial particle cannot, as in these e~camples 

from Bolinger (14): ..! told him to move UP, not DOWN (simple adverb); fJ..! wanted 

you to pull it inside OUT, not APART (adverbial particle). 
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The eighth test is an extension of the fourth test: In a transitive 

combination, 'the particle can precede a simple definite noun phrase (a proper noun 

or the plus a common noun) without taking it as its object' (Bolinger, 15). This 

particular test and tests four and five, that are related to it, provide Bolinger with 

the most significant test for his particular study, for they help 'reveal degrees of 

tightness of stereotyping' (I6), one of his major concerns in distinguishing phrasal 

verbs. Although, Bolineer admits, test eight does not reveal whether a particle is 

used in a literal or idiomatic sense, he suggests that the distinction is not 

important: both types would be considered within the category of phrasal verbs. 

He states that 'literal uses lie at the core, and figurative [idiomatic] ones surround 

them at varying distances' (I6). F.or example, bring .!:!E has both literal and 

idiomatic meanings as in respectively, Please bring the mail .!:!Eto.!!!1 room 

(literal); Do not bring .!:!E that subject again or Do not bring that subject !!e again 

. (idiomatic for propose); The Smiths brought .!:!E their children well or The Smiths 

brought their children.!!l? well (idiomatic for reared). 

The last test, the ninth test, is the inclusion of a combination in a list of 

phrasal verbs; however, although some extensive lists have been outlined (Kennedy 

1920, Hill 1968, Spasov 1966, Meyer 1975, Fraser 1976) and there is some 

overlapping, no two lists are exactly alil<:e. 

Further discussion of the different terminology used for the phrasal verb 

will refer to these nine tests suggested by Bolinger and some related criteria he did 

not specifically mention. 

Bolinger (1971) restricts his study of the phrasal verb to those structures 

that conform to his tests. He therefore excludes from his study those combinations 

in which the adjunct is pure preposition because, he suggests, 'this reduces their 

syntactic flexibility, leaving them almost as rigid as one-word verbs' (4). This 
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category would include such combinations as to confide in, to cope with, and to 

rely on, phrases that lacl<: not only 'accentual flexibility' but also, and perhaps more 

importantly for Bolinger, a 'large-scale gradient [that] can be traced between more 

or less freely composable phrases through degrees of figurative extension down to 

more or less tightly bound stereotypes with the steps clearly interrelatable and 

often systematic and predictable' (5). He suggests that this is an important feature 

of the phrasal verb. 

Bolinger refers to Mitchell (1958) in distinguishing his conception of the 

phrasal verb. Mitchell categories verbs into phrasal verbs and nonphrasal verbs, 

and further suggests that within each category there can be nonprepositional verbs 

and prepositional verbs. Thus to take .is nonphrasal and nonprepositional in! took !!: 

three-week vacation; to take to is nonphrasal and prepositional in Mary took to the 

violin quicldy; to ~t!!l? with is phrasal and prepositional in He _cannot put !!l? with 

bad behavior; and to put!!l? is phrasal and nonprepositional in John put.!!E his house 

as collateral. It is this last type Bolinger chose to discuss in detail. 

As mentioned earlier, Bolinger also does not consider a verb+preposition a 

phrasal verb if the preposition is 'pure', but he does allow the prepositional use of 

the ad-prep. He also excludes the verb+adverb if the adjunct is not an adverbial 

particle or the adverbial use of the ad-prep. Furthermore, he does not consider 

some idiomatic verb phrases such as to ring true and to sit tight. In carefully 

restricting his category of phrasal verb, Bolinger demonstrates a recent and more 

thorough consideration of the phrasal verb structure and its characteristics. 

Other Terminology 

The preceding definitions of the phrasal verb with their differing 

terminology are not inclusive, but rather representative. They demonstrate, first 
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of all, that grammarians may not all be considering the same structure when 

referring to a verb-adjunct construction, specifically, the phrasal verb. Some, such 

as Palmer, are able to be more inclusive by using an umbrella term, compound 

verb, and then defining categories. Others, such as Fraser and Bolinger, are very 

explicit about the structure under consideration, yet they recognize and 

demonstrate the problem of the ambiguity of the terminology by using several tests 

and procedures to define the exact verb+adjunct they wish to consider. Earlier 

grammarians, such as Sweet, treat the structure under one heading. They 

recognize, however, that there are some inconsistencies in the syntax of the 

structure, something they believe to be caused by the adjunct's being either 

adverbial or prepositional. The survey of the different treatments of phrasal verbs 

also reveals the importance that grammarians give the structure, from earlier 

more general analyses (Sweet) to more specific studies (Fraser). 

There are several other studies of the phrasal verb, and the list 

demonstrates the large number of different terms used for the structure. It 

includes such terms as compound verb (Maittaire 1712, and Kruisinga 1931-32), 

merged verb (Aiken 1933), verb-adverb locution (Roberts 1936), 12..0ly-word verb 

(Stevicl, 1950), separable and inseparable verbs (English Language Services, 1964), 

verb+pa.~ticle (Chomslcy 1957, 1965; Traugott 1972), and separable and nonseparable 

verbs (Hook 1981). The ones chosen above for more explicit explanation, however, 

are more or less representative of the different grammarians' approaches. The 

purpose here is not to compare or contrast in exhaustive detail the many 

approaches to the phrasal verb, but rather, through an explanation of a few studies, 

to demonstrate the situation ESL text writers and ESL teachers have faced when 

attempting to explain and define the phrasal verb. 



CHAPTER 3 

HISTORY AND GRAMMATICAL TREATMENT OF PHRASAL VERBS 

Several linguists have attempted to explain the history of the phrasal verb 

(Kennedy 1920, Yassin 1981, Konishi 1958, Meyer 1975, Traugott 1972), but almost 

all refer to Kennedy's 1920 Monograph as the basis of their discussions. Kennedy 

was one of the first to attempt to tr'ace the development and use of the phrasal 

verb or, as he calls it, the verb-adverb combination, from the Old English period to 

the present. He finds, and most linguists agree, that the pattern was not very 
-

common in Old English. Instead, there existed in Old English a related compound, 

one in which the verb contained a prefixed particle. 

Yassin (9) mentions that 'in Latin, the particle is attached at the 

beginning or prefixed' as in com- (with) and pello (drive) for compel or .de- (down) 

and ~ (swallow) for devour. Yassin states that liI<:ewise many English verbs were' 

formed in the Latin manner, for example, bypass, overestim~te, downplay, 

overlook, and overcome. Meyer (4) also compares the particle in the phrasal verb 

to Latin prefixes, but he states that 'the two word verb has much more flexibility 

and subtlety than the Latin verb with its prefixes.' He uses the phrasal shoot off in 

a variety of meanings to illustrate his point: They shot! rocket off in space; He 

shot off his~; William Tell shot the ~ off; He is always shooting off his 

mouth (4). Meyer recognizes that the phrasal verb probably began as a type of 

Anglo-Saxon verb to which was prefixed a particle that showed direction or 

movement. Actually, Meyer is very specific about the type of verb, suggesting 

that Old Anglo-Saxon intransitive verbs of motion, such as ~, ~, and ride, 

36 
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often combined with prefixes to show direction of movement in space. He even 

mentions specific particles that were used in the ninth and tenth centuries in this 

way: in, off, on, out, through, and.!!E. For e}cample, the Old English word gan ~) 

could combine with the prefixes ..!:!E"" (out), ~ <.!!E), in- (in), and an- (~) to produce 

up-gan ~ out), }lPNB.n ~ ~), in-gan ~ in)~ and an-gan ~ .£!!). 'The prefixes 

added to intransitive verbs indicated originally the position in space of the subject 

of the verb while moving or after having movecf (Meyer, 5). The Old Anglo-Saxon 

transitive verbs which denoted action that involved movement through space, such 

words as cut, dig, and send, could also combine with a prefix but with a different 

result, that is, 'they indicated the position in space of the object of the verb which 

the action of the verb aimed to britlg about' (Meyer, 5). The Old English .!!!2J2.: 

sendan (send .!!E) and up-senden (sen~ out) are examples of this type of verb. 

Meyer is not specific about how the attached prefixes eventually became 

detached suffixes, but he does suggest that the change probably occurred as a 

result of the influence of a developing fixed word order in English. Since the 

prefixes seemed secondary to the action, adding some kind of adverbial meaning, 

they were relegated to a place after the verb. This preference for loose 

suffixation separates English from some other Indo-European languages which 

continued to use prefixation in a creative way. Meyer mentions that the Latin verb 

ducere (to lead), for example, is given extended meaning through prefixation with 

con- (with), ex- (out), in- (in), and pro- (for): conducere (conduct), educere (educe), 

inducere (induct), and producere (produce). Meyer (6) states, 'Sanskrit, Greek, 

Latin, Russian and other major languages that share a common origin with the 

Germanic tongues had and still maintain in their modern descendants a liking for 

prefixation as a means of giving semantic variation to verbal root words.' 
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Kennedy's analysis of Old English literature is an interesting display of the 

occurrence of what he terms verb-adverb combinations (phrasal verbs) as opposed 

to the verbs that combined with prefixes to form compounds. For example, 

Kennedy (11) notes that in the first 300 lines of Beowulf there is a 5:1 ratio of the 

prefixed verb compound to the verb-adverb combinations, in the Old English 

Genesis a 25:1 ratio, in Juliana (11. 1-300) a 20:1 ratio, in Book II, chapters 1 and 2, 

of Alfred's translation of Bede's Ecclesiastical History a 27:1 ratio, and in Aelfric's 

Saints' Lives a 20:1 ratio. Although the prefixed verb compound was more frequent 

in the Old English than the Middle English period, the Middle English period saw a 

marked increase in the use of the verb-adverb combination, although, as Kennedy 

(12) states, 'it is not easy to conclude from the varying types of literature available 

just how far this usage advanced in each century and dialect.' 

Konishi (I 17) suggests that 'in Old English the position of the prepositional 

adverb was rather irregular as the Old English word-order was, but the modern type 

of the combination was very rarely used ••• ' He is, however, more specific about 

the change from a prefixed verb compound to a verb with detached suffix. He 

suggests a progression such as the following: outgo (I) - out go (II) - go out (III). 

He mentions that although English still has some type I forms, such as downplay, 

overlouk, and upset, they are quite different in meaning from related type III forms 

~ down, lool, over, and set .!:!12). Furthermore, type I is no longer productive. 

According to Konishi (118), 'The type I originated in a synthetic stage of the 

language and the principle of the combination which they represent has died out, so 

that as a rule we cannot form any new compound verbs on the same pattern.' 

Konishi further suggests that type I and type II struggled for prominence, with type 

II gaining out because of the analytic developments within English and the loss of 

inflections. Then, with the establishment of a fixed word order, and for the 
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probable reasons suggested by Meyer, type II shifted to type III. As the new 

pattern grew, the older one weakened. Some prefixes are no longer used in 

combination, for example, the prefix to, as in the Old English to-beat~, to-blD.wan, 

to-brecan. According to Meyet" (6), 'Its functions are talcen over by the second 

elements.!!]2, down, off, out, through' as ir. his examples beat.!!]2, beat down, beat 

out, blow off, blow down, blowout, break ,!!2, break down, and break through. 

Konishi analyzes Kennedy's statistics on the use of prefixed verb compounds and 

verb-adverb combinations in Old and Middle English and notes a gradual increase in 

the use of the latter, from 5.6% to 17% to 14% to 26% of all verbs counted. 

Kennedy (12) has suggested that after becoming predominant in the 

Middle English period, the V,b-adV~rb combinations would have enjoyed great 

advancement had it not been for 'the inrush of a large number of Romanic verbs 

with inseparable prefixes', such words as apprehend, ascend, extend, and secure. 

Konishi offers a different perspective, however. He agrees with Kennedy as far as 

the written or formal langlJage is concerned, but he suggests that the influx of 

Romanic verbs probably did not affect the language of the common man as 

significantly. Instead, he believes that the Romanic verbs helped drive out the 

native prefixed verb compounds that the verb-adve~b combination had been 

struggling with for predominance. According to him, 'The verb-adverb combination 

had succeeded in conquering its original enemy by the hands of the newcomer, so 

that the obstacle had been got out of the way for its startling progress at the early 

period of Modern English' (121). 

Throughout the Old English and the Middle English periods, the phrasal 

verb combinations which are noted in the literatur'e have a literal meaning and, 

according to Meyer (5), 'By the time of Chaucer, the English language versions of 

the Bible, and Shakespeare, ..• the two-word verb was a fixed pattern for the 
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creation of new verbal concepts.' Konishi (121) notes that by the Renaissance, 'the 

verb-adverb combination advanced into full-fledged development.' Meyer checlcs 

the Oxford English Dlctionary to date the introduction of certain particles used in 

combination between the ninth and sixteenth centuries. Interestingly enough, the 

list corresponds to the seventeen particles he describes as 'the most productive': 

9th century-in,~, out,..!:!J? 
10th century-away,~, off 
11th centu~~, through 
12th century-down, under, about 
13th century-along, aside 
15th century-back 
16th century-across, around 

Kennedy (I3) notes that by the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, there 

was a great diversity in the use of the combination. Whereas such combinations 

had earlier been used in their literal meanings, they began to be used in more 

figurative ways. This plus the fact that there was a 'tendency to shift the 

sentence-stress so as to encourage the use of a verb and a following adverbial 

particle instead of a verb with an inseparable prefix' (Kennedy, 16-17), were strong 

influences in helping to increase the number and significance of the combinations 

in Modern English. Some combinations may have acquired metaphorical, or 

figurative, meanings, but they did not necessarily lose their original meanings. 

Instead there was a Idnd of semantic spreading. For example, burn out retains its 

original meaning of become extinguished in The campfire burned itself out. It 

expresses a different meaning in He burned himself out working at that job (ruined 

his health). 

During the eighteenth century, forces developed that worked against the 

increase of phrasal verb combinations. One force was the view of grammarians, 

who generally regarded Latin as a model for language; and careful writers avoided 

the phrasal combination, preferring II Latinate word. For example, such a word as 
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request was preferred to aslc for, and such a word as extinguish was preferred to 

J2!!!: ~o Also prescriptive grammars ruled against constructions in which a 

preposition ended a sentence, in the usage often referred to as the 'parasitic 

preposition', even though such prepositions were often actually particles of phrllsal 

verb combinations. Furthermore, phrasal verb combinations with metaphorical 

meaning were abhorred as being imprecise. Nevertheless, the combination 

endured, probably continuing in popular usage on the colloquial level before 

emerging again into popularity during the late nineteenth century. Konishi 

suggests sociological influences on the language when stating his reasons for the 

increased use of the combination: 

The Industrial Revolution and the modern development of science have 
made English life and thought scientific and speedy. The people of the 
19th century developed their vocabulary in that direction. The 
generalization and ambiguity of the native monosyllabic words, and the 
unadaptability and prolixity of foreign imported words could not in 
colloquial speech answer the purpose of those who needed distinct and 
concise, concrete and instinctive words in the age of science and speed 
(124). 

Kennedy (1935) states several reasons for the tendency of Late Modern 

EngHsh toward the increased use of phrasal verbs. As stated earlier, he suggests 

that the change from literal to metaphorical use is one reason. Meyer (6) notes 

that this occurs particularly when the particle is used with a transitive verb, and 

'the nature of the action denoted by the verb allowed for numerous variations in 

the sense of the second elements.' Kennedy also suggests that the desire of 

spealcers to strengthen or emphasize an idea and to vary the expl'ession of an idea 

has led to the increased use of phrasal verbs. Kennedy also mentions the speaker's 

desire fot' rhythmical effect as a factor, for the addition of the particle makes 'a 

trochaic phrase out of the monosyllabic verb' (1935:302). Kennedy's last reason, 

'linguistic laziness', resulting from the speal(er's avoidance of erudite polysyllabic 
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words, may not have been empirically proven in linguistic science, but it 

demonstrates the thinking of some earlier grammarians concerning the phrasals. 

The current use of the combination is so popular that by analogy many 

Latinate forms have acquired redundant particles: refer back, proceed forth, and 

extend out. Usually, however, the majority of verbs which combine are, according 

to Bolinger (xii), 'common Germanic monosyllables, and the particles are a limited 

number of highly frequent adverbs and prepositions.' 

Today linguists note the great proliferation of the combinations and 

explain the phenomenon from tendencies within the language. Barber (1964:103) 

states that new words are often formed 'from existing resources'. Onions (1971:32) 

suggests that the phrasal verb combinations are a particularly rich source of new 

meaning, saying that 'the number of such combinations is practically limitless.' 

Konishi and Traugott both see the influence of American English in encouraging the 

use and development of the compounds. Konishi (124) states that America 'with its 

new conditions and the linguistic freedom that prevail there helped encourage the 

development of new idioms.' Traugott (173) notes that although the use of phrasal 

verbs was declining after the eighteenth century, 'In America •.• it became 

increasingly productive during the NE [Modern English] period and is known as one 

of the major differences between British and American English (though the 

distinction is becoming less and less clear with the continued borrowing of 

"Americanisms" into British English).' 

In conclusion, the history of the phrasal verb reflects a history of the 

English language. The phrasal verb's development was influenced by the loss of 

inflections and the use of function words, such as prepositions, to demonstrate 

word relationships. Sociological factors, including the prescriptive tendencies of 

the eighteenth century inhibited its growth in formal usage. The structure's 
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productiveness, however, combined with general trends in the past century to avoid 

foreign borrowings and seel<: new lexical items from within the existing corpus of 

English, encouraged the phrasal verb combinations' growth in informal usage. 

Today many linguists see the increased use of these combinations in a positive way, 

suggesting they add a flexibility to the language. According to Baugh (1957:402-

403), 'The historian of language can view this development [the w;e of phrasal 

verbs] only as a phenomenon going on actively for over four hundred years, one 

which shows no tendency to lose its vitality and which has its roots in the most 

permanent and irresistible source of linguistic phenomena, the people.' 

Graeco-Latinate Traditional Grammars and the Phrasal Verb 

To understand the treatment of the phrasal verb within traditional 

grammars, it is necessary to understand a history of English grammar and how 

language was described. Of course, before the sixteenth century such a thing as an 

English grammar written in English was nonexistent. The first grammars for 

English speakers. were written in Latin. Latin was the language of the well 

educated, and it already had a written grammar which itself was based on early 

Greek grammar. According to Kemp (1972:20), the early Latin grammars of 

Donatus (fourth century AD) and Priscian (sixth century AD), representing the 

classical tradition established by such Greek grammarians as Dionysius Thrax and 

Apollonius Dyscolus, were used as the basis for medieval grammars and the 

grammars of the Renaissance. The order established in Latin grammars-sounds, 

syllables, words, and sentences-was imitated by later grammarians, who used the 

terms orthography, prosody, etymology, and syntax. Indeed a brief review of 

seventeenth and eighteenth grammars reveals just such a classification with few 
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variations. As Drylceme writes (1952:94), 'Latin and grammar became often 

synonymous terms.' 

Because of the belief that Latin 'had reached a perfection of expression 

which could not be equalled by any vernacular language' (Kemp, 21), Latin 

remained the language of the writing and literature of the educated classes through 

the sixteenth and into the seventeenth centuries. Two events, ho~ever, began to 

encourage more and more the use of the vernacular-the invention of the printing 

press and the appearance of great literary worl<s written in the native language. 

By the sixteenth century, some literary works written in the vernacular were 

beginning to arouse interest in the use of the native language; however, since the 

vernacular could not demonstrate the same 'grammatical regularities reducible to 

rules in the same way as Latin' (Kemp, 21), Latin remained in high regard, and 

subsequent grammars of English were based on Latin grammars. According to 

Kemp (21), 'Where there were inescapable differences various expedients were 

resorted to in order to preserve an appearance of similarity.' Particularly in the 

grammars of the sixteenth century, the aim was to provide an understanding of 

English through Latin and its grammar. Hornby (1954:v) sums up the focus of 

traditional grammar saying it 'provides information on accidence and syntax. It 

sets out and describes the various parts of speech. It is often concerned with the 

historical development of the language. It teaches a good deal about the language 

••• Analysis and parsing are usually given much attention.' In other words, 

traditional grammar owes its form to Latin grammar. For some structures this 

worked satisfactorily, but for others it did not. As Roberts (1964:406) states, 'The 

attempt to impose upon English the structural description of Latin, with its 

complicated systems of cases, tenses, moods, and so on resulted on the one hand in 

the discussion of categories that don't really exist in English and on the other in the 
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ignoring of some very c~ntral parts of the English mechanism.' Perhaps this is one 

reason why the phrasal verb construction received so little attention. Its functions 

and syntax are quite different from anything that exists in Latin. 

Bullokar, who wrote his worlc in 1586, is generally credited with being the 

author of the first English grammar written in English. From the sixteenth century 

on, English grammars written in English began to appear frequently, particularly 

for use in the schools, but few differed from the established Latin tradition and 

few considered the phrasal verb at all. Most included a category of particles 

(adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and interjections). Sometimes one notes a 

description of the preposition that hints at a verb combination, but mostly there is 

a feeling that if a preposition is not f.ollowed by a substantive, it is 'changed to' an 

adverb, as suggested in Brinsley (1612:25). In 1655 Wallcer published what was 

called the 'first systematic treatment of English particles for ~)tudents of Latin.' It 

reveals some concepts and approaches of the grammars of the time; however, 

Wallcer does not label the particles according to parts of speech. Instead, he lists 

the words he considers particles, explains their position in the sentence, and 

provides a Latin sentence and its English translation. Examples in Latin from 

classical pieces exhibit correct usage. Wallcer instructs the student to memorize 

the rules for usage, 'having had the force thereoi made clear unto him by the 

Examples' (Preface). Later he suggests that the student should be able to give the 

Latin word for the English and 'to finde out and give the Rule for every Particle, 

why it is, or ought to be rendered into Latine' (Preface). The fact that l?articles 

may for1l1 cOr.1pounds with certain verbs is not mentioned, although Walker includes 

in his list what could be termed adverbial particles. For examl?le, he mentions that 

out in found out (201) and about in bring about (3) 'is sometimes part of the 

Signification of the foregoing verb' (3). 
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One of the most influential and frequently reprinted grammars of the 

seventeenth century was published by Wallis in 1653. It is interesting to note here 

that Wallis wrote his grammar in Latin not only because it was felt to be a logical 

way of better describing English, but also because Wallis felt 'a great demand for it 

from foreignors who want to be able to understand the various important worl(s 

which are written in our tongue' (Kemp, 105). Wallis, lil(e others, does not consider 

phrasal verbs, and he explains prepositions through their Latin counterparts. His 

examples, however, clearly show an adjunct in a phrasal verb when he states: 'Off 

indicates separation, as Latin ab, ~ sometimes do, as in abscindo, exuo. The 

opposite to this is.£!!., which implies connection (exuo, to put off; induo, to £.!!!: ~) 

(Wallis, 293). Kemp, the editor of the 1972 edition of W81lis says in a footnote: 

'Off and on in the examples to J2!!!: off, to put ~ (clothes) are not prepositions but 

parts of phrasal verbs, and better regarded as adverbs' (293n.). This does not really 

contradict Wallis, though, for Wallis later states in his grammar that 'prepositions 

often become adverbs; this is so in Latin, too, when they occur without being 

followed by the appropriate case' (Wallis, 301). 

Aickin's grammar of 1693 follows within Wallis' tradition. Aicldn 

describes prepositions as being used separately or in conjunction with a word, 

usually as a prefix. He lists some prepositions used in composition, such as..££!!!- in 

commit, de- in devest, ~- in example, in in inflame, ob- in object, of in offend, 

over in oversee, under in undermost, out in outlandish, and other. It is interesting 

to note here that in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries the term prepositiol} 

could be used to ['efer to Latinate affixes or free English morphemes. 

The grammarians of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries generally 

operated on the assumption that there was such a thing as a universal grammar, 

that is, that all languages shared common grammatical features, such as equivalent 
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part of speech, such properties as tense, mood, and voice in verbs or number in 

nouns. Enticl<:, in his grammar of 1728, lists as his purpose to apply principles of 

universal grammar to the teaching of English and Latin. By operating under such a 

principle, these gl'ammarians were almost forced to be general in some of their 

descriptions to avoid analyzing a structure in one language that could not be 

considered in another. Particularly they did not wish to analyze structures in 

English for which there were no Latin analogues. When Entick describes a 

preposition as 'a Word set before another, either separate from it or joined to it' 

(25) he is describing both Latin and English elements. Unfortunately, he is unable 

to consider the particular system of adverbial or prepositional particles in the 

phrasal verb. 

Maittaire's grammar of 1712 offers a very specific categorization of 

prepositions. Maittaire (110) states that they may be either primitive (on, out) or 

derivative (at from Latin ad-), simple and uncompounded (l!I2) or compounded 

~), simple and uncontracted (thorough) or contracted (through), and 

monosyllabic (at, down) or bisyllabic (above, about). He points out some 

differences between English and Latin prepositions, stating that 'English 

prepositions are not used in composition [affixed], as all the Gree\<: and Latin ••. ' 

(110). His deBcription is significant in that he recognizes a distinction betweel1 

those compositions in which the preposition precedes a verb and is affixed to it and 

those in which the preposition follows as a separate item: 'The sense of the word is 

sometimes altered by composition; as to stand with, to withstand; to stand under, 

to understand; to run out, to outrun; to give, to give over, to forgive' (110). 

Maittaire describes a type of compound whereby the preposition follows a 

word, particularly the verb, without being followed by a substantive which it 

governs. He mentions such constructions as to gg ~, to ~ out, to run in, to ~ EY, 
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to get~, and to pass~. Maittaire also recognizes the existence of compounds 

formed from verb plus adverb: 'Thus also some adverbs compound words; as to ~ 

forth, to ~ back, to stand ,aw.!!1' (Maittaire, 111). Maittaire also describes the 

separable verbal phrase: 'The Particle which compounds the verb by following it, 

does not always go next to the verb; but the Noun, which is governed by the verb, is 

often placed betwl~en; as.! I{eel? in.!!!X breath or .! keel? .!!!.'l breath in;.! call bacl{ .!!!.'l 

word or! call .!!!.'l word back' (111). He even notes the obligatory rule concerning 

the object pt'onoun: 'The Pronoun ever goes between; as.! keep him in,.! call him 

back; scarcely! I{eep in him,.! call back him' (111). 

Maittaire's account is very significant in that it is one of the first to 

describe the phrasal verb in such syntactic detail. It must be remembered that he 

wrote his grammar in the early years of the eighteenth century. It has previously 

been suggested that the phrasal verb enjoyed increasing popularity throughout the 

seventeenth century but waned considerably in the eighteenth century. This is 

corraborated in the literature. According to Bolinger (xin.), 'In a study based on 

forty-six plays from the early Renaissance to the presen'i:, Spasov finds the phrasal 

verb lowest ebb in the second half of the eighteenth century probably because of 

fashions in writing ••• ' This is reflected in the grammars, too. After Maittaire 

there is little if any consideration given the phrasal verb in the eighteenth century 

grammars. It is not until the nineteenth century and early twentieth century 

scholarly descriptive grammars of Jespersen, Kruisinga, Poutsma, Sweet, and 

others than an attempt is again made to account for and describe the structure. 

Another significant grammar written during the eighteenth century was 

thdt of Fisher, published in 1750. This grammar survived through thirty-five 

editions, up to 1800. This gram mar is notable as an example of the prescriptive 

idea, containing a section of what was called 'Examples of Bad English'. The 
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grammar is also interesting in that it reveals more about the use of language at the 

time than the author perhaps wished to. Although it does not consider phrasal 

verbs as such, it does use phrasal verbs in some of its definitions. For example, 

while e}cplaining the use of with, Fisher uses the phrasal as part of the definition: 

'With signifies !l8'ainst; as, to withstand, i.e. to stand against. Sometimes it denotes 

as much as from, or baclq as to with-hold; i.e. to hold from~; to withdraw; i.e. 

to draw bacl{' (Fisher, 101). 

One of the most influential pedagogical grammars was that of Lowth, 

published in 1762. It was a widely used textbool{ in the eighteenth century, and it 

provided the basis for many grammars published after it, particularly the popular 

English grammar by Lindley Murray p~blished in 1795. Pooley (1933:23) states that 

Lowth was one of the most important of the eighteenth century reformers, one 

'whose own book enjoyed great popularity in the United States and was used at 

Harvard as late as 1841.' Lowth's descriptions were colored by a prescriptive 

approach, as were those of all normative grammarians, that is, grammarians who 

were concerned with setting a standard of correctness in language. For example, 

Lowth recognizes the fact that the preposition often becomes separated from the 

relative pronoun it governs and remains with the verb at the end of the sentence as 

in his example Horace is an author, whom.! am much delighte9 with (127). He does 

not approve of this, however, as this statement shows (127-128): 

This is an Idiom which our language is strongly inclined to; it prevails in 
common conversation, and suits very well with the familiar style in 
writing; but the placing of the Preposition before the Relative is more 
graceful, as well as more perspicuous; and agrees much better with the 
solemn and elevated Style. 

Lowth recognizes two types of verb compounds. In one the preposition is prefixed 

to the verb as in to outweigh or to overlook. In the other, according to Lowth, 'the 

Preposition is more frequently placed after the Verb, and separate from it, like an 
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Adverb; in which situation it is no less apt to affect the sense of it, and to give it a 

new meaning; and may still be considered as belonging to the Verb, and a part of it' 

(128-129). Lowth uses the example of to east meaning to throw acquiring a new 

meaning with the adverb.!!.l?, to cast .:!:!E meaning to comp~te ~ account. No 

treatment of phrasal verbs is given beyond this brief description. 

One of the best-known grammars to come from the eighteenth century, 

according to many linguists, was Lindley Murray's English Grammar, published in 

1795. Palmer (1971:26) states that Murray's grammar was 'the most famous, 

perhaps, of all grammar3 that followed Lowth.' Allen (1972:52) writes that 

Murray's was 'one of the most influential of these [prescriptive] grammars.' It is 

with Murray's work and those of otlter e'1'9mrrHl.riar'ls of the late eighteenth and 

early nineteenth centuries, however, that 'we find English grammar no longer being 

described in terms of all the grammatical categories of Latin .•• But if the Latin 

categories were.-abandoned, the appeal to Latin for correctness was not' (Palmer, 

26). Baugh 1957 notes the same idea: 'But in the course of the eighteenth century 

a fairly definite feeling grew up that there were more disadvantages than 

advantages in trying to fit English into the pattern of Latin grammar ... ' (340). 

Although Murray's grammar enjoyed great popularity, there being more than two 

hundred editions during the nineteenth century, most of his rules were not original, 

a fact he aclmowledges in his introduction. Murray borrowed heavily from Lowth; 

some rules were copied verbatim, including his explanation of the verb plus 

preposition compound: 

Verbs are often compounued of a verb and pr~position; as, to uphold, to 
outweigh, to overlook; and this composition sometimes gives a new sense 
to the verb; as, to understand, to withdraw, to forgive. But in English the 
preposition is more frequently placed after the verb, and separate from it, 
like an Hdverb; in which situation it is no less apt to affect the sense of it, 
and to give it I? new meaning and still be considered as belonging to the 
verb, and as a part of it; as, To cast, is to throw; but to cast .:!:!E, or, to 
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out, to give~, dec. So that the meaning of the verb, and the propriety 
of the phrase, depend on the preposition subjoined (1795:122). 
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The large number of editions of Murray's grammar and the influence of his work on 

those which followed demonstrate the influence eighteen century grammars had on 

the pedagogical grammars of the nineteenth century. 

The work often cited as the classic prescriptive grammar of the 

nineteenth century is Goold Brown's The Grammar of English Gra~mars published 

in 1851. Although published in the nineteenth century, it was considered 'the 

epitome of the eighteenth century tradition' (Pooley, 25). This grammar, designed 

for students, includes over a thousand pages of material including rules, exercises, 

quotations from literature, and quotations from earlier grammars. Yet in the text 

of Brown's grammar there is no reference to the phrasal verb construction. There 

is, however, a short reference to the fact that certain prepositions (in, ~, of, to, 

with, and others) are sometimes used 'in a sort of adverbial construction, because 

they evidently express the real relation between the verb or parti~i.ple and a 

nominative or objective going before' (Brown, 439), for which is given the example 

Houses are built to .live in, not to look on. Brown suggests that this construction is 

'a peculiar idiom of our language,' but he does not offer any explanation or 

description of its use. 

Of course, Brown was working within the tradition of grammar which 

preceded his own. Since there had no been a systematic treatment of the phrasal 

verb before him (except perhaps Maittaire's work), Brown had no theories to draw 

on. Also, he was writing his grammar during a time when there had been a decline 

in the use of phrasal verbs in the litel"ature. His grammar is significant, however, 

for according to Pooley, 'it mari(ed the pinnacle and decline of the traditional 

conception of language and grammar' (25). 
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Woody (1974) summarizes the treatment of the phrasal verb in school 

grammars from the early eighteenth to the mid-twentieth century. He finds four 

general concepts prevalent. First, the grammars that treat the construction agree 

that 'an affinity e}cists between the verb and its adjunct' (21). Second, some 

grammars note that the addition of the adjunct converts an intransitive verb into a 

transitive verb, as in ~ and ~ ~, look and loo)e ~, or walle and walk over. 

Third, the grammars recognize that often the construction 'remains a unit (or 

discrete constituent) after the sentence in which it appears undergoes 

passivization' (21). And fourth, and very consistent for all traditional grammars, 

'the verb+adjunct, while exhibiting the characteristics of a constituent sententially, 

is still analyzed as two "parts of speech": a verb plus another part of speech, 

usually designated a particle, a preposition, or an adverb' (21). 

The Phrasal Verb in Scholarly Grammars 

Although the normative grammars remained popular through the 

nineteenth century and even into the twentieth century for use in the schools, 

advancements in the fields of historical and descriptive linguistics influenced some 

grammarians who were writing toward the end of the nineteenth and into the 

twentieth century. These grammarians were more descriptive than normative and 

more concerned with actual usage than in rules of grs.mmatical correctness. 

Pooley (36) defines the movement which influenced them as 'the rise of a scientific 

objective view of language which tried and rejected all criteria of correctness in 

favor of custom, which it announced to be sole arbiter of usage.' These scholarly 

men include Henry Sweet, Otto Jespersen, C. T. Onions, Henrile Poutsma, Etsko 

Kruisinga, and George Curme. These grammarians provided a description and 
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explanation of phrasal verbs which later linguists would use in formulating their 

own descriptions. 

One of the best known scholarly grammars was written during the last 

decade of the nineteenth century, Sweet's A New English Grammar: Logical and 

Historical (1891)0 Sweet was so well regarded that 'grammarians dealing with 

English from the time of Sweet onward have been influenced to some degree by his 

worl<:' (Herndon 1970:17). Sweet's treatment of phrasal verbs, under the heading of 

'group-verbs', has been covered in Chapter 2. He is mentioned here in order to 

place him in his grammatical tradition and to name him as one of the first 

influential grammarians to base an analysis of language on usage rather than 

prescription. 

Onions' grammar, An Advanced English Syntax, was first published in 1904 

and went through six editions, the last in 1932. Onions admits in the Preface, 'Of 

the existing grammars which I have consulted, Dr. Sweet's has proved the most 

enlightening and suggestive.' In the revised worl<:, entitled Modern English Syntax 

(1971), there is a discussion of verb-preposition combinations entitled 'verbs 

constructed with a fixed preposition'. In it Onions describes the change from 

intransitive to transitive of certain verbs which combine with prepositions. These 

are often synonymous with other transitive verbs, for example, to laugh at, for to 

ridicule or to thinl( of for to consider. Onions (32) notes that in the passive 

sentence the preposition tends to remain with the verb, as in He was spol<en to 

sharpl~. He also contrasts such combinations with others in which a verb combines 

with an adverb. He mentions two ways of distinguishing the adverb from the 

preposition in a phrasal verb. The first way is through stress in spoken English. 

The preposition is usually unstressed, as in such a sentence as He called on a 

customer, in which on is a preposition. The adverb is usually stressed, particularly 
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in final position, as in such a sentence as He 12.':!! the coffee ON, in which on is an 

adverb. The second way is through word order. The adverb may precede or follow 

the object, as in He 12!!! ~ the coff~; He put the coffee on. The object may not 

immediately precede a preposition, however: *He called ~ customer~. Onions 

(32) recognizes the abundance and productiveness of the structures by stating the 

'number of such combinations is practically limitless.' 

In the third volume of his seven-volume work, A Modern English 

Grammar, Jespersen states, 'I may remind British and American readers that it is 

not my business to tell them what is correct or pure English, but only to register 

and, if possible, to explain the actual facts of English usage in various periods' 

(l927:vi). Jespersen 1948 also suggests that it is a fallacy to assume tbat 

Imowledge of Latin is necessary to a basic understanding of English (118). This 

approach distinguishes his worle, as it does that of all the scholarly treatments as 

contrasted with the normative treatments of traditional grammar. 

In volume III, Jespersen treats a structure he calls 'verbs with object or 

preposition'. He describes this as a construction whereby a verb can be followed by 

an object or a preposition plus the object. When the verb is followed by the 

preposition, however, it seems that in many cases 'the object is governed by the 

whole composite phrase consisting of the verb and the preposition' (252). Jespersen 

writes that although in some cases the addition of the preposition does not change 

the meaning, in other instances it does. For example, he mentions that between 

fight the enemy and fight against the enemy there is no marked difference; 

however, in.! want ~ ~hing (desire) and.! want for ~ thing (be in need of) there is a 

distinct difference. Jespersen lists prepositions which combine: about, against, at, 

for, from, in, into, of, on, upon, over, to, and .with, and for each he names certain 

verbs which may precede these prepositions. For example, he states that against 
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often follows the verbs fili!!! and offend as in fight against the enemy or offend 

against the law, tradition, people's feelings (253). He also mentions verbs which 

combine frequently with prepositions. For example, he notes that hope is often 

followed by to with the infinitive as in.! hope to be able to do it and by for as in We 

have nothing to hOl2.e for from him (254). Immediately following this discussion and 

within the same chapter (Chapter XIII), Jespersen discusses the pr~blem of 

determining prepositions or adverbs in certain structures: 'In some combinations of 

a verb+a particle+an object it may be doubtful whether the particle is an adverb or 

a preposition' (273). He uses the tests of sound stress and meaning to determine 

adverbs, but he mentions that those criteria are not always accurate. In that case 

he suggests that 'word-order often serves to determine which of the two 

possibilities is the right one' (273) and 'shows whether the cohesion is stronger with 

the verb or with the primary' (274). He is proposing, of course, that if the particle 

can follow the object, it is adverbial, something which Onions also suggested. 

Jespersen further mentions in his discussion that the particle should be 

considered an adverb if there are intervening words between it and the object, as in 

! went over manll times what! should have said. Jespersen suggests that some verb 

combinations may change meaning depending on whether the particle is adverbial 

or prepositional as in his examples ~ it ~ (make an end of it), get over it 

(recover), see through the secret (discover), ~ someone through (help). Jespersen 

also notes that the closeness of the verb and particle can be observed in the passive 

construction with the particle often remaining with the verb. This had been 

observed earlier by Sweet (138) and Onions (32). Jespersen further states that the 

cohesion is evident in a construction such as These laws .!!!X readers are bound to 

believe in and to obey in which 'we find the same preposed word as the object at --- - - - ---"-

the same time of a single verb and a verbal phrase' (277). 
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Lastly Jespersen remarks on the tendency of the particle to remain with 

the verb in its -ing form, as in Any radical change will probably entail the doing 

awa~ with altogether of the bus (277). It is interesting here to note that such 

observations were later made by other linguists in their treatment of phrasal verbs. 

Word order and sound stress factors were later used by Bolinger, Fraser, and Hill 

1968. The possibility of intervening structures between adverbial particles and 

objects was suggested by Bolinger, S trang, and others. Live used the example of 

the phrasal verb sharing membership in a series with single verbs as one 

determination of her category, and Fraser mentions nominalization of the verb as a 

test. These linguists' later analyses owe much to Jespersen and his descril?tive 

work. 

So far the analysis of the treatment of phrasal verbs in the grammar texts 

of the sixteenth through nineteenth and early twentieth centuries has revealed that 

the phrasal verb construction proved puzzling to the grammarians. In their efforts 

to categorize parts of speech they were thwarted by this construction. 

Consequently, when it was considered, it was usually accompanied by a discussion 

of whether the particle acted as en adverb or a preposition. According to 8ro\<8, 

'The problem of the distinction between the adverb and the preposition in English, 

which constitutues one of the central problems connected with the phrasal verbs, 

was raised when the first modern English grammar was being written [Bullokar, 

1586] and was given some attention in later grammars of English' (15), Sl'oka adds 

that through Sweet's wor\<: the problem had 'reached a stage of solution based on 

formal grounds (word-order)' (15). The issue, however, is still current, as can be 

noted in the numerous syntactic aPl?roaches to the study of phrasal verbs. 

When Kennedy wrote his monogral?h in 1920, it was the first extensive 

account of the combination, yet it did not suggest criteria for distinguishing an 
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adverb from a preposition. In fact, Kennedy mentions that in his account he has 

included 'only those combinations which are formed with the sixteen prepositional

adverbs' (19), using the term to refer to particles which could act as both. He 

states further th~t 'at times the value of the particle differs in combination with 

the verb from the value which it has as a separate preposition or adverb' (19). 

Nevertheless, Sroka states that 'Kennedy does not recognize the criteria employed 

by Sweet for the distinction of adverb and preposition' (17). Kennedy's work is 

notable because by considering the theory and history of the combination, its 

relation with single verbs of similar meaning, the causes of combination, and the 

values of the particles, Kennedy established the structure as a significant one in 

English. 

Kruisinga (1932) and Poutsma (1928) are considered scholarly grammarians 

even though both writers were writing English grammars for Dutch students, that 

is, ESL grammar texts. Their descriptions, however, were so thorough and their 

influence was so great on grammarians who followed them that they are most often 

associated with such names as Sweet, Jespersen, Onions, and others. 

Kruisinga's first edition of A Handbook of Present Day English was printed 

in 1911, but demand for the book kept it in reprint through many editions. 

Kruisinga's section entitled 'English Accidence and Syntax, Parts II and liP, contain 

some analysis of the phrasal verb. Kruisinga (1932:11) labels as semi-compounds 

verbs that take what he calls prepositional objects. He notes that the preposition 

in such phrases as to laug~ at !!. man really forms such a close bond with the verb 

that the object is not an object of a preposition but rather an object of the verb 

and pr'eposition unit. He suggests that the preposition here really functions as an 

adverb. He further distinguishes these compounds from the separable verb 

compounds such as to put on and to take off, suggesting that in the latter type the 
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object can sometimes separate verb and particle, whereas in the first type it 

cannot. 

Keppens (1975:14) writes that 'Kruisinga notes that some particles such as 

of, with, from, at are never used otherwise than in a prepositional function. He 

suggests the label pure preposition for these particles, to distinguish them from ... 

adverbial prepositions.' Kruisinga is still very much in the traditional school of 

grammar in trying to resolve the problem of labeling the particle. He recognizes, 

as others treating the problem have done, that certain particles cannot be labeled 

either preposition or adverb until their function in the sentence is revealed, usually 

through word order criteria. 

Poutsma (1928:V) states that the purpose of his grammar is to provide a 

survey of features of Late Modern English 'as it presents itself to Continental, 

especially Dutch, students.' Poutsma implies that his grammar may be more 

representative of modern English than some earlier grammars because he draws on 

more current English literature to provide examples for the descriptions in his 

investigation. He quotes profusely from such writers as Dickens, Thackeray, 

Trollope, Kipling, and Hardy, and from language authorities, particularly Sweet and 

Webster. 

Poutsma (417) refers to the phrasal combination as a ~ verb, 

categorizing the particles as adverbs 'which often form a Idnd of unit with the 

preceding verb ••• ' He describes in great detail the word order of the group verbs, 

particularly with respect to noun and pronoun objects. Gram marians have from 

time to time tried to account for the placement of the object noun. Often they 

explained the seemingly optional placement of the notm object as depeuding on the 

intentiOhlG of the speaker. Poutsma writes that noun objects normally follow the 

particle, and when this is not the case it is due to 'a shifting of the main interest in 
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the spealcer's thoughts, i.e., when the notion expressed by the adverb is more 

pt'ominent in his mind than that of the preceding object, the former is mentioned 

after the latter ... '(419). Poutsma (420) quotes from the Oxford English 

Dictionary for his example, Tr~ to force this bolt back, which demonstrates that 

the notion of back, or the action itself, is more important than the object (bolt). 

Poutsma does find examples, however, that indicate that 'sometimes the 

arrangement appears to be a matter of chance', as in his example You will live out 

your life like!! .!!!!!! (420). 

In 1919 van Dongen published a fairly lengthy article examining the 

position of the adverb particle in a phrasal verb in relation to the object. He refers 

to an old rule which states that the a.dverb 'must foHow the object if this is a 

pronoun, and that it may precede or follow the object if the latter is a noun' (323). 

Indeed, this is consistent with the grammars that have been examined. Van 

Dongen, however, also refers to several grammars which state that the particle is 

separated from the verb in the case of pronoun objects but should not be separated 

for noun objects. Van Dongen then states cases in which the noun object must 

obligatorily follow the particle; first, when the phrasal verb forms a close 

idiomatic unit, as in his examples The tables take ~ too much room or He put on ~ 

serious countenance; secondly, when the object has some stress as in It would be 

easy to make out !! strong case for the CONTENTION (324). Van Dongen then 

precedes to quote from various pieces of literature to prove his theory that object 

nouns normally follow the particle. In certain cases, therE:! are exceptions that can 

be specified in the form of rules. He concludes that the front position of the 

adverbial particle [the position before the objectJ, however', is the usual position. 

The problem of object placement has been treated several times in the 

literature on phrasal verbs. Even as recently as 1955, in an article in English 
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Language Teaching, Wood (19) attempts to determine the positional variants of the 

adverb and the constraints on those positions. He determines that the front 

position of the adverb particle occurs in four specific cases. First, it occurs when 

the object is long, that is, consists of a stdng of lexicel items, as in 1 sent out 

beautifully engraved wedding invitations. Second, it happens when the object is a 

clause, as in She wrote down what the teacher told her. Third, it precedes the 

object when the object expresses 'verbal notion', as in John gave ~ drinking. 

Fourth, it occurs when an intransitive verb is followed by a complement, as in She 

turned out !! ~v:mpathetic person after all. Wood notes the occurrence of the post 

position adverb [position after the object] in six instances. First, the particle 

appears after the object when the object is a personal or reflexive pronoun, as in 

She filled it .!:!2 to the top. Second, it occurs in post position when there are two 

adverbs co-ordinated, as in He turned the radio .£!! and off several times. Third, it 

comes after the object when the adverb is followed by a phrase, as in He took the 

dog out for !! walk in the parl<:. Fourth, it occurs in post position when the adverb 

relates to the object more than to the verb and assumes a type of adjectival 

function, as in John wanted to get the exam ~ guicldy. Fifth, it follows the 

object when the particle is prepositional, as in this example from Wood (21): He 

lifted the lid of the well and dropped !! stone down (i.e. down the well). Sixth, the 

particle follows the object when there might be confusion with a verb plus 

preposition form, as in He ran over !! cat (adverb) and He ran over the bridge 

(preposition). Wood does recognize that there are times when it is difficult to 

decide why the speaker uses post or mid position for the particle. He does say, 

however, that 'front-position of the adverb is probably the more usual' (23) and 

suggests that shifts in position may occur because of the speal<:er's desire to 

emphasize something. 
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As had been suggested earlier, many linguists have concluded that stress 

plays a factor in the position of the object: object nouns follow particles because 

they are stressed and pronoun objects precede because they are unstressed. Erades 

(I961) hypothesizes something quite different. He believes that placement is 

determined by 'the news value which the idea denoted by the object has in the 

sentence' (57). He proposes that noun objects having news value have end position 

while others are given mid position. Since a pronoun refers to some noun which has 

come before, it has no news value. Erades quotes examples from English literature 

to prove his point. Erades, Wood, and Poutsma all refer to the speal<er's desire or 

intention as a determining factor in the placement of the particle, but none has 

demonstrated this fully. The anSWer to the problem of the placement of adverb 

particles and objects may well be found in·a study of the semantics of the phrasal 

verb, an area still under investigation. Further discussion of the particle 

placement will be treated in a later chapter on Fraser 1976. Fraset' suggests that 

there is a relation between the phonology of the verb phrase and the placement of 

the particle. 

With the work of such grammarians as Sweet, Jespersen, Onions, and 

others there came a notable categorization of English grammars. Although their 

worl<s were descriptive and based on usage, pedagogical grammars that were still 

heavily based on prescriptive rules continued to be written and published. Two 

types of grammars existed side by side: those that were designed for use in the 

schools by native speal<ers and those that were based on a scientific study and 

description of language. It is the latter type that has continued to be significant in 

the twentietn century, for it is the 'scientific' or 'linguistic' approaches to grammar 

which influenced ESL texts during this century. Therefore, in this paper further 

discussion of the phra.sal verb in English grammars will tal<e into consideration only 
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those grammars that were influenced by the li;}guistic movements of the twentieth 

century, particularly structural linguistics and trs.nsformational-generative theory. 

A current scholarly grammar for native spealcers, specifically Quirk et ale (1972), 

which is not based on anyone particular theory but which has been influenced by 

various schools of contemporary linguistic thought, will also be considered because 

of its influence on ESL text writers. 

Structural Linguistics and the Phrasal Verb 

W. Nelson Francis (1958: 26) defines structural linguistics as 'the Idnd of 

linguistics which is primarily interested in discovering and describing as concisely 

and accurately as possible the interrelationships and patterns which make up the 

intricate structures of languages.' With the understanding of language that 

twentieth century structural linguistics has been able to provide have come some 

specific ways of analyzing the phrasal verb. Emphasis has been on stress, accent, 

and intonation characteristics and on form and function considerations. Whereas 

traditional grammarians used the written, or literary form, of language for their 

analyses, structural linguists have been more interested in language as observable 

behavior, that is, in the spoken language, which could be analyzed empirically. An 

analysis of a few of the best-known structural linguists will reveal some 

generalizations concerning the phrasal verDe 

Charles C. Fries should be mentioned first not because of hjs 

consideration of the phrasal verb, but for his contribution to the knowledge of the 

construction of English sentences. Fries (1952) analyzed parts of speech in terms 

of word classes and function words. The traditional concept of 'verb' became for 

him a 'Class Two Word', which he defined through substitution frames. He also 

suggests a 'Class Four' group which includes adverb forms that could be phrasal 
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verb particles. Under 'Function Words', there is a Group F which includes 

preposition-liI<:e words, some of which could act as the particle component of the 

phrasal verb. Fries, however, in his 1952 wori<: does not actually analyze the 

phrasal verb. He states in his section on function words that 'the uses of these 

words in combinations such as call .!!12 the ~, !!:!!! down the child, are not 

discussed in this book' (96). 

Francis (1958) includes a discussion of separable verbs in a chapter on 

parts of speech. He describes them as a verb consisting of two parts, the first of 

which is an independent verb and the second a form 'that also appears as an 

independent adverb or as a function word of the class called prepositions .•• ' (265). 

He uses the term separable verb because it implies both that the verb functions as 

a single part of speech and that it is composed of two separable parts. He 

recognizes that the object noun may separate the two parts of the verb or follow 

them but that pronouns must stand between the two parts. He also notes semantic 

ambiguity between the adverbial and the prepositional use of the preposition when 

the forms are not separated. For example, Francis notes that in the sentence He 

looked ~ the old fence (266), there are two possible meanings. He resolves the 

problem through formal criteria, specifically, stress and pitch patterns. He notes 

that in one meaning the juncture comes after the verb looked and is followed by an 

unstressed preposition lI'!hich composes part of a prepositional phrase. The meaning 

then is He looi<:ed at something ~ the other side of the fence. In the second sense 

of the sentence, the juncture follows the word over, which is stressed, implying the 

meaning He inspected the fence. If a pronoun is substituted, it would follow ~ 

in the first sense of the sentence and precede it in the second sense. Francis does 

not designate the part of speech of the particle, calling it only 'an adverb-like 

form' (268), and he does not consider the inseparable phrasal verb forms. 
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Hill {1958) identifies a group of adverbs which he states 'constitute a 

subclass of adverbs sufficiently well marked so that they might justify 

identification as a separate form class' {224). He notes that such words as ~ and 

to are adverbs in such expressions as John passed~ and Jim ~ to precisely 

because they are strongly stressed. These same words, however, are often weakly 

stressed, in which case, according to Hill, they function as prepositions. Hill is 

dissatisfied with stress alone as a distinction and suggests that 'it would seem that 

a preferable approach to the problem would be to set up a separate cover name for 

the group of segmental morphemes which can occur under either type of superfix, 

without insisting on referring the stressed type to the class of adverbs. Such a 

name might be a hyphenated form, _ adverb-preposition, which leaves the exact 

definition of each type of utterance open' {227). Hill proposes determining one 

class that functions as an adverbial when stressed and as a preposition when 

unstressed. This idea has been adopted by others, most notably Taha, a student of 

Hill, who used formal criteria to analyze the phrasal verb. A discussion of his 

approach was covered in Chapter 2. 

Strang {1968) recognizes the existence of two- and three-word verbs that 

function as units but that may be separated by intervening elements. Lexical 

evidence of their existence is simply that the units may have meaning separate 

from that of the words which form them. For example, the words come across in.! 

~ across an old friend cannot be understood from the meaning of ~ and 

across. Having recognized the existence of such forms, Strang categorizes three 

types: prepositional verb, phrasal verb, and prepositional-phrasal verb. Strang 

distinguishes the three types· from other verb-particle forms by means of what she 

terms 'idiomaticness'. This would explain the difference between a prepositional 
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verb as take to in the sentence.! tool, to him at ~ (was attracted) and the verb 

plus preposition take to+object in.! tool, Mark to the ~. 

Strang (178) used other criteria for her three categories. She states that 

if the prepositional verb is transitive and active, it must be followed by an object 

as in the take to example above. The phrasal verb may be transitive or 

intransitive, may have a fully stressed ,!?article, may have a definite intonation 

pattern, and cannot accept interpolating adverbs. Strang also mentions the 

position of the object: prono1ln objects precede the particle and noun objects 

precede or follow. The category prepositional-phrasal verb actually refers to a 

phrasal verb followed by a preposition which is closely bound to it in meaning. 

Strang credits Mitchell (1958) with originally distinguishing the three 

types of verbs mentioned above. Mitchell uses the example of phrasal verbs to 

demonstrate that word class designation, that is, assigning words to one of several 

established ,'classes' defined through form and function, is not as significant as 

syntagmatic differences. Although word class designation was a favorite way of 

explaining syntax among the structuralists, Mitchell states that 'since word-class 

status depends for its recognition on syntagmatic differences, it appears reasonable 

to make the latter the main object of description' (103). Mitchell suggests that 'it 

is the word-class approach that explains the tendency •.• to regard the particle 

component of the English verb as either preposition or adverb rather than as of one 

grammatical piece with the verbal compound' (103). He suggests that the parts of 

a phrasal verb, as in turn £f! the .!!1tI}!:, form a 'colligation', which he defines as 

'mutual accompaniment of grammatical categories' (103n.). This differs from the 

colligation non-phrasal verb+prepositional phrase (turned off the road) because of 

positional ,variation -(1 04). Besides positional variation to distinguish phrasal from 

non-phrasal, Mitchell also uses adverbial position criteria: He turned suddenly off 
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the road but not *He turned suddenly off the light (104). Added to these criteria 

are stress and intonation features. Mitchell (104) states that 'the particle 

component of the phrasal verb can, and usually does, bear a full stress, and when 

final and not in post-nominal position, is pronounced on a kinetic tone; thus, he 

can't be taken IN (component of phrasal verb and stres8ed) at any price but it can't 

be taken in (preposition and unstressed) large doses, and he can't be taken IN 

(component of phrasal verb and on falling tone) but he can't be laughed at 

(prepositional particle on low-level tone).' Mitchell's contribution to the study of 

the phrasal has been his categorizing techniques. Several linguists writing after 

1958 (Strang, Bolinger, Quirk et al., and others) accept Mitchell's suggested 

categories and use them in their own analyses. 

The structural linguists perfected sound and morpheme study as a science. 

They also made important contributions in the area of syntax, formulating a type 

of word-class grammar whereby they described sentence patterns and showed that 

classes of words could fill certain defined slots. Some tried to account for syntax 

through constituent relations, and this approach resulted in what was called 

immediate-constituent analysis. As Cattell (1969:26) mentions: 

Until a few years ago, linguists thought it might be possible to describe 
the whole of English sentence structure by a system of immediate 
constituents. All sorts of methods were developed in order to provide a 
satisfactory constituent analysis, and gradually two facts emerged. The 
first was that, as far as they went, many of these methods were effective; 
and indeed, many of them were simply variations on the same basic 
method. The second was that the task of describing English or any other 
language completely in terms of immediate constituents was very 
difficult indeed. 

Such an analysis would be particularly difficult in explaining the phrasal 

verb. For example, although the following sentences seem similar in structure, the 

speaker-listener still feels that the relation of across to other words in the 

sentence varies: 
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A. He ran across the bridge. 
B. He ran across an old friend. 
C. He put across his ideas. 
D. He put his ideas across. 

Across in sentence A seems to form a phrase with the nominal the bridge, together 

a unit traditionally named a prepositional phrase. Across in sentence B seems to 

have a closer affinity with the verb and is necessary to convey the meaning met 

unexpectedly. In sentence C, across is needed to express the meaning explain and 

is, therefore, a necessary adjunct to the verb, and sentence D, while related 

semantically to sentence C, shows that ~ and across can undergo a structural 

separation without affecting meaning. Immediate-constituent analysis could not 

explain the differences here satisfactorily. When Noam Chomsky published 

Syntactic Structures in 1957, he did not reject the idea of immediate constituents, 

but according to Cattell, 'he merely showed that this method was not powerful 

enough by itself to account for the whole of sentence structure. It must be used ill 

conjunction with some other method' (27). The method he proposed became known 

as 'transformational grammar'. 

T,l'ansformational Grammar and the Phrasal Verb 

Chomsky (1957:75) considers the verb+particle as a 'productive 

subconstruction' of the verb. Because the particle is often separated from the verb 

in surface structure, the two elements form discontinuous elements that are 

relatcu semantically. Chomsky (75) notes that 'discontinuous elements cannot be 

handled readily within the phrase structure gram mar' and proposes the notion of 

transformations, which could rearrange elements, thereby allowing the particlE; to 

follow the object with no change in meaning. To account for the particle's always 

following a pronoun object, Chomsl(y sets up an obligatory transformation which 

must operate on a 'string', or lineal' ordering of units, which has specified a pronoun 
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object. In this first account of transformational grammar, known as the standard 

theory, there seem to be two tl'ansformations suggested to account for separable 

phrasal verbs, one obligatory and acting on certain types of strings and the other 

optional. 

Cattell (1969) lists the phrasal verb as a type of verb phrase that with the 

noun phrase forms a kernel structure that he calls kernel-pattern 4. A kernel 

sentence is defined a.c:; 'a basic eentence-type, from which more complex structures 

are derived' (152). Cattell states that 'sometimes a transitive verb will have a 

word following which is intimately related to it and which combines with the verb 

to form a syntactic unit' (44). These words he terms particles and the combination 

he calls a phrasai vei-b. Later he notes that the difference between He tore ~ the 

~ and He tore the ~ E.I? occurs because of a separation transformation. He 

states that the operation is optional except in the presence of an object pronoun. 

Akmajian and Heny (1975:177) state, ~It appears ••. that there llre a 

number of verbal expressions in English that consist of a verb+preposition (such as 

in,~, out,~) in which the preposition may be separated from the verb. These 

shiftable prE.positions have been called particles and the expressions themselves 

verb-particle expressions.' They postulate that in the base form the particle comes 

after the verb. There is, however, a transformation which may move the particle 

to the right of the object noun phrase. The transformation is optional for nouns but 

obligatory for pronouns. They term the transformation a Particle Movement 

Transformation. 

Akmajian, Demers, and Harnish (1979:158) state that the fundamental 

insight of transformational grammar is its ability to account for discontinuous 

dependencies by 'a means by which two or more phrase markers can themselves be 

related to each other in a special way'. Transformational grammar postulates that 
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sentences that exhibit surface structure variation may actually derive from an 

identical base structure, or underlying structure, as in these sentences from 

Akmajian et al. (158). 

A. Mary stood up her date. 
B. Mary stood her date up. 

The base structure order is similar to the surface structure in sentence A. The 

verb and particle forin part of the verb phrase: 

When the Particle Movement Transformation is applied, however, the particle 

moves to the right of the object noun phrase, resulting in what Akmajian et al. 

(158) call the derived phrase marker or derived structure: 

~s~ 
,

P /vr~ 
Mary V NP Particle 

I 6. I 
stood her date up 

This corresponds to the surface structure of sentence B above. Akmajian et al. 

(1979:159) state that the 'Particle Movement [transformation] expresses a relation 

between two phrase mari(ers: it essentially says that for every phrase marker that 
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contains a verb-particle combination, there is a corresponding phrase marker in 

which that particular particle has been separated from the verb and placed after 

the object noun phrase.' The purpose of their analysis, however, is not to analyze 

the phrasal verb but to account for discrepancies in the order of related items. 

There is no discussion, therefore, of optional or obligatory transformations. 

Most transformational analyses of the phrasal verb are consistent in their 

analysis of the deep or base structure of the verb and particle, but Jacobs and 

Rosenbaum (1968:103) suggest two ways of handling the verb-particle in deep 

structure. 'First they could be represented as actual constituents in the deep 

structure. Second, particles could be represented as verb features that cause the 

application of a transformation which introduces a particle segment into the 

structure.' The latter is the method Jacobs and Rosenbaum employ, noting that the 

particular transformation which introduces the parUcle is ca.lled a Particle 

Segment Transformation, or Particle Transformation. They define the Particle 

Transformation as one that 'introduces a segment into the verb phrase which 

contains the feature (+particle) together with whatever particle feature is 

specified in the verb segment' (104). If no other transformations are applied, then 

the surface structure form might be something liI<:e this (from Jacobs and 

Rosenbaum) The chemist shook ~ the mixture (102). In order to arrive at the 

structure The chemist shook the mixture ~, the optional Particle Movement 

Transformation would be applied. Again the presence of pronoun objects would 

mal<:e the Particle Movement Transformation obligatory. By this approach there is 

a specific order of transformations 'which must apply if particles originate as 

features of verbals' (l05). Later linguists do not seem to treat the subject with this 

approach, however, preferring instead to list the verb and particle together as 

constituents of the verb phrase. 
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Although transformational theory has been used to describe syntax, 

semantics, and phonology, as Huddleston (1976:248) suggests, 'It has been a 

recurrent theme in Chomsky's work that syntactic structure can and should be 

described independently of meaning. In the first version of the theory 

semantics was held to fall outside the domain of generative grammar altoget.her: 

semantics was concerned with the use rather than the form of sentences.' 

Transformational grammar provides a means of accounting for related elements 

that are discontinuous in surface structure. Concerning the phrasal verb, 

transformational grammar is able to demonstrate the relationship of a verb and its 

particle through tree diagrams. By specifying relations in the base structure, 

transformational grammarians have not had to consider the arguments of whether a 

particle was a pL'eposition or an adverb. The base structure exhibits elements 

which have semantic affinity, and the application of transformations sometimes 

results in word order irregularities or variations. 

A Scholarly Pedagogical Grammar and the Phrasal Verb 

A Grammar of Contemporary English (1972) by Quirk et a!. is a current 

comprehensive account of English structure. It might be considered as 

representative of a grammar that 'has drawn heavily both on the long-established 

tradition and on the insights of sevel'al contemporary schools of linguistics' (vi). 

The authors do not align themselves with any particular linguistic theory but admit 

of the contributions of theories 'from the time of de Saussure and Jespersen 

onwards' (vi). In treating the phrasal verb, they consider all accounts of it in 

earlier grammars and present the most significant features. 

Quirk et ale follow Mitchell and Strang's classification of phrasal verb 

combinations by distinguishing between pl'epositional verbs, phrasal verbs, and 
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phrasal-prepositional verbs. It should be noted here that phrasal is not used in its 

generic sense but rather is used to define verbs followed by adverbial particles. 

The authors distinguish by means of 'cohesion' these types of verbs from those 

followed by prepositions or prepositional phrases, stating that 'the adverbial or 

prepositional particle <..!!E, on, with) forms a semantic and syntactic unit with the 

verb' (812). The prepositional phrase, on the other hand, 'is more closely connected 

with the head of the prepositional phrase' (812). Besides this, the authors suggest 

both semantic and syntactic criteria for defining the phrasal and prepositional 

verbs. 

Quirk et ale (812) note, as others have before, the substitutability of a 

single word verb for a combination, as understand for catch £!! or surrender for 

,give up. They analyze three subclasses of combinations. In subclass one, 'the verb 

and the particle keep their individual lexical meanings' (812). This can be noted by 

the contrastive substitutions of the particle in bring in or out and turn on or off. In 

subclass two, the particle acts as an intensifier, as can be seen in the difference 

between burn and burn !!I2 or cut and cut off. In subclass three, the verb and 

particle fuse and form in an idiomatic construction whose meaning is not 

analyzable from the parts, as in carry on (continue) or get through (finish). 

The syntactic analysis of the verb is in reality a compilation of notions 

presented in earlier grammars. Phrasal and prepositional verbs accept 

passivization whereas verbs followed by prepositional phrases do not: 

He carried on his work. 
His work was carried on. 

He ran under the tree. 
¢The tree was run under. 

Also, information questions related to statements containing phrasal verbs are 

constructed with who(m) or what, as in What was carried on? Information 
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questions related to statements containing prepositional phrases use when, where, 

how, or similar information words as in Where did he!!:!!! to? 

Having distinguished between verbs followed by prepositional or adverbial 

particles and verbs followed by prepositional phrases, Quirk et ale then categorize 

prepositional and phrasal verbs through phonological and syntactic differences, two 

kinds of distinction that have been noted in earlier grammars. 'The particle in 

phrasal verbs is normally stressed and, in final position, bears the nuclear tone, 

whereas the particle in the prepositional verb is normally unstressed and has the 

"tail" of the nuclear tone on the lexical verb' (815). The syntactic difference, of 

course, is separatability, the particle of the phrasal verb following the object 

optionally and the pronoun obligatorily. The authors note that prepositional verbs 

allow adverb insertion, whereas phrasal verbs do not, and that prepositional verbs 

allow relative pronouns after the particle, whereas phrasal verbs do not. The 

authors define phrasal-prepositional verbs as 'combinations of the two multi-word 

verb classes' (816), such phrases as catch.!!!? on,~ down with, and cut down on. 

Conclusion 

The preceding analysis of the different grammatical descriptions of the 

phrasal verb reveals some inconsistencies in the explanation of the construction, 

but it also reveals some commonly held assumptions. The inconsistencies seem to 

be a matter of terminology, including which constructions (verb+adverbial particle 

or verb+prepositional particle) are included under the heading phrasal verb and how 

the particle is determined to be an adverb or preposition. The features of the 

construction that have been recognized and g.::nl~r~By accepted by those who have 

treated it include the following: 

1. The separability or inseparability of the adjunct from the verb 
(sometimes used to determine which is an adverb and which is a 
preposi tion); 



2. The idiomatic nature of the combination or the 'semantic cohesion' 
that seems to exist; 

3. The recognition that though the constituents in a phrasal verb are 
semantically related, there is actually a gradient of meaning from 
the most literal to the most stereotyped (inflexible end semantically 
fixed); 

4. The observation that the construction is productive in English, 
allowing new combinations to enter freely (these are often slang: 
psych out,.!:!J2 off); 

5. The transitivity or intransitivity of the combination (sometimes 
determining the meaning of similar forms: truce off your watch; the 
plane took off); 

6. The analysis of a form remarkably similar for all combinations 
(usually a monosyllabic or initially accented bisyllabic verb followed 
by a preposition- or adverb-Hke word, possibly from a definitive list); 
and 

7. The observation that stress or accent or other constraints may affect 
the position of the adjunct in relation to the direct object and may 
determine a particle to be adverbial or prepositional. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SOME CURRENT LINGUISTIC ANALYSES OF THE PHRASAL VERB 

Recent stucJies of the phrasal verb analyze specific features of the 

structure, using the concepts of some very current linguistic theories. Each of 

these studies provides a means of analyzing phrasal verbs that is quite distinct 

from earlier analyses. Bruce Fraser (1965, 1976) follows in the transformational

generative tradition, analyzing the syntax of the phrasal verb. Although he uses 

the notation of transformational linguistics in his early worle, he foregoes the 

notation in his second work, preferring 'to present the results of the research 

carried out in a clear and understandable way to the widest audience possible' 

(Fraser' 1976:Preface). Furthermore, he does not limit his analysis to syntax, even 

though that is the focus of his worle; he also considers phonology and semantics. 

Lester Woody (1974) attempts to account for the semantics of the phrasal verb in 

an explicit way through the notions presented in the 'Pragmatic Theory', which he 

credits to contemporary linguistic theories of semantics, particularly generative 

semantics. Woody wishes to account for the interrelation of syntax and semantics 

and feels that he has advanced a more comprehensive theory and analysis of 

phrasal verbs than earlier treatments that considered mainly syntax. Susan Lindner 

(1981) uses Space Grammar, proposed by Ronald Langacleer, as a means of 

analyzing the particles in phrasal verbs, although she limits herself to a discussion 

of only two particles: out and.!!J2. She proposes an in-depth study of the semantics 

of phrasal verb particles and suggests that a study of the meaning of particles in 

phrasal verbs will reveal a network of relationships between similar surface forms. 

75 
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Bruce Fraser and the Syntm{ of the Phrasal Verb 

Fraser originally studied the phrasal verb in a dissertation published in 

1965 using the notation of transformational linguistics and the term verb-particle 

construction. He dealt with the subject again in a 1972 monograph. The findings 

of his original work and his 1972 monograph were compiled and presented in more 

general terms in his 1976 publication on verb-particle combinations. In his later 

book, too, he benefited from extensive studies on the phrasal verb published after 

his early work-the writings of Sroka 1965, Spasov 1966, and Bolinger 1971. One 

notes in the later work, therefore, some modifications of Fraser's earlier worl< and 

some new material added. 

The significant contribution~ of Fraser's work are in the area of syntax. 

As Woody (1974:36) notes, 'In both his 1965 MIT dissertation and in the 1972 MS 

Fraser provides what are, in my opinion, the most explicit analyses of the phrasal 

verb yet made. His analyses are ••• strictly syntactic in approach.' 

Fraser provides a fairly lengthy discussion of the verb-particle 

combination (hereafter referred to as VPC). Fraser's contribution to the literature 

of the phrasal verb seems to concentrate in four areas: one, identification of the 

structure through comparison of like structures that he does not consider VPCs; 

two, a discussion of the relationship between the verb and its particle; three, a 

lengthy analysis of the nature of verbs that combine with pa:.-ticles; and four, the 

constraints on particle position. In earlier worl<s influenced by transformational 

linguistics, particle position was accounted for through the optional Particle 

Movement Transformation, which Fraser described in his 1965 work. Fraser's later 

work, however, seems to refine the rule of 'optionality'. 
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Identification of the Verb-Particle Construction Through Syntactic Properties 

As mention~d earlier in this paper, Fraser proposes specific tests for 

distinguishing the VPCs from simple verb-adverb or verb-preposition sequence. By 

isolating the VPCs from other structures sharing surface similarity, Fraser (1976) is 

able to define the construction through its syntactic properties. Below is a 

summary of those features that were mentioned earlier: 

1. The particle in the VPC can appear before or after a direct object 
noun phrase but must appear after a pronoun direct object: 

He sped up the process. 
He sped the process up. 
He sped it up. 

2. Intervening short adverbials between the verb and its particle are not 
allowed in a VPC: 

(I Harry looked furtively over the client. 

3. The &.dverbia.l particle followed by the direct object may not begin a 
sentence: 

*In the [fishing] line, the man reeled as if drunl<. 

4. The adverbial particle cannot appear after the direct object in an 
action nominalization: 

*His throwing of his dinner up (instead of down) 
was stupid. 

5. The adverbial particle may not function as a constituent in a gapped 
sentence: 

*Jones pulled the deal off, and Peters the money 
in. 

6. VPCs do not allow modification by certain adverbs of degree: 
*The debator drew his opponent only part of the 
way out. 

7. The adverbial particle may not tal<e contrastive stress: 
*1 said to carry the deception ON, not OFF. 

Most of the properties listed above are expressed in negative terms, that is, 

what a VPC will not allow. These features, however, were used by Fraser' to 

distinguish verb-preposition sequences from VPCs (properties one through three) or 

to distinguish verb-adverb sequences from VPCs (properties four through eight). By 
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isolating these features, Fraser is able to describe the VPC not so much by 

systematic features it shares with others within its category but by syntactic 

patternings it does not participate in. Perhaps this is all that is possible for this 

structure. As Bolinger (I 971 :6) had stated earlier, 'I do not believe that a linguistic 

entity such as the phrasal verb can be confined within clear bounds. Rather, there 

are analogical extensions in all directions, some of which, along with their causes 

and effects, must be traced, being or not being a phrasal verb is a matter of 

degree.' 

The above-mentioned properties are applied to transiti'le constructions, 

but Fraser notes that the same features apply to intransitive ones as well, except 

the position of the particle in an action nominalization, which Fraser (4) states 'is 

irrelevant here (there is no direct object noun phrase).' Fraser later adds, 'The 

number of simple intransitive verb-particle combinations is small, however, 

relative to the number of transitive combinations' (4). 

Fraser, unlike other grammarians, does not devote much consideration to 

three-word forms, or phrasal verbs followed by prepositions in regular patterning, 

such phrases as drop out of, meet ..!!e with, or read ..!!e on. While others (Meyer 

1975, Palmer 1971, and Quirk et a!. 1912) consider these structures a significant 

category of phrasal verbs, Fraser states that 'these combinations are relatively 

rare' (4). He does, however, list fifty-seven three-word forms in his Appendix. 

Relation of Verb and Particle 

Fraser provides an in-depth discussion of the variety of ways in which a 

verb and a particle may combine. He considers two main ca.tegories: systematic 

combinations and figurative combinations. The first he describes as 'combinations 

in which a consistent alteration of meaning results ft'om the presence of the 
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particle' (5), words such as deed ~, drinlc: down, paste..!!!?, and stowaway. Other 

structures, such as his examples figure out or settle .!:!.l.2, constitute 'froz,en forms', 

or figurative combinations. 

The systematic VPCs have differing characteristics. In some, such 

combinations as hang.!:!.l.2 or hide away, Fraser sees the particle as retaining some 

adverbial force. He notes, for example, that verbs such as chase, scrape, and trail, 

which may talce a directional adverb, 'no longer do so when the particle is present' 

(9), as in chase down, scrape away, and trail down. In others-die out, mix.!:!.l.2' and 

wind .!:!.l.2-Fraser observes that the particle gives the verb a 'completive sense' and 

suggests that 'this sense of completion pervades a large majority of the systematic 

verb-particle combinations' (6). 

Fraser lists two types of systematic VPCs-those in which the co

occurrence restrictions are the same for the simple verb and verb+particle and 

those for which they are not the same. For example, the verb clean and the VPC 

clean.!:!.l.2 can both appear in the slot: Please, _~ your room. On the other hand, 

the verbs han9 and hand over are not mutually substitutable, as in this example 

from Fraser (6): Will you please hand ~ the secret folder; >:< Will x.ou please hand 

the secret folders. In noting this, Fraser has suggested 'categories' of VPCs. 

Although Fraser does not develop this idea further, Woody 1974 later uses this test 

to distinguish 'aspectualY from 'directional' particles. 

Fraser (7) admits, however, that 'the systematic cases amount to only a 

small part of the total part of the total verb-particle combinations in the language. 

The unsystematic cases are much more frequent.' This may be S07 but it is in the 

systematic cases that most applied linguists studying VPCs interest themselves, 

perhaps searching for clues to categorizing, presenting, and teaching the 

constructions. It seems also that the systematic VPCs enter the language freely, 
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becoming figurative only after much use; systematic VPCs are, therefore, 

considered more productive and flexible than unsystematic ones. 

Fraser (8-9) describes combinations in which the verb never functions 

without the particle, such phrases as barge in, board EE, dole out, and spice .!:!I?, and 

he notes combinations in which the single verb has quite a different meaning from 

the same verb in a combination, as in his example: He singled to left field; He 

singled out John for special attention. Fraser also describes what other 

grammarians have noted: some intransitive verbs become transitive (T) with the 

addition of a particle, and some transitive verbs become intransitive (I). The 

following demonstrates this: 

A. Please give me your homework. (T) 
Don't give in too quickly. (I) 

B. He coughed all night. (I) 
He coughed up blood all night. (T) 

Fraser states that while not all English verbs can occur with a particle, 

some seem to co.mbine with almost any particle to form a variety of meanings, as 

does ~ in get about, ~ across, ~ along, get around, ~ away, ~ back, ~~, 

~ in, get off, get.£!!, get~, and so on. He names some verbs that can combine 

with only one particle, such words as jack in jack .!:!I?, 12! in jot down, and sober in 

sober..!!l? Fraser (9-10) remarks that some VPCs can have a variety of meanings. 

Mal<e.!!J?, for example, has at least nine meanings, according to Fraser: to arrange, 

to complete, to compose, to constitute, to decide, to mal<e ~ ~ for, to paint, to 

reconcile~ CL'1d to VJrap .!!J? 

Fraser suggests that many phrasal verbs can have a passive voice 

connotation, that is, the subject of the verb is also the receiver of action, as in 

Those bi.Hs figure .!!J? to ~ than he can ~ as opposed to He figures .!:!I? his bills 

monthly. Fraser cites Kennedyis discussion of the 'quasi-passive' nature of many 
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combinations, noting that Kennedy 1920 suggests that phrasal verb combinations 

lend themselves particularly well to such usage. This feature of some of the 

phrasal verbs suggests another way of categorizing the combinations. 

Fraser makes some interesting observations about the relationship of the 

verb to its particle, although there is nothing general enough to be applied to all 

combinations. The distinction between systematic and figurative combinations is 

an interesting one and certainly relevant for ESL teaching purposes. The 

distinction, however, fs not an exact one, and the particular features that 

determine whether a combination is systematic or figurative have not been 

defined. For example, a particle such as back seems to belong to a systematic 

combination in He took baclc his suit (to return), where back retains some literal 

meaning. Back has some sense of to return in a sentence such as Take back what 

you said, but here the notion is not quite as literal. Returning a physical object 

such as a suit is quite different from returning, or taking back, words (what you 

said). The notion of truce back seems to be extended metaphorically in the second 

sense, yet it is not completely figurative. The student learning the literal meaning 

of truce back could probably through analogy understand its metaphorical extension. 

The ESL student, however, probably could not understand, even through analogy, 

the meaning of truce ~ff (to leave) or truce over (to obtain contro!), which might be 

considered true figurative expressions. 

The Nature of Verbs That Combine with Particles 

In an attempt to isolate particular features of verbs in VPCs, Fraser 

analyzes syntactic, semantic, and phonological features. He finds that 'with 

respect to syntactic properties, we have almost no basis for specifying which verbs 

can co-occur with a particle, or more negatively, which cannot' (11). Fraser does, 
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however, note that there seems to be a f}istinction .between stative and nonstative 

verbs, nonstative verbs being more lil<:ely to combine and stative verbs never 

combining. Stative verbs, words lilce Imow, want, ~, and .!!Q~, express existence 

or state and when used as stntive verbs cannot appear in imperatives. Since not all 

nonstative verbs combine, however, Fraser suggests that the only statement that 

can be made is 'no verb marlced as stative can combine with a particle' (I n. 
Fraser attempts to isolate semantic features of verbs in VPCs, suggesting 

that perhaps there is a 'common semantic thread' between groups of verbs that can 

combine. If so, those features could possibly be isolated. He even suggests that 'in 

the process of making a semantic analysis of English, there are some natural 

classes of systematic VPCs characterized by some common semantic feature(s) ... 

where the difference in meaning between the verb and verb-particle combination 

can be characterized in a straight-forward and systematic way' (I1-12). For 

example, there are some verbs that seem to display a semantic similarity, such 

phrases as cook..!:!E, .fry ..!:!E, broil.!!!?, and brew..!:!E (Fraser, 12). There is, however, 

nothing to account for the non-occurrence of other verbs that seem to belong to 

the same list: roast..!:!E or braise .!:!E (12). In other words although it may be 

possible to account for semantic similarities of certain groups of verbs in 

combinations, it is not possible to account for semantically similar verbs that do 

not appear in combination. Fraser admits, 'in any event, it is clear that we 

presently have no way of determining from any syntactic or semantic properties 

associated with a verb whether or not it will combine with a particle in one way or 

another' (12-13). 

An analysis of the phonology of verbs in combinations gives Fraser his 

strongest evidence for shared features. Fraser notes three specific phonologic 

features of verbs that appear in phrasal verb combinations. First, the majority are 
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monosylla.bic, such as act in act out, bawl in bawl out, cloud in cloud.!:!l?, and stow 

in stowaway. Second, those verbs that are bisyllabic have initial stress, such as 

follow in follow..!:!J?, hamm~ in hammer down, and taper in taper off. Third, many 

bisyllabic verbs may be considered 'phonologically monosyllabic' because they end 

in a syllabic liquid ([1 ], [r]), or nasal ([ m ], [n]), such as clutter .!:!l?, or lengthen 

out. It should be added that the number of verbs that are phonologic~ly bisyllabic 

and that form VPCs is relatively small. Although Fraser finds phonology to be the 

most striking feature in describing the verb in the combination, he admits that 'we 

are not able to state which verbs do combine; rather we can specify only a large 

number of those which do not; nearly all the polysyllabic verbs of English' (I5). 

Constraints on the Position of the Adverbial Particle 

The question of the position of the adverbial particle ('ceurs from time to 

time (van Dongen 1919, Wood 1955, Erades 1961), but in earlier transformational 

work the question is answered through the optional Particle Movement 

Transformation. According to the Particle Movement Transformation, the particle 

is posited directly after the verb in deep structure and moved to the right 

obligatorily in the case of a pronoun direct object. The fact that in surface 

structure the particle often appears after the direct object noun phrase is 

explained through the optional nature of the transformation. By the time his 1976 

work is published, however, Fraser indicates that there are specific constraints on 

particle position determined not only by 'the syntactic structure of the constituents 

following the verb-particle combination per se, but also on the phonetic form of 

the resulting verb phrase' (I7). 

In his 1974: article in Language reviewing Bolinger's 1971 work, Fraser 

mentions that some linguists, among them Carden, Fasold, Labov, and others, 'have 
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observed that so-called optional rules in grammar ••• were not so optional as had 

traditionally been assumed' (1974:568). Fraser, therefore, modifies some of his 

early statements concerning optionality aIid investigates some as[Jects of language 

that produce 'variable rules' (569): 

It is cleal' that, before we can determine the extent to which the variation 
of optional rules can indeed be predicted from more general language 
phenomena, we must know much more about such general constraints, 
much more about what appear to be factors influencing the applicability 
of a grammar rule-and, to the point here, much more about linguistic 
variation as it actually occurs. 

Fraser (1974) lists eight constraints on particle position, ranging from 

'linguistic factors' to 'contextual considerations'. He recognizes that there are 

degrees of acceptability, stating (571n.) that'! recognize that many readers will 

not share all the judgments indicated.' He suggests, however, that the examples he 

uses be judged 'in terms of better or worse rather than rights or wrong' (57 In.). He 

notes, first of all, that verb shape may be a determiner of particle position. 

AlthQugh most particles combine with monosyllabic or initially stressed bisyllabic 

verbs, there are some combinations in which the verb is polysyllabic and does not 

have initial stress, as in cement down or .!!E or connect.!!E. In such cases the 

particle seems more often to follow the direct object: He 2emented the hole up. 

Fraser, however, does not illustrate this in the examples in his Appendix, where he 

uses as his sample sentence: Please cement.!!e this hole. Second, Fraser notes that 

the particle follows the direct object if a directional adverb follows a phrasal verb 

(572): 

Please drive the car up onto the ramp. 
?Please drive up the car onto the ramp. 

Third, the particle follows the object when the object does not receive maximum 

stress, which would explain its position following pronouns. When a pronoun 

receives accentual stress the particle precedes: 
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I wanted to rent out THIS, not THAT. 

Fraser adds that direct object nouns used in a general sense or preceded by some 

indefinite determiner are usually preceded by the particle: 

He warmed up some soup. 
This hot pot warms up water. 

Fourth, particles generally precede lengthy noun phrase direct objects. Fraser 

suggests, however, that intonation rather than length is the determining factor. 

Phrases of falling intonation, such as that teddy bear which is big require pre

direct object position: I'm going to throwaway that teddy bear which is big. 

Fraser (572) would accept a post:-positioned particle after a noun phrase of rising 

intonation: I'm going to throw that great big teddy bear of yours away. Fifth, 

sentences with indirect objects of the type Subject+Verb+lndirect Object+Direct 

Object as in He handed his congueror over his sword might allow particles to 

precede direct direct objects: ?He handed the congueror ~ his sword. When the 

indirect object is written as a phrase with to, the particle remains with the verb: 

He handed over his sword to the congueror. Again this may result from some stress 

rule. Franl< (1972a:189) states that 'the to phrase places more emphasis on the 

indirect object [than the word order form S+V+IO+O].' Sixth, Fraser suggests that 

the figurative VPCs are not as flexible or loose with particle position as the literal 

(or systematic) ones are. This is not explicit, however. As was mentioned earlier, 

there is no clear boundary between systematic and figurative forms. Fraser would 

not allow optional placement of the particle in ':'He has tried to el<e out ~ 

profitable living. He would allow it in the literal use of give away: John gave the 

house away to the first person he met' (573). Perhaps the separability of the 

particle is a test of whether the combination is systematic or figurativa. Seventh, 

Frasei' notes that in cases in which a combination can be used in both a literal way 
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(he threw..!!e the ball) and a figurative way (he threw ..!!e his dinner), the particle 

usually has post-direct object position for the former but remains with the verb for 

the latter: He threw the ball~; He threw.S? his dinner. He further suggests that 

the post-positioned particle somehow implies a literal meaning. It has been 

suggested earlier in this paper, however, that the difference in word order may 

result from the speaker's desire to avoid confusion with similar su~fe.ce forms. 

Eighth, Fraser notes that when 'a perfective marker all or an aspectual marl(er 

right' (573) modify a particle, the particle follows the object as in his example,.! 

will clean the ~ all/ri.l£!!..!!2. Ninth, Fraser notes that the particle cannot 

separate from the verb in a gapped sentence. In his 1976 work, he states that the 

adverb particle may not act as a constituent in a gapped sentence. If a VPC is used 

in a gapped sentence, the entire combination is deleted in the second (gapped) part: 

John woke.S? Mary, and.!, Sally (573). 

Fraser (574) sums up his findings as a 'range of conditioning factors, 

involving the phonological shape of the verb and the following object NP; the 

syntactic shape of the VP (dative facts) and of a conjoined sentence (gapping 

facts); the semantic cohesion of the phrasal verb; the possibility of ambiguous 

interpretation; the degree of predictability of the object, given the verb (drive in 

the cattle); and the relative news value of the object as opposed to the action.' 

In Fraser 1976 one finds almost the same constraints that Fraser listed in 

his 1974 1I.1Ork, but with some modifications and deletions. For example, in his 1976 

work, there is no discussion of verb stress, gapping, particle modification, 

figurative versus literal uses of the combination and possible ambiguity, or the 

presence of directional adverbs as constraints on particle position. Fraser does 

mention particle placement with stressed and unstressed pronouns and with short 

direct object noun phrases (the third constraint listed above). He also considers 
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placement in structures containing indirect objects, although in his 1976 work he 

states that 'the indirect object movement rule (the rule which transforms give the 

book to the ~ to give the boy the boolc) may not apply if the verb consists of a 

verb-particle combination' (1976:18). This is a change from his 1974 work where 

exampl~s were given of the form S+V+IO+particle+DO. Although Fl'aser mentions 

the length of the direct object noun phrase as a factor in particle placement, he 

does not mention the figurative versus literal sense of the combination as a factor, 

but he does suggest that 'some idioms containing verb-particle-noun phrase 

combinations exhibit differing possibilities of particle movement' (1976:19). He 

lists some which prohibit movement (pluck .!!E courage), permit movement (put on 

~ weight), and require post-position (have Friday off). Finally, Fraser includes 

in his 1976 work a constraint not mentioned earlier: the use of the simple present 

tense of the verb to denote habitual action. Fraser believes that in such cases the 

particle normally precedes the direct object: The police traclc down criminals; The 

cook washes.!!J2 the plates (18). 

Fraser's discussion is perhaps the most thorough yet of the conditions 

under which a particle is moved from its position following the verb. to that 

following the direct object noun phrase. Although he admits that he cannot 

account for all instances of particle placement and that relative acceptability 

varies widely, he does observe that 'it appears that the answer lies in part wi.th the 

acceptability of the final phonetic form of the verb phrase' (1976:20). He also 

makes a statem2nt concerning the role of transformations in accounting for 

particle position that Woody, writing at about the same time, suggests: 'If 

transformations are to apply to phrasal verbs to account for particle position, they 

will apparently have to take into consideration more than the straightforward 

structural conditions which have customarily been assumed' (l974:574n.). 
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Significance of Fraser's Analysis for ESL Purposes 

Although Fraser analyzes VPCs for descriptive purposes only, his study 

raises some significant questions concerning the description and presentation of the 

structure in the ESL context. Fraser demonstrates through syntactic criteria that 

there are some differences between what he considers VPCs and verb-preposition 

and verb-adverb combinations that are not VPCs. What he may be describing, 

however, are 'categories' of two- and three-word forms. Most linguists and ESL 

specialists would agree with Fraser that verb-adverb forms like throw .!!2 in Throw 

EE the ball or verb-preposition forms lil<:e look at in Lool<: at the funny.£!!!: should 

perhaps not be considered phrasal verbs because such phrases are not idiomatic (the 

combination of elements resulting in ~ unexpected meaning), a feature that is for 

many linguists an important distinction of phrasal verbs. Fraser, however, does not 

consider idiomatic verb-preposition combinations as phrasal verbs either. Such 

phrases as call £!! ~ !! visit}, get ov~! (recover), or wait on (serve) are usually 

considered to be units of meaning rather than analyzable combinations. As such, 

they are normally included in ESL texts and marked as inseparable combinations as 

opposed to the separable combinations (verb-adverbial particle forms). 

Fraser's category of systematic and figurative combinations is certainly 

relevant for ESL purposes, particularly since systematic combinations seem to 

form categories of phrasal verbs. Fraser mentions that the particle may have some 

adverbial force or provide the sense of completion to verbs in systematic VPCs. 

Specifying categories of some particles in systematic combinations could be helpful 

to the ESL student, who is faced with the problem of trying to learn the meaning, 

uses, and syntactic patternings of a large category of phrasal verbs. Indeed, if 

there are consistencies of meaning or syntactical patternings in the systematic 

VPCs, as Fraser suggests, then they could be featured in e}{planations and 
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descriptions of the combinations in ESL texts. As mentioned earlier, however, 

there is still a problem concerning the definition of what is and is not a systematic 

or figurative phrasal verb. Bolinger's concept of a 'gradient of meaning' (most 

literal to most abstract) is probably a more accurate way of describing the 

structure. 

Earlier analyses of the verb in a VPC provided a description of the surface 

form of the verb. Fraser suggests other features: stative verbs do not form VPCs 

but non-stative verbs sometimes do, suggesting that verbs of action combine most 

readily. Fraser's suggestion that there may be a 'common semantic thread' 

between groups of verbs that form VPCs has interesting implications for ESL texts, 

which often develop lessons around thematic units. Fraser's example of such 

combinations as bake.s?, cook,!!E, fry.s?, and broil,!!E, for example, could be taught 

under a unit on 'cooking'. By presenting VPCs that share some common meaning, 

the ESL teacher can help the student identify large numbers of phrasal verbs 

related to similar themes. 

The constraints on particle position, although not definitive, do challenge 

some previous conceptions. Fraser admits that 'what constitutes the acceptability 

of these cases varies from spea\<:er to speaker .•• '(1976:17). He does raise an 

interesting point, however. Some linguists mentioned earlier in this study (van 

Dongen, Wood, Erades) tried to suggest that the post-direct object position of the 

particle was deviant. They were not convincing in their analyses, however, and 

transformational grammar seemed to explain satisfactorily the syntactical 

variations using the concept of the Particle Movement Transformation. Fraser 

raises the question of optional movement again and provides some interesting 

examples of constraints on particle position. He suggests, but does not explicitly 

state, that the acceptability of particle position may vary from one speaker to 
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another, and certainly some of his examples are questionable. If there are 

constraints consistent in most standard English dialects, however, then these should 

perhaps be identified and described, particula.rly for ESL purposes. 

In conclusion, Fraser's analysis of VPCs raises some interesting points 

concerning the syntactical patterning of the combination and some of its semantic 

and phonologic features. For ESL purposes, a description of these features could 

be integrated into a grammar or analysis of PCVs. Such a description could include 

the following: 

1. Syntactic patternings of separable (verb+adverbial partble) and 
inseparable (verb+prepositional phrase) phrasal verbs including the 
placement of short adverbials and the behavior of the adverbial 
particle versus the prepositional particle in questions, relative 
clauses, action nominalizations, and gapping ~onstructions. 

2. The role of stress in separable and inseparable forms. 

3. The relation of the verb to the adverbial particle, including 
systematic and figurative combinations and 'types' or 'categories' of 
systematic combinations. 

4. Types of phrasal verbs, including those combinations in which the 
verb never functions as a verb without the particle, and the 
transitivity and intransitivity of the structure. 

5. The possibility for multiple meanings of liI<:e surface structure, 
making the phrasal verb combinations 'context sensitive'. 

6. The passive voice nature of many phrasal verbs. 

7. The nature of verbs that combine, including syntactic, semantic and 
phonologic features, and the distinction between stative and 
nonstative verbs. 

8. Constraints on the position of the adverb particle and a re-evaluation 
of optionality. 

Lester Gould Woody and the Pragmatic Theory 

Woody (1974) describes the purpose of his study as an 'attempt to account 

for the phrasal verb as it appears in surface structure in terms of its underlying 
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syntactic and semantic factors' (23). He summarizes earlier stUdies of the 

combination but labels them inadequate because he feels that the semantic 

properties of phrasal verbs have been overlooked in favor of syntactic 

considerations. He proposes that the 'Pragmatic Linguistic Theory' can account for 

both the syntactic and semantic features of phrasal verbs. He demonstrates the 

interrelatedness of syntax and semantics by positing a deep structure framework in 

which syntax and semantics operate together in the derivation of sentences. 

Although Woody admits this view of language is very similar to that proposed in 

generative semantics, he feels th8.t his focus and approach are distinct. 

Specifically, Woody proposes a very abstract underlying non-linguistic notion, 

called Idea, to which levels of linguistic structures can be related; furthermore, he 

accepts some suprasegmental features as contributors to semantic realization. 

Woody's contribution to the understanding of the phrasal verb lies in four 

specific areas: one, the notion of the Pragmatic Linguistic Theory as a wa.y to 

account for the underlying structure of phrasal verbs; two, the semantic properties 

of phrasal verb adjuncts; three, the distinction between adjuncts in phrasal verbs 

and between the grammatical categories of adverb and preposition; and four, the 

role of emphasis/accent to account for the separability of the adjunct from its verb 

in the phrasal verb. Of particular significance to ESL are the ideas concerning the 

semantic properties of the adjuncts and the role of stress as a semantic feature 

affecting syntax. These will be discussed later. 

Woody's Pragmatic Theory 

Woody defines the Pragmatic Theory as 'an abstract formalism which 

touches on the speaker's relationship to the real world as it is reflected in his 

internalized grammar of a language, namely English' (46). He postUlates that the 
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spea\cer's Idea, that is, the conscious thought of the spealcer, is realized first in 

terms of meaning and sentential structure, which are connected in a two-way 

relationship. Meaning includes semantic properties, emphasis/accent (supra

segmental features), and semantic substitution rules. Sentential structure includes 

the form a sentence ta\ces (declarative, interrogative, or imperative) and ordering 

rules. Together these result in a clause structure that is further specified by the 

lexicon and by .E!tonological rules, again connected in a two-way relationship. The 

lexicon includes such things as 'bundles of semantic subproperties's redundancy 

rules, selectional rules, lexical specifics, and morphophonemic rules. The lexicon 

and the phonological rules together result in underlying sentence structure. The 

application of transformations, which Woody states can be both syntactic and 

semantic in nature, results in the surface structure. Woody (48) summarizes his 

notion: 

To state it broadly, the spealcer's linguistic competence creates order out 
of the choas of Idea, initially through the speaker's exercise of linguistic 
judgments which motivate the sUbstitution of abstract linguistic semantic 
concepts for. each nonlinguistic concept in the Idea, and a simultaneous 
arrangement of the linguistic semantic concepts into a primitive linguistic 
structure. 

Admittedly, this is a simplified explanation of a complex theory, but it is 

meant to provide only a general overview of Woody's proposal. There are specifics 

in his theory that are of particular significance for this study and for ESL purposes. 

First, Woody recognizes that the sentence is not an isolated feature but a 

unit of discourse. Second, in explaining his concept of meaning he relies on 

semantic properties classifiable in a hierarchy from abstract to specific. Woody 

postulates only two primitive semantic properties, those of Predication and Entity. 

Predication is used to demonstrate relationships, and Entity is that thing or things 

affected by the relationship. Each English sentence is postulated as having only 
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one Predication associated with one or more Entities. Third, in the Pragmatic 

Theory, 'syntax and semantics are equally powerful in the generation of sentences' 

(62). Fourth, the features of Emphasis/Accent has consequences both for syntax 

and semantics. Fifth, grammatical categories (adverb, adjective, verb) are 

considered surface categories and do not appear in underlying structures. Woody 

considers a preposition to be a relation and, therefore, a predicate in underlying 

structure, stating that 'prepositions in surface structure are recognized in the 

literature as a class of predicate in underlying structure' (73). He further suggests 

that the phrasal verb adjunct is, like the preposition, a predicate in underlying 

structure, arguing that 'adjuncts of phrasal verbs are a discrete class of formatives 

which perform rather specific syntac~ic and semantic functions, unrelated to the 

usual observation of it as a surface syntactic category, i.e., particle, preposition, 

or adverb' (72-73). 

Woody believes that true phrasal verbs are combinations of lexical items 

whose semantic subproperties combine in some way (not necessarily completely) to 

form 'a unitary semantic interpretation of the whole construction' (1). The 

interpretation of the construction is 'in varying degrees independent of the 

semantic interpretations of the individual elements which compose it' 0). He 

further classifies phrasal verbs as verbs that combine with particles (rather than 

nouns, adjectives, or other parts of speech), and he uses verb+adjunct as a 

formulation for phrasal verb, thereby avoiding identifying the part of speech of the 

adjunct. As has been mentioned earlier, many linguists recognize the idiomatic 

nature of the phrasal verb but a.dmit that there are degrees of idiomaticity. They 

describe some as creative and productive, with the adjunct adding some meaning in 

a consistent way (such as cut off and sweep off) and others as semantically 'frozen', 

completely stereotyped (as put .!!j2 with or shut .!!j2). Woody discusses only those 
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that he considers 'semantically productive'. By doing so, he is able to formulate 

some generalizations that apply to only those phrasal verbs he considers. However, 

he must ignore the large number of phrasal verbs that are usually considered 

unanalyzable idioms. 

Because of the notation Woody devises for demonstrating e~:tremely 

abstract forms within his Pragmatic Theory, he is able to account for specific 

semantic features of the adjuncts. Their main semantic property, of course, is 

Predication. To distinguish one adjunct from another, however, each is labeled 

with its 'semantic subproperties', from the abstract to the specific. He suggests 

that similarities in semantic subproperties might be the features that distinguish 

true phrasal verb adjuncts from adv.erbs and prepositions that are not parts of 

phrasal verbs. 

Semantic Properties of Adjuncts 

Woody investigates the concept of preposition, suggesting that the term is 

a surface structure application only, and contends that prepositions in abstract 

underlying structure function as predicates. Earlier linguists have tried to 

distinguish adjuncts as prepositions (or adverbs) from syntactic criterie. only. 

Woody suggests that 'the root of the problem of surface identification of the 

adjunct is the confusion that exists between a phrasal verb as a unitary lexical item 

and as two related, but discrete, lexical items' (119). In other words, what have 

been considered phrasal verbs in the past may actually be verb-adverb or verb

preposition sequences in Woody's analysis. The differences between the two 

categories are not only syntactic but also semantic. For example, Woody suggests 

that the feature that malees call ~ a phrasal verb in Joh!} called ~ the.!!!!:!!! and a 

verb+preposition in John called .!!E the stairs is not just a syntactic one. Although 
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the Particle Movement Transformation can move the adjunct !!l2 to post-direct 

object position in the first sentence, there must be some semantic constraint that 

prevents its operating in the second sentence for the meaning 'call in an upward 

direction'. Furthermore, Woody suggests that the 'semantic cohesion' between 

verb+adjunct that has often been noted as a feature of phrasal verbs is the result of 

'semantic subproperties' being assigned to the verb+adjunct as a combination. This 

assignment takes place in the abstract underlying form of lexicon, which acts with 

phonological rules to form an underlying sentence structure. For Woody, this is one 

of the most significant features of the phrasal verb, one which distinguishes it from 

verb+preposi tion. 

What is the overall semantic property and what are the 'bundles of 

semantic subproperties' of phrasal verbs? As mentioned above, the adjunct is 

assigned the semantic property of Predication in underlying structure. Beyond 

that, Woody sees two distinct classes of adjuncts: directional and aspectual. The 

first semantic subproperty Woody discusses is termed direction, or the orientation 

of the speaker to his environment (his physical relationship to some point in space). 

Thjs can be further distinguished b~ adding certain prefixes showing specific 

direction to the term directional: supra- (above), sub- (below), or latero- (side). 

Woody lists those lexical itemR (adjuncts) that might fall into each category: 

supradirectional-above, on, over, up, upon 
subdirectional-below, beneath, down, under 
laterodirectional-abaclc, across, after, ahead, along, aside, at, athwart, 
away, back, before, behind, by, fm·th, forward, from, off, out, past, 
through, to, unto 

Since there is more than one item represented in each category, Woody 

contends there must be subproperties that further delimit the precise word the 

speaker chooses. Woody suggests the notion of 'contactual' and noncontactual' with 

entity (whether there is physical contact) and 'stative' or 'motional' (whether 
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motion is a semantic feature of the adjunct). His analysis of the adjuncts listed 

under directional cause him to conclude that ny adjunct that contains the semantic 

subproperty 'stative' (as opposed to 'motional') cannot combine with verbs to form 

phrasal verbs. Woody (176) states, 'In the class of Directional Phrasal Verbs the 

adjunct must have the property [Motional ] in its underlying semantic 

representation before it can augment and define with increased specificity the 

concept represented in surface structure by the verb proper.' Out of the list of 

subdirectional directives, therefore, only down qualifies as a phrasal verb adjunct. 

Of the supradirectional directives, only~ and E.e meet his criterion for phrasal 

verb adjuncts. In conclusion, of the adjuncts Woody analyzes under directional, 

only down, off, ~' and ~ are considered by him to be phrasal verb adjuncts. 

Woody admits that his analysis very strictly limits the class of particles that 

combine with verbs to form phrasal verbs; however, he is describing only 

directional phrasal verbs, a small class when compared to the other class he 

identifies-aspectual phrasal verbs. 

Woody defines aspect as something that 'sets the area of Idea in a 

temporal frame work with respect to the manner in which the temporal spectrum is 

distributed or "contoured"' (163). Woody notes that aspect has been treated in 

widely differing ways by traditional grammarians and that a range of terms has 

been used to describe different aspects of the English verb. He chooses only three: 

inchoative (beginning of an action), durative (continuum of an action), and 

completive (end of an action). He argues that since English lacks inflections, it 

uses verb forms, adverbials, and adjuncts of phrasal verbs to show time relationship 

and duration. 

Woody suggests that the notions represented by supra-, sub-, and latero

for directional verbs also hold for aspectual verbs, and he assigns analogous 
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categories: supraaspectual, subaspectual, and lateroaspectulll. Because aspect \5 

an intangible feature, it is not limited by physical barriers as is direction. 

Therefore, whereas only one lexical item can be assigned a single direction, some 

aspect markers can function 'to indicate more than one aspect when combined with 

a phrasal verb' (lSS). For example, out is inchoative in The game started out 

friendly but completive in The players gave out before the end. Also, Woody allows 

directional marlcers to be literal (as in He left off his ~) or metaphorical (as in 

He finally got off his bandwagon), thereby permitting a 'semantic flexibility'. He 

states that 'there appears to be even greater flexibility possible with Aspectual 

Phra.sal Verbs ••• ' (185), and he accepts both literal and metaphorical meanings of 

aspect. Although some adjuncts (off, ~, .!!E) appear to be directional and 

aspectual, Woody (l76) proposes a test to determine which type of adjunct exists in 

any given phrasal verb. If an adjunct in a combination is eliminated and the 

sentence still retains grammaticality, the verb is an aspectual phrasal verb, as in 

He grew.!!E and He grew. On the other hand, if the elimination of the adjunct 

produces an ungrammatical form, the adjunct is a directional phrasal verb, as in 

Has he turned .!!E yet? and *Has he turned yet? He notes that the following 

adjuncts form aspectual phrasal verbs: 

inchoative: off, out,~,..!:!J2 
dllrative: off', out, over,.!!E 
completive: down, off, out, ~ 

The number of adjuncts that combine with a verb to form either a 

directional phrasal verb or aspectual phrasal verb is quite small. According to 

Woody (194), 'The restrictive list of formatives which may be said to form phrasal 

verbs consist.s of down, off, on, out, over, and .!!E.' Woody makes an important point 

concerning the adjunct and the verb in the phrasal verb structure: 'Whether 
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Directional or Aspectual, the verb and its associated adjunct must be a 

combination both syntactically and semantically to qualify as a phrasal verb' (151). 

Syntactic Properties of Adjuncts 

Woody believes his analysis of the phrasal verb goes beyond earlier studies 

because he considers semantic factors to be of equal importance with syntactic 

factors 'in accounting for the behavior of the construction consisting of a surface 

verb and an associated element' (197). His analysis leads him to propose a very 

specific definition of the phl.'asal verb adjunct: 

An adjunct may combine with a surface verb to form a phrasal verb if and 
only if the underlying Semantic Properties of the two elements merge in 
the Lexicon such that the adjunct augments or amplifies the Semantic 
Properties, and hence the inherent semantic representation, of the verb 
with which it associates. Further, the PREDICATIONS so combined form 
a single syntactic unit in both underlying and surface structures. If 
separation of the verb and its adjunct occurs, the sentence is considered a 
'marked' sentence, deviant from the norm. 

Such a strict determination allows a very small class of formatives: down, off, ~, 

out, over, and.!!J2. Because these same lexical items sometimes appear in surface 

structure as adverbs or prepositions, there has been some confusion about their 

status as adjuncts or phrasal verbs. Woody notes that adver~s and prepositions are 

really 'surface realizations of independent underlying predicates' (I98). The phrasal 

verb adjunct, also an underlying predicate, is not an independent item, though, 

'since certain bundles of the Semantic Subproperties of a phrasal verb adjunct 

merge with those of the verb in the Lexicon and are, therefore, already bound in 

underlying sentence structure' (198). Woody's illustration demonstrates this. In the 

sentence John pulled down the branch, Woody considers down a directional adverb 

and not part of a phrasal verb because of the limitations and specifications of 

adjuncts mentioned previously. Down is the predicate of an underlying clause 

structure followed by two Entiti_~ (here termed Argument since the Entity may be 
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a claus a). One Entity is a clause consisting of the Predicate pulled and the 

Argument John. The other is represented by the Argument branch. 

-------i --------Pred Arg Arg 
I 

/Sl"" 
Pred Arg 

I , 
down pulled John branch 

Here it is noted that down acts as an independent predicate showing the 

relationship between itself and branch and between itself and John pulled. 

Phrasal verb adjuncts may not act as· independent predicates in underlying 

structure, however, because they have already combined, or their semantic 

subproperties have already combined, with those of the surface verb in the level of 

Lexicon. The phrasal verb pull down in Woody's sentence John pulled down ~ huge 

salary is represented as a unit in underlying sti'ucture (213): 

~io _______ 
Pred Arg Arg 
I I I 

pulled down John salary 

l' 
~ Sl ________ 

Pred Arg 
I r 

(be) huge salary 

Woody notes that the notation for abstract underlying structure is both a syntactic 

and a semantic representation. 
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The distinction between a phrasal verb adjunct and a preposition is even 

more apparent, according to Woody, because the preposition, being a named 

relation, is always followed by an object (Entity) in underlying structure. The fact 

that some prepositions appear in surface structure without objects is accounted for 

through discourse, that is, objects may be deleted if reference to the object has 

been made somewhere in the discourse to which the sentence belongs. Woody gives 

an example (199): 

a. That is the man who fell in the water. 
b. Ilmow. I saw him fall in (the water). 

Since underlying structure would show a preposition as an independent Predicate 

followed by an object Entity, it would take a different underlying sentence form 

from that of the phrasal verb adjunct. 

Earlier it was suggested that adjuncts separated from their verbs produce 

marked sentences, deviating from the norm though not necessarily ungrammatical. 

Woody must somehow account for such sentences as The scouts ~ the flag!!l2 at 

sunrise, in which the particle is separated from the verb. He believes first of all 

that the separation of the two elements in the phrasal verb is not completely 

optional. Instead, thel'e is a specific purpose for the separation, and it concerns 

what he terms Emphasis. Woody believes that sentences that allow an adjunct to 

move freely probably do not contain a phrasal verb but rather a verb followed by a 

directional adverb. If the adjunct of the phrasal verb is moved to a position after 

the direct object, it may cause a grammatically correct sentence, but one that 

deviates from the norm. He suggests two possible reasons for the formation of a 

marked sentence. One, since there is a semantic cohesion between verb and 

adjunct, any intervening linguistic material causes a 'marked' sentence. Two, the 

speal<er may move phrasal verb adjuncts to post-direct object position because of 
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analogy between it and phonologically similar directional adverbs, which he.ve 

fle}dble word order. Woody admits, however, that such reasoning is based on 

informal criteria; and he, therefore, attempts to account for the phenomenon in a 

more formal way. 

Woody states that the reason a speaker shifts the usual word order of the 

adjunct is the 'factor of Contrast which is associated with the speaker's Idea, and is 

then transformed into linguistic Emphasis/Accent associated with Meaning in the 

Abstract Base of the Pragmatic Theory' (238). Woody recognizes what he terms a 

Syntactic Accent Shift, which does not affect meaning, as he exemplifies in these 

two sentences: 

A. They said Tom would win and he DID win. 
B. They said Tom would win and win he DID. 

In both sentences the same word remains accented, and the only change is 

syntactic. However, Woody finds that in sentence B above and in the sentence 

They said Tom would win and WIN he did, there is a difference in accent that 

results in a semantic change. This is an example of a semantic transformation, the 

Semantic Accent Shift. If an adjunct is assigned Accent or Emphasis, then the 

adjunct has a dual function to perform: as the adjunct of a verb in a phrasal verb 

construction and as the carrier of Emphasis/Accent. Woody proposes a 

Reduplication Deletion Transformation, which deletes the phrasal verb adjunct in 

favor of the adjunct carrying stress. For example, the underlying form of The 

scouts ran the flag .!:!l? at sunrise is actually The scouts ran .!:!l? the flag UP at 

sunrise. The first.!:!l? is deleted in favor of a second accented adjunct posited by 

Emphasis. There are certain constraints, however. 'Post-direct object noun phrase 

position is the only position to which the force of Emphasis can move the adjunct' 

(248). The important notion here is that Woody recognizes the suprasegmental 
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feature of stress as 'sufficiently powerful to cause mal'lced word order in sentences 

containing a phrasal verb as it is narrowly defined in [his] study' (257). Woody does 

not explain the placement of unstressed direct object personal pronouns before the 

particle, but he would probably consider the positioning also the result of some 

stress rule. 

Relevance of Woody's Theory to ESL Teaching 

Woody admittedly restricts his analysis to a very specific category of 

phrasal verb, ignoring the majority that are fig'u'ative and those whose particles do 

not fit his classifications. He also does not consider verb-preposition idioms as 

phrasal verbs. However, he does mal<:e some interesting observa.tions about the 

phrasal verbs that fit within his category of 'directive' and 'aspectual'. His analysis 

of the semantics of the phrasal verb is particularly interesting, demonstrating that 

in underlying structure the meaning of the verb and particle combine to form a 

specialized meaning in even the most literal of the phrasal verbs. He suggests that 

some phrasal verbs are 'partially analyzable' and demonstrates this notion through 

his concept of the two categories of phrasal verbs, which he considers productive. 

Furthermore, his notion of the role of ~ccent or stress in determining emphasis 

shows once again that linguists question the optional placement of the particle 

after direct object noun phrases. 

Woody's concept of 'semantic flexibility' is also an important feature of 

his wor)<:. He allows both literal and metaphorical meanings of the directive and 

aspectual particles. For example, !!12 has a literal meaning (aspectual, completive) 

in Finish EE your work but is used in a metaphorical sense in He gave E2 smo)dng. 

By allowing this extension of meaning, Woody is able to describe a much larger 

class of phrasal verbs. If the particles Woody describes-down, off, on, out, over, --------
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and ~-can combine in consistent ways to determine direction or aspect, they 

form categories (or sub'!ategories) of phrasal verbs that can be creative and 

productive. A description of these categories would certainly be valuable to the 

ESL student in helping him to understand at least some systematic phrasal verbs. 

Susan Lindner and VPCs in Space Grammar 

Susan Lindner (1981) examines the semantic structure of verb-particle 

constructions (VPCs) in the context of Space Grammar. Although she limits her 

analysis to VPCs with the particles out and~, she attempts to demonstrate some 

generalities and approaches that can be applied to all VPCs. Specifically, she seel(s 

to demonstrate that particles in VPCs are meaningful and that VPC constructions 

are, therefore, analyzable. She rejects earlier proclaimed notions that if particles 

have any meaning at all, it is in the domain of directionality and that many, 

perhaps even the majority, of VPCs are unanalyzable idioms. Lindner chooses to 

discuss VPCs using the framework of Space Grammar because the theory posits la 

usage-based model in which particular conventional units coexist with the 

generalizations that subsume them' (xii). Furthermore, she notes that 'Space 

Grammar recognizes a continuum between so-called syntactic and lexical 

structures based on degrees of antuyzability, productivity, and regularity' (xii). 

Lindner identifies the VPC as a complex verb consisting of 'a verbal 

element and a second element', which she terms a particle; her descriptions and 

examples demonstrate the VPC to be a verb+adverbial particle. The combinations 

may be literal (as in float.!:!l?) or idiomatic (as in run .!!l? !! bill). Lindner does not 

accept the verb-prepositional particle as a VPC. In fact, she is very careful to 

distinguish verb+prepositional phrase (termed VPP) from VPCs although she 

recognizes that other linguists have included VPPs under the phrasal verb category. 
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She briefly summarizes earlier definitions of the consti'uction and categorizes 

them. Those studies that include both VPC and certain VPPs with 'path' 

prepositions are represented by Poutsma (1926), Jespersen (1927), and Taha (1964). 

Those studies considering the full range of VPCs and VPPs include Kennedy (1920), 

Konishi (1958), and Sroka (1965). Those studies treating VPCs but excluding 'literal' 

combinations are represented by Fraser (1965, 1976) and Palmer (1968). Those, like 

Lindner, that treat both literal and figurative VPCs and not VPPs include Mitchell 

(1958), and Bolinger (1971), who use the term J2!lrasal verb, and CiJrme (1914), 

Kruisinga (1925), and Wood (1955), who use the term (seI2Rrable) verbal compound. 

Lindner (5) uses much the same criteria as earlier studies do to distinguish 

VPCs from VPPs. She mentions, for example, differences in 'word order, stress, 

possibilities for manner and degree adverbs, and the behavior of the particle in 

action nominalization, question, relative clause, conjunction, and gapping 

constructions.' She does mention, however, that 'these criteria are best thought of 

as characteristic tendencies of each construction rather than exceptionless 

defining features' (5). l,ater in the study, Lindner admits that 'it appears that the 

syntactic line between the VPC and the VPP is not absolutely clearcut' (I9). 

It is interesting to note that Lindner, like Fra~er and Woody, questions the 

validity of the optional Particle Movement Transformation. She summarizes the 

notiolls of Wood, van Dongen, Bolinger, and Fraser concerning the placement of the 

particle: 

End position in the sentence is usually occupied by the longer, more 
complex or more heavily stressed element, whether noun or particle ..• 
the noun object tends to be final if it is long ••. , if it contains a clause, 
regardless of length ••• , if it is the object of another verb in a parallel 
construction ••• , or if it is emphatically or contrastively stressed; it will 
occupy mid-position if it is short or wealdy stressed. 
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Lindner further states that these same factors might be considered as a means of 

achieving 'semantic focus', as Erades and Bolinger suggest. 

Although Lindner admits that it is difficult to distinguish VPCs from VPPs 

using syntactic criteria, she does make such a distinction, for she does not include 

either litere.l or figurative VPPs in her discussion. Since she does include 'literal' 

VPCs, however, she goes into quite a bit of detail to refute Fraser's syntactic 

criteria for isolating verb-adverb (literal) forms from VPCs. She suggests, as does 

Bolinger, that the semantics of the combinations must be considered. Although 

Fraser maices a distinction between 'semantically additive' combinations (which he 

calls systematic combinations) and 'semantically nonadditive forms' (which he calls 

unsystematic combinations), he believes that all true VPCs are idioms. On the 

other hand, and contrary to Fraser's contention, Lindner suggests that 'particles 

almost invariably do code some part of the meaning of the VPC' (38), even in the 

most seemingly idiomatic combinations. She uses the term meaning to include not 

just literal meanings, but also 'meanings which are specialized (containing mOi'e 

information than the "standard" meaning) or extended (coding relations among 

abstract objects, for example) or schematic (containing less information than the 

"standard" meaning)' (39). 

Concerning the treatment and description of the phrasal verb, Lindner 

notes that previous analyses make a sharp distinction between what is to be 

handled in the lexicon and what can be treated in syntax because of what each is 

able to do: 

••• syntax consists of general, preferably exceptionless, fully ~roductive 
and regular rules combining units above the word level. Lexicon, on the 
other hand, is viewed as the repository for arbitrary or unpredictable 
information .•• (40). 
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This dichotomy is evident in the treatment of phrasal verbs in ESL, where one finds 

two main sources of information-ESL grammars, which provide some information 

about the phrasal verb as a system, and dictionaries and handbook~ on idiom usage, 

which contain lists of phrasal verbs. In fact, many ESL grammars providing brief 

eKplanations of the structure refer the student to dictionaries and idiom handbool<:s 

for further information. Lindner, however, does not accept a dichotomy betwe.en 

syntax and lexicon. She accepts Langacker's view that 'the relevant properties of 

"fixedness", analyzability, irregularity, and productivity are continuous parameters 

rather than dichotomies ••• ' (42). 

Lindner suggests that a generative approach to structure may sometimes 

be too general, for it must account for any and all structures. Those instances that 

are unpredictable (exceptions) are then usually listed in the lexicon. She finds 

Fraser's stand too strong, for Fraser, in the generative tradition, allows only fully 

productive and regular rules. It was noted earlier in this chapter that Fraser finds 

a possible 'common semantic thread' between groups of verbs that combine to form 

VPCs, almost suggesting there may be natural classes of systematic VPCs. He lists 

forms such as bake ..!:!I?, cook ..!:!I?, fDl ..!E2 and others, but he does not pursue this 

concept of 'natural classes' because he notes the nonoccurrence of verbs ·chat 

should belong to the same group: roast..!:92 and braise up. In other wordS, he is 

reluctant to formulate a rule that is not consistently applicable. In his Appendix 

(1976), Fraser then provides a list of what he considers phrasal verbs. Lindner 

rejects the rule/list dichotomy, stating that speakers master both rules and 

exceptions and that 'a division between listed information and information that is 

the output of rules no longer corresponds to a division between unpredictable and 

predictable information, but rather to a division between existing, mastered, 

established units, on the one hand, and novel ones, on the other' (66). This rejection 
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of the rule/list dichotomy is a feature of Space Grammar, which recognizes that 

'many aspects of language are best expressed in terms of tendencies and 

lilcelihoods, rather than fully predictive rules' (67). Space Grammar, as a usage-

based model, does not atterllpt to formulate rules to account for regularities. 

Instead, it sees linguistic competence as the ability to understand and formulate 

regular as well as irregular forms and to perceive similarities between like forms. 

As Lindner states, 'A usage-based grammar allows for the statement of tendencies 

and lilcelihoods. This seems more faithful to linguistic data' (71). 

Lindner malces several basic assumptions in her study. They are as follows 

(72-73): 

1. The grammar of English -will contain a list of fully specified 
established VPCs together with statements of the various regularities 
that sp'ealcers have extracted from these mastered units at different 
levels of specificity. 

2. The class of VPCs is open-ended, for the patterns extracted from the 
listed VPCs sanction (provide models for the creation and evaluations 
of) novel VPCs. 

3. Individul VPCs, like any complex structures, vary along interrelated, 
though distinct, parameters expressing degrees or regularity, 
conventionality, unit status, distance from the relevant prototype, 
and analyzability. 

4. A gradation in analyzability is to be found among established units. 

5. The meanings of a complex structure's components need not be li teral 
in order to be salient in the meaning of the whole. 

6. While novel combinations tend to be more transparent (particularly is 
their components are litera!), most established VPCs are also 
analyzable, at least to some degree. 

7. Particles liIce out and.!:!l2 are meaningful in VPCs; more specifically, 
they have diverse meanings that are nonetheless unified in a network 
of semantic extensions. 

In summary, Lindner's study is similar to some earlier ones in how she 

defines the VPC. It differs from most preceding analyses, however, in the 
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assumptions she makes about the particles in VPCs, specifically that particles are 

meaningful in both literal and idiomatic combinations, if 'meaningful' is allowed to 

include not only prototypical meaning but also various semantic extensions of the 

prototype. Her study resembles Woody's in that both consider the semantics of 

VPCs and refer to a 'hierarchy' of meaning, either through 'semantic subproperties' 

(Woody) or 'network of semantic extension' (Lindner). However, Lindner 

demonstrates her approach using Space Grammar with an explicit analysis of out 

and !!E, while Woody uses his Pragmatic Theory to delimit and specify exactly 

which particles can participate in phrasal verb constructions. 

Lindner's Analysis of VPCs with Out 

Lindner does not explicitly explain Space Grammar except as it relates to 

her study of VPCs. Since she attempts to make some generalizations about 

meaning, relevant to her analysis is the concept of 'semantic space', particularly 

since the literal meaning of particles is usually understood in terms of 'direction 

through space'. Semantic space 'is resolved into an indefinite number of cognitive 

domains, and each predicate is characterized relative to one or more of these 

domains ••• '(77). Lindner, however, includes not just the physical notion of domain 

but also abstract extensions, stating, 'Domains may be basic or abstr'act ••• They 

include time, physEcal space, sensory domains and emotive domains. Abstract 

domains are built up from more fundamental ones and are ultimately grounded in 

basic domains' (77). Using the tenets and specialized vocabulary of Space 

Grammar, Lindner postulates particles as being predicates, distinguishing between 

state predicates (on in on the table) and process predicates, which refer to the 

'temporal dimension' (hit in A hit ~). It should be recalled that Woody also 
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considers particles (and prepositions) as predicates, although he postulates that the 

meaning of the particle and the verb in a VPC combine in a deep structure level. 

Lindner categorizes three subschemas of out, designated as OUT-1, OUT-

2, and OUT-3. OUT-I is the prototypical out, that is the word that carries the 

meaning 'the removal or departure of one concrete object from within another 

object or place' (81). Lindner illustrates this notion through diagrams using a 

'trajectory', a 'spatial domain', and a 'landmark' object. Lindner then illustrates 

many different combinations of VPCs with out in which the boundaries in the 

spatial domain differ: 

1. There is a fly in my soup; get it out. 
2. The cat was in the box and jumped out. 
3. Pluck the feather out. 
4. Wash this dirt out (of the handkerchief). 
5. Strain out the orange pulp. 
6. Fry out all the fat (in this bacon). 
7. Comb out the tangles. 

The sentences demonstrate different ways of specifying the prototypical 

out. Yet, Lindner (94) finds, 'to analyze each one of these as the semantic 

representation of a distinct lexical item would violate our intuitive feeling that 

these configurations some~ow comprise a unified concept.' She concludes that 

English must somehow list the different uses of out but consider the unity of all the 

uses through a schema that specifies what two or more structures may have in 

common but remains neutral to the differences. 

Whereas Woody proposes units having a Semantic Property being furthered 

specified by 'Semantic Subproperties', Lindner suggests a 'schematic hierarchy', 

which she defines as 'a network of profile-base structures which is hierarchic in 

terms of information content, ranging from highly specified units to the less 

specified schematic units abstracted from them' (96). 
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Having proposed a subschema for OUT-I, Lindner names some extensions 

of OUT-I in nonspatial domains (temporal, perceptual, cognitive, and social). The 

notions represented by this and an example of each follows: 

1. OUT as the removal of oneself from binding relationships as in back 
out of !!!! engagement; --

2. OUT as the transfer of ownership a.s in rent out .!! house; 

3. OUT as commercial availability to the public as in get the newspaper 
out; 

4. OUT as release of individual thoughts and feelings contained within 
the person as in he let out his emotions; 

5. OUT to mean from hiddeness to accessibililty as in the sta.rs come 
out at night; - -- ---

6. OUT to mean from accessibUity to ine~cessibility as in the lights ~ 
out at night. 

Lindner considers each notion to be a metaphorical extension of the prototypical 

out meaning 'direction'. 

OUT-2 is termed the reflexive out, meaning 'expansion in a spatial 

domain'. Specifically, it refers to a change of an object's shape and includes 

extension into one, two, or three dimensions. An example of a one-dimensonal 

expansion is pull out in Pull out the taffy (124). A two-dimensional expansion is 

illustrated by -widen out in The road widened out ahead of us (125); and a three

dimensional expansion is illustrated by puff out in He puffed out his cheel(s (126). 

OUT-2, like OUT-I, extends into an abstract domain. The following are 

examples~ 

1. OUT as clarification, as in He spelled out the conditions he would 
worl( under; 

2. OUT as distribution, as in Hand out the leaflets; 

3. OUT as temporal extension, as in Stretch out the rest period. 
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The notion of expansion (in OUT-2) can also include expansion to full or 

canonical form, and this concept of 'completeness' has abstract extensions: 

1. EJcpansion from compacted form to full form (spread out the 
newspaper). 

2. Expansion to contextually or conventionally defined limit (round out a 
meal). 

3. Expansion from separated into proper arrangement (sort out the 
papers). 

4. Expansion as the expression of mental constructs (sketch out a plan). 

5. Expansion to full temporal extension of an event (live out their lives). 

QUT-3 is designated as a 'movement away' from a source. This category 

includes, therefore, the meaning of out expressed in such phrasal verbs as cr:i out, 

Lindner sees OUT-2 and OUT-3 as llimHing cases of OUT-I' (139). She 

suggestc:; that the three subschemas can, therefore, 'be subsumed under a single 

schema' (139). She admits, however, that there is no one single and unchanging 

meaning for out, for 'the superschema developed ••• is far too abstract to supply the 

specific Idnds of information found in the VPCs' (140). She notes that there is a 

wide variety of meanings attributed to out, and her analysis, which employs 

'notions like abstract domain and metaphoric extension, ••. [is] able to characterize 

an even wider variety of meanings than previous analyses recognized' (140). The 

use of schemas to include categories and to relate subcategories unifies the various 

meanings of the adjunct and demonstrates relationships to each other and to the 

prototypical meaning. According to Lindner (141), 'the predicate will consist in 

specific meanings which coexist with the generalizations that unite them. The 

superschema will be 'i:he most general of these generalizations.' 
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Lindner's Analysis of VPCs with.!!J? 

Lindner notes that characterizing VPCs with .!:!I? is particularly difficult. 

There are several reasons for this. Meyer (1975:7) writes that ~uJ? is the most 

frequently used second element in present day American English. It has acquired 

many new meanings in the course of a thousand years, from the 9th century to the 

20th century. There is no reason to believe that it will not acquire additional 

meaning as need arises.' Kennedy (1920:23) notes: 'By far the most important 

prepositional-adverb in modern usage is 1!E. It occurs in more than twice as many 

combinations as the particle out, the next in frequency of combination. Moreover 

it has a wider range of meanings when used in combination.' Woody (146) finds that 

'1!E is the most abstract of all phrasal_ verb adjuncts.' He believes the abstractness 

results in the frequent use of ..!:!e as a particle. Lindner also recognizes the very 

abstract nature of .!!E, stating that 'certain versions of ..!!e are far more abstract 

than versions of out, making them considerably harder to characterize' (146). In 

spite of this, Lindner sees several patterns of usage of VPCs with..!:!e. She notes 

two major subschemas of 1!E: 'vertical'1!E (UP-I) and 'goal-oriented' 1!E (UP-2). She 

remarks that while 'directionality' is a feature of the prototypical out, the 

prototypical notion of 'verticality' does not apply to the majority of VPCs with~. 

Instead, the notion of 'approach' seems to apply to the majority of combinations 

with 1!E. 

The Notion of Vertical Up (UP-I). In the first subschema of ~, Lindner 

(156) describes a variety of uses that share commonly a 'vertical dimension defined 

in the domain of oriented physical space.' Thus one notes the use of ~ in a 

prototypical sense in the following: 

i. The rocket shot up. 
2. Hold up your hand. 
3. The fire flared up. 
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4. Stand up. 
5. Pump up the tire. 
6. Vacuum up the mess. 

There are extensions of the notion of .!!12 in other domains, such areas as 

quantity (adE ~), rates (speed ~), loudness and pitch {speal( .!!I?}, temperatures (the 

fever is .!!E), social ranldngs (move ..!Y2 th~ ladder of success), values and opinions 

(talk .!!E .!!!! idea), and feelings (get hopes .!!E)' There are also extensions of the 

meaning of UP-I in other areas. Lindner notes the use of l!E for 'out of bed' (get 

..!Y2, stay..!Y2)' She also suggests a category of VPCs with..!Y2 meaning 'corning to 

possess' as in picl(.!!E (! picked..!Y2 ~ items at the sale). Certain concepts dealing 

with 'an object's corning into some viewer's range of perceptual or cognitive access' 

can be expressed with..!Y2: cough.!!E' -show .!!E, or act.!!E' Finally, PCVs with.!!E can 

also designate something 'out of possession' (as give.!!E in He gave .!:!i? his job). 

The Notion of Goal-Griented Up (UP-2). The majority of PCVs with.!!E 

fali under the second subschema, in which'!y? is 'goal-oriented' or means 'approach'. 

The notion of 'approach' can be extended to time (move .!!E the deadline), social 

interaction (play !!J? to someone), events (lead..!Y2 to something), levels (even ~, 

measure .!!E), and association (hook..!Y2, match.!!E, join .!!E)' 

One category of UP-2 is the 'reflexive .!92', which, according to Lindner 

(189), 'is found in verbs denoting the creation of units or groups.' Thus, one notes a 

category of VPCs with similar uses of~: bundle..!Y2, bunch.!92, tie ~p. Another 

category of UP-2 is the 'completive .!!E'. The aspectual nature of VPCs has been 

noted before, and Woody considers this feature a significant one in VPCs. Lindner 

accounts for this feature in an in-depth analysis that describes several 'processes', 

including the following: subtractive processes, filling processes, obstruction 

processes, covering processes, processes producing irregularities or separation, and 

processes affecting an object's overall form. Examples of VPCs in a subtractive 
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process are eat.!:!J2, drink.!:!J2, use.!:!J2, or burn.!:!J2, all of which convey the meaning 

that something is consum~d completely. In a filling process, '~ codes the 

expansion of the contents to coincide with the capacity' (197); thus fill!!E, 10ad.!!,E, 

and ~ .l9? denotes completion to capacity. A VPC with .!:!J2 demonstrating an 

obstruction process suggests the blocking of an empty space. For example, board 

.!:!J2, stop .!:!J2, stuff .!!E suggest complete obstruction or stoppage. In the covering 

process, the VPC with.!:!J2, such combinations as cloud .!:!J2, fog .!:!J2, or wrap .!:!J2, 

'convey an image of denseness and impenetrability of the coveringi (200). In a 

process that produces irregularities or separations, the VPC can be literal (dice .!:!J2, 

breal{ ..!:!E, or tear ..!:!E the lettuce) or metaphorical (break ..!:!E the relationship). 

Finally, in processes affecting an object's overall form the VPC denotes an entire 

change in something, as in close .!:!J2; fix..!:!E, dress .!!!2, or finish..!!E. 

Besides the notion of 'completeness through process', UP-2 may also 

designate 'the achievement of a goal'. More specifically, it may signify a change 

from some initial state. The change need not be extreme, for, according to 

Lindner (209), 'even a slight change might be sufficient to make an object 

noticeably, permanently~ or in some way qualitatively different.' For example, a 

fruit may soften ..!!J2, the day _may brighten..!!J2, or muscles may tighten.!!E. The 

changed state is what is meant by 'goal'. 

Just as there is no single and consistent meaning for out, there is none for 

.,!;!P, either. Lindner suggests two subschemas (UP-I Rnd UP-2) to account for a 

large number of VPCs with.!!E. By considering very abstract notions and including 

extensions into abstract domains, Lindner proposes a set of possible related 

schemas of 1!l2. 

In her' discussion of the particles out and .!!E, Lindner'S approach to her 

study of VPCs is similar to Woody's approach and quite different from earlier 
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analyses. Like Woody, she considers that both components of the VPC, not just the 

verb, carry semantic information, and she regards the combination as a unit that 

'codes a whole, integrated scene' (251). Again, like Woody, she sees the VPC as 'a 

combination of two meaningful predictes which overlap to greater or lesser degrees 

and whose meanings are salient to greater or lesser degrees in the meaning of the 

whole' (251). 

Relevance of Lindner's Apl?roach to ESL 

Although Lindner's analysis seems very restricted, dealing as it does with 

only two particles, it provides a means of analyzing particles that may have some 

pedagogical implications. If idiomatic VPCs can be analyzed in terms of inter

related spatial, temporal, abstract, and metaphor.ical meanings, the task of 

learning a. large number of idioms facing the ESL learner can be simplified. The 

meanings and uses of the particles that remain close to the prototypical meaning 

seem to be more consistent and analyzable. The expansion of the meaning into 

abstract domains, however, may prove puzzling to the ESL learner. 

Lindner'S study suggests, as do those of Fraser and Woody, that there are 

'categories' of phrasal verbs. In Fraser's study the categories seem to fall under 

the 'systematic combinations'. In Woody's analysis, the categories are defined as 

'directional phra::;al verbs' and 'aspectual phrasal verbs'. Lindner's study suggests 

categories of phrasal verbs that have similar particles (OUT-I, OUT-2, OUT-3, UP-

2, and UP-2). This delimitation of phrasal verbs into categories seems to be the 

most significant contribution of Lindner's analysiS and suggests that phrasal verb 

structures do not contain unrelated combinations but comprise a system that is 

active and productive, working within its own rules. 
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In conclusion, the Space Grammar approach may have some implications 

for ESL pedagogy; however, more study is necessary before application can be 

made. The fact that Lindner does not include verb+prepositional adjunct in her 

analysis and discusses only VPCs with out and .!!2 leaves a number of phrasal verbs 

unaccounted for. ·For ESL purposes, these need to be brought into the analysis, 

also. The extension of 'meaning' into other than literal domains, however, may 

provide a clue for future analyses of phrasal verbs. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE PHRASAL VERB IN GRAMMARS AND TEXTS FOR ESL 

The treatment of phrasal verbs by grammarians representing different 

schools of linguistic thought is, for the most part, an attempt to account for the 

structure in some systematic way. With the exception of the grammars of 

Kruisinga and Poutsma, the treatments of the phrasal verb mentioned in this study 

were not designed for pedagogical purposes. 

A brief survey of a few 'school' grammars for English-speaking students 

(Whitney 1883, Patricl, 1891, Prince -1910) reveals little if any treatment of the 

phrasal verb. One does note, however, in some grammars a hesitancy to identify 

the particle in a phrase such as ~ .!!12 (in run .!!12 ! bill) as a preposition. Krapp 

1908, for example, distinguishes between prepositions and what he terms 

12repositional adverbs. Krapp suggests that bill in He !!!!! .!!12 ! bill is a direct 

object, not an object of a preposition, therby recognizing the unity of the 

verb+particle. For the most part, however, traditional predagogieal grammars for 

native speakers ignored the phrasal-verb structure. 

With the increased use of the phrasal-verb combination in all Jevels of 

discourse, the emphasis in ESL on oral language and communication sldll, and the 

increasingly specific and thorough description of the structure by different 

linguistic approaches, there has come a new emphasis on the structure within ESL 

texts. In fact, the description and explanation of the construction for pedagogical 

purposes is evidenced more within ESL grammars than within the grammars for 

native English speakers. One finds in ESL texts, therefore, some detailed exercises 

117 
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designed for explaining the appropriate use of the phrasal verb. An analysis of 

these texts will reveal how much and how effectively ESL text writers have applied 

the findings of linguistic theory in their analyses of phrasal verbs. 

ESL texts that examine and describe the phrasal verb as a unique 

grammatical category fall within two groups: grammars written for ESL students 

and books specifically designed to present and teach idiom,S and two-word verbs. 

Other texts (ESL readers, ESL listening books, ESL composition texts) may provide 

some practice in the use of a few phrasal verbs introduced within the context of 

the lesson, but they generally do not attempt to describe the phrasal verb as a 

productive and systematic category. The latter leind of text, therefore, will not be 

considered here. 

The Phrasal Verb in ESL Grammars 

A review of a few representative ESL grammars provides a further 

categorization of the texts. Specifically, there seem to be four general ways ESL 

grammars present English structures. First, the grammar may take the form of a 

workbook/exercise book, providing very brief explanatory notes 01' sample 

sentences followed by extensive exercises. Second, the grammar may be a 

handb00k/workbook, providing a more extensive explanation of grammatical 

structures followed by exercises that allow the student to use and practice the 

structUl'e under analysis. Third, the book may be a grammar/reference bool(, 

providing an in-depth analysis and description of grammatical structures in English 

but providing no practice exercises. Fourth, the book may be a drillbook, providing 

samples of a particular usage followed by extensive oral drills and perhaps some 

writing exercises. The drillbook usually claims to use an inductive approach to 
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grammar and, therefore, does not provide extensive grammatical descriptions. 

Samples of each of the four types clarifies the distinctions of each approach. 

The wcrl{book/exercise book is usually designed as either a text or a sup

plementary source of writing or homework assignments and quizzes. As a text, it 

relies on the teacher to explain the structure under focus, for it provides only very 

brief expJanatory notes, if any at all, or it is designed to supplement a grammar 

~eference text. The exercises may be worked orally in class and then be assigned 

as written work. Such texts provide the student an opportunity to use particular 

structures both in oral and written modes in a variety of ways. Examples of this 

type of grammar text are English Grammar Exercises I, II, and III (English 

Language Services 1965), Modern English: Exercises for Non-Native Speakers, 

Parts I de II (Frank 1972b), and ESL Grammar Workbooks I de II (Dart 1978). 

The handbook/workbool< differs from the exercise book mainly in its 

focus. It provides explanations and reference material, rules, charts and 

definitions of English structures. It also includes, however, some exercises 

designed for reinforcement, practice, diagnosis or evaluation. Examples of this 

type of grammar book include Mastering American English (Hayden, Pilgrim, and 

Haggard 1956), A Pra~tical English Grammar (English Language Services 1968), 

Rapid Review of English Grammar: A Text for Students of English as a Second 

Language (Praninskas 1975), and English Structure in Focus (Da.vis 1977), and 

Trouble Spots of English Grammar: A Text-Workbook for ESL (Cook 1983). 

The gr.'ammer/reference book aims at providing deta.iled analysis and 

descriptions of English structure and usage. It is generally used as a sourcebool< on 

English grammar and does not provide exercises or assignments. It differs from 

grammar reference books for native sl?eakers ::1 that it describes some structures 

that are difficult for the ESL student but that are usually not treated in reference 
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grammars for native spealcers, such things as the uses of the definite and indefinite 

articles, for instance. Examples of this type of text include A Grammar of Spolcen 

English (Palmer and Blandford 1924, 1969 revised), Modern English: A Practical 

Reference Guide (Frank 1972a), and A Communicative Grammar of English (Leech 

and Svartvilc 1975). 

The drillbook bases its approaches to grammar on linguistic theories of 

language acquisition. It is designed to give the students practice in patterning, 

inducing correct structures, forming proper linguistic habits, transforming 

structures, constructing novel sentences from cues, and he~ring and using correct 

pronunciation and intonation patterns. The focus of the drillbook is on oral 

language. Examples of grammar books using this approach include Modern English: 

A Te}ctbook for Foreign StUdents (Rutherford 1968), English Sentence Structure 

(Krohn 1971), and Side by Side: English Grammar Through Guided Conversations, 

Books I and II (Molinsky and Bliss 1981). 

Features of Phrasal Verbs Described and Presented in ESL Grammars 

The grammar texts listed above were examined, and their treatment and 

description of the phrasal verb were charted. It was found that the inconsistent 

terminology for the phrasal verb evidenced in the descr'ptive grammars seems also 

to be a feature of ESL grammars. The majority of the grammars examined refer to 

the combinations as two-word verbs and distinguish two categories: separable and 

inseparable forms. Leech and Svartvik (1975) follow Quirk et al. (1972) in 

designating thr~e types of combinations: phrasal verbs (separable forms), 

preposition8J. verbs (inseparable forms), and phrasal-prepositional verbs (three-word 

forms). Cook (1983) uses the term phrasal verb to include three categories: 

verb+adverb, verb+preposition, and verb+adverb+preposition. Others distinguish 
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between verb+adverb (particle) and verb+preposition (Krohn 1971), refer to all 

samples of the construction as verb+preposition (FranI< 1972, Dart 1978), or 

describe only verb+adverbial particles (Davis 1977). 

The majority of grammars examined described the most salient syntactic 

features of the construction, for example, the placement of noun and pronoun 

objects. Rutherford 1968, Krohn 1971, FranI< 1972a, Praninskas 1975, and Cook 

1983 provide lists of some frequently used phrasal verbs. The grammatical 

features of the phrasal verb mentioned in more than one grammar include the 

transitivity or intransitivity of the forms (Rutherford 1968, Krohn 1971, Frank 

1972a, Praninskas 1975, and Coole 1983) and the form of the phrasal verb in passive 

constructions (Frank 1972a, Leech and Svartvik 1975, and Coole 1983). Most 

grammars consider the placement of the direct object noun phrase before the 

particle to be optional, but FranIe 1972a and Praninskas 1975 mention one 

constraint: long direct object noun phrases usually do not allow separation of the 

verb from its particle. Coole 1983 also lists patterns in which the verb+adverb must 

remain inseparable: in passive forms, with wh-N forms (whom, whose, what, or 

which) as the direct object, and with infinitive phrases that modify noun or pronoun 

headwords. Leech and Svartvik 1975, Praninskas 1975, and Cook 1983 include 

remarks on the usage of the phrasal verb, noting that the combination is more 

frequent on an informal level, and Rutherford 1968 examines the placement of the 

particle with indirect objects. Coole 1983 mentions that inseparable forms of 

verb+preposition are optionally separable in certain patterns containing a wh-N 

form used as the object of the preposition. 

Concerning the adjunct~ Palmer and Blandford 1969, Frank 1972a, and 

Leech and Svartvik 1975 describe it as a preposition or adverb of place. Frank 

1972a states that the adjunct sometimes intensi.~ies the meaning of the verb or 
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adds the notion of completeness. Cook 1983 adds that the adjunct in combinations 

of verb+preposition often adds the notions of direction or specificity. Palmer and 

Blandford 1969 and Krohn 1971 list the particles that combine most frequently. 

Only one text (Leech and Svartvik 1975) mentions the role of stress in 

distinguishing adverbial from prepositional particles. Beyond this, there is no 

analysis of any features of the particle in a phrasal verb. There is no analysis of 

the verb in the phrasal verb except the observation by Frank 1972a that most are 

monosyllabic and the statement by Cook 1983 that some of the combinations retain 

basically the same meanings of the base verbs. However, Rutherford 1968 and 

Franl{ 1972a both provide a list of verbs that are frequently used in phrasal-verb 

combinations. 

In their analysis of the combination, Hayden et ale 1956, Rutherford 1968, 

and Fran!{ 1972a distinguish verb-preposition forms (agree~, belong to) which are 

net phrasal verbs, from verb-particle. combinations. Cook 1983 distinguishes 

between the verb+preposition followed by an object (that is, a phrasal verb 

followed by an object) and verb+a prepositional phrase. Cook 1983 includes verb

p'reposition forms (as described by Hayden et al. 1956) under the general category 

of phrasal verbs. Only one grammar, Leech and Svartvik 1975, mentions the literal 

versus figurative meanings of the c,ombinations, a feature that was mentioned quite 

frequently in the descriptive analyses of the phrasal verb. Praninslcas 1975 lists 

some features of the phrasal verbs that others do not, specifically, that the number 

is quite large, that there seem to be some differences in the forms used in British 

and American English, and that the phrasal verb can sometimes be categorized for 

specific activities, such as for use in reference to clothing (~~, take off) or to 

telephoning (call Ej?, hang Ej?). 
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Exercises in ESL Grammars Using the Phrasal Verb 

The exercises designed for the grammar workbooks and nrillboolcs reflect 

those features of the phrasal verb described in the ESL grammars, particularly the 

separability of the adverbial particle and particle placement with direct object 

pronouns. Some texts (English Language Services 1965, Krohn 1971, and Dart 1978) 

require the student to move the particle in a separable phrasal verb in order to 

create an acceptable variation. The majority of the texts with exercises or drills 

include at least one exercise requiring the stUdents to replace the noun direct 

object with a pronoun and make appropriate word order changes. Hayden et al. 

1956, English Language Services 1968, Frank 1972b, Praninskas ]975, Davis 1977, 

and Molinsl'Y and Bliss i 981 contain_ exercises instructing the student to provide 

appropriate phrasal verbs in a cloze exercise, either on the sentence level, in 

compositions, or in discourse (dialogues). Hayden et al. 1956 and Frank 1972b 

require the stUdent to provide the correct particle after a given verb. Those texts 

emphasizing communication cue the student to reply (guided or free) to questions 

(Hayden et at) or to comment orally on pictures or situations using phrasal verbs 

(Rutherford 1968, MOlinsky and Bliss 1981). 

Summary 

The features of the phrasal verb evident in most ESL grammars are its 

surface-structure forms and its most salient syntactic patternings. There is little 

reference to the semantic features of phrasal verbs or the problems encountered in 

determining if all should be considered idiomatic (both parts of the collocation 

contributing to the overall meaning) or if there is a separate category of 'literal' 

phrasal verbs. The ESL gram mars seem to avoid any discussion of inconsistent or 

unpredictable patternings in order to provide a general description. By far, Frank 
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1972a, Leech and Svartvil<: 1975, and Cook 1983 provide the most thorough account 

of the phrasal verb. Although they do not consider many of the features described 

in the linguistic analyses of the structure, they do provide a more detailed 

description of the phrasal verb than do some pedagogical grammars for native 

speakers (a notable exception being the grammar of Quirl<: et ale 1972). A more 

detailed account of the phrasal verb, however, can be found in texts specializing in 

idioms and/or two-word verbs. 

The Phrasal Verb in Idiom Dictionaries and Workbooks 

The distinction between the treatment of phrasal verbs in ESL grammars 

and in idiom dictionaries reflects the dichotomy that Lindner wished to avoid

what syntax consists of (grammar 'rules') and what is arbitrary or unpredictable 

(lexical entries in idiom dictionaries). Although there is sorlIe description of the 

phrasal verb structure within ESL grammars, by far the more extensive and 

comprehensive treatment of phrasal verbs has been the domain of dictionaries, 

particularly those specialized in describing English idioms. One finds examples of 

phrasal verbs in almost all dictionaries of idioms, some of which are compiled 

particularly for ESL students. English Idioms and How to Use Them (McMordie), 

for example, first published in 1909, was originally designed for Indian and 

Pakistani students. The 1950 edition of the book includes a chapter on 'verbs 

followed idiomatically by prepositions' nnd summarizes in the introduction to the 

chapter the problems and difficulties of what McMordie terms Phrase Verbs. 

However, McMordie includes in his chapter not only phrasal verbs consisting of 

verb+adverb and verb+preposition but also verbs followed by specific prepositions, 

such as agree with (someone), confide in (someone), and consist of (something), that 

are not usually considered idiomatic. 
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The fourth edition of McMordie's boole, revised and rewritten by Jennifer 

Seidl, was published in 1978. The newer version of the text reflects several 

changes in the approach to phrasal verbs. In the earlier edition, McMordie (140) 

states that 'certain verbs when followed by certain Prepositions or Adverbs become 

compound verbs bearing a new signification ••• The added preposition in these verbs 

has really become an adverb united to the verb,' and he suggests the term Phrase 

Verbs. In the fourth edition, Seidl and McMordie (113) introduce the category of 

phrasal verbs by suggesting that 'a particular difficulty experienced by learners is 

the handling of expressions consisting of verbs in combination with prepositions or 

adverbial particles ••• such verb combinations are a typical and frequent occurrence 

in all types of English, but most especially in every-day spoken English.' Whereas 

the earlier edition included verb-preposition forms that are not idiomatic (although 

McMordie considered them so), the later edition includes only idiomatic 

combinations, a move that supports the current view that phrasal verbs are 

idiomatic. Seidl and McMordie do not use the term phrasal verb, however, 

preferring to use the terms verb+earticle, verb+preposition, and verb+earticle+ 

preposition. Concerning the idiomatic nature of the forms they state (114): 

Verb combinations with prepositions and particles are not necessarily 
idiomatic; of the idiomatic ones, some are more idiomatic than others. It 
is these 'more idiomatic' combinations which are presented in this 
cnapter. 

McMordie's earlier boole attempts to describe some semantic features of the 

preposition/adverb (such as ..!!!? for 'greater intensity'). Seidl and McMordie do not 

do this, although the fourth edition is more specific about the patternings of the 

combination and the word order possibilities for transitive verb-adverbial particle 

forms. Finally, Seidl and McMordie mention and list some nominalized forms 

sometimes produced from phrasal verbs, such items as blow-up, clean-up, z.oings-
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,£!!, or write-up (117). Both editions concentrate on mainly acceptable British 

forms; and, although many of these forms are also used in American English, those 

that are typically British are not labeled as such. 

Another popular reference book on idioms for ESL students has been 

Whitford and Dixson's Handbook of American Idioms and Idiomatic Usage (1973). 

This book covers more thrut 5,000 of the most frequently used idiomatic phrases 

and constructions in American English, according to the authors. The book notes 

that 'particular stress has been given to the basic idiomatic constructions deriving 

from such common verbs as bring, take, ~, come, get, do, let, leave, make, .E,ut, 

find, etc.' (Preface). Each entry includes a short definition of the idiom and a 

sample sentence using the structure._ The book does not distinguish grammatical 

categories and does not explain the constraints on separable phrasal verbs. The 

examples are inconsistent in the word order of the verb+particle, sometimes 

separating the particle and sometimes not. For example, for the phrasal verb .e.!!! 

aside, the boo\c lists two meanings and two sample sentences: '(1) place at one side: 

-The teacher told them to put aside their books and get ready for the weekiy drill. 

(2) ~, put to one side for! special purpose: -Joseph puts ten dollars aside every 

week' (l23). The book is representative of the treatment of phrasal verbs in idiom 

dictionaries. 

ESL Texts Dealing Specifically with Phrasal Verbs 

Currently there is a trend toward isolating the phrasal verb as a unique 

grammatical category from other idioms that are unpredictable and that do not 

display specific syntactic patternings. Until recently phrasal verbs have been 

treated simply as lexical entries in dictionaries or reference books on idioms. Now 
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one sees texts dealing exclusively with phrasal verbs, many of which are designed 

for ESL purposes. 

In 1964, on~ of the first ESL texts on two-word verbs appeared, The Key 

to English: Two-Word Verbs. The book, part of a Collier-Macmillan series 

developed by English Language Services, was designed to 'advance the [ESL] 

student's mastery of some aspects of the language that can be of special difficulty' 

(Preface). The series includes other manuals of such things as nouns, adjectives, 

prepositions, verbs, and figurative expressions. The book is in the format of a 

worlcbook, and a description of the approach of this book will be handled in the 

section of this study describing ESL worlcboolcs. 

Another text, Prepositions and Adverbial Particles (I965a) by J. B. 

Heaton, is intended to be a reference guide for the ESL student on prepositions and· 

adverbial particles. The author suggests that correct use of prepositions and 

particles 'causes more difficulty to many overseas students than any other aspect 

of the English language' (v). He notes the particular difficulty in mastering the 

phrasal verb, 'in which an adverbial particle combines with a verb to form a 

collocation possessing a new meaning' (v). 

Heaton allows only verb-adverbial particle forms to be classified as 

phrasal verbs. Those figurative forms consisting of a verb+preposition he terms 

prepositional verbs and includes in a chapter entitled 'Verbs Followed by 

Prepositions'. The verb and preposition that acquire a new meaning when combined 

are marked with examples and definitions. 

Heaton lists three types of phrasal verbs: one, verb-adverbial particle 

combinations in which 'each unit in the combination maintains a literal or 

straightforward meaninG' (46); two, phrasal verbs that form a uni.t of meaning and 

that can be replaced by a single word; three, phrasal verbs with the verb be. 
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Heaton distinguishes between adverbs and adverbial particles by suggesting that 

the latter help form new verbs, 'for they change, or add to, the meaning of the 

verb, however, slightly. Thus the particle is really an integral part of the phrasal 

verb, separable often in word order but nevertheless constituting a single unit' (45). 

Heaton sees particles functioning in one of several ways. First, the 

particle may cause a verb to acquire a new meaning (carry and carry £!!). Second, 

some particles acquire a specialized meaning that is added to the meaning of the 

'Verb ~a1{ and speak out). Third, some particles simply provide 'stress, emphasis, 

or a sense of completion' (45) to the verb (hurry and hurry.!!2). Fourth, some act 

almost like regular adverbs (drive and drive off). Fifth, some function like 

prepositions without objects (come down in the sense of ~ down the stairs). 

Concerning the grammar of the phrasal verbs, Heaton mentions the 

transitivity and intransitivity of some combinations resulting from the addition of a 

particle. He notes the placement of the particle after pronoun direct objects and 

two constraints on placement with direct object noun phrases. First, if a phrasal 

verb is followed by a preposition, the object must follow the preposition Q. cannot 

l2ut .!!2 with his arrogant manner). Second, long direct object noun phrases follow 

the particle (Jimmy asked in the stranger he met in the street). 

ESL Dictionaries Dealing Specifically with the Phrasal Verb. Some 

account of the phrasal verb is also evident in dictionaries, particularly idiom 

dictionaries, designed for use by ESL teachers and stUdents. George Meyer's The 

Two-Word Verb, published by Mouton, appeared in 1975. Meyer suggests the 

purpose of hi8 dictionary is 'to help non-native speakers to understand and 

communicate more easily with other users of American English' (3) by maldng 

available 'to teachers of English throughout the world and to advanced stUdents a 

fairly compact, complete, and up-to-date presentation of the vocabulary, verbal, 
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nominal, and adjectival, which the two-word verbs has produced' (4). His dictionary 

includes only verb-particle forms, and he carefully avoids any verb-preposition 

forms, even those considered by most grammarians to be idiomatic (such as count 

on, stand f0r.). 

Meyer includes an introduction to the dictionru'y that provides some 

information on the history and formation of phrasal verbs, or what he terms two

word verbs. Meyer suggests that the combinations are formed from a verb and one 

of seventeen elements (adjuncts), which 'in their earliest history indicated location 

or direction in space' (17). He lists the seventeen particles and provides definitions 

for each from the earliest meanings to extended meanings 'that were acquired in 

the course of a thousand ·years of growth of the English language.' Meyer does not 

explaiil any formal method for arriving at his definitions, but the list seems very 

explicit, with most adjuncts demonstrating over five meanings and .!!!2 having 

seventeen suggested meanings. 

The dictionary marks each phrasal verb with T (transitive) or I 

(intransitive), numbers referring to the meanings of the second element, a 

definition, and an illustrative sentence. Meyer suggests some exercises for 

practice in the use of the combination. These are mainly oral exercises requiring 

the student to practice the stress and pitch of the verb, noun, and adjective forms 

of the combination. 

In 1976, another dictionary on phrasal verbs appeared, entitled Oxfor(! 

Diction~ry of Current Idiomatic English Volume 1: Verbs with Prepositions and 

Particles by Cowie and Mackin. Although British in its orientation, the book has 

been influential in inspiring other books on idioms. Seidl and McMordie (1978) 

credit Cowie and Mackin with much of the information presented in til~ir book. 

Feare's boole, Practice with Idioms (1980), aclmowledges Cowie and Mackin's book 
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as a valuabl'9 source of information on the grammatical categories of phrasal verbs. 

Berman and Kirstein (1979) refer the reader to Cowie and Macldn's book for a 

thorough analysis of phrasal verb particles in their book, Idiom Workboo\<:: Verb 

Phrases by Family. 

Cowie and Macldn 1976 is the first volume of a projected two-volune 

dictionary on idioms. This first volume is limited to 'verbs with prepositions and 

particles'. The compilers of the dictionary believe that 'an important feature of 

the whole Dictionary is that the grammatical and semantic treatment of 

headphrases is supported by citations from a variety of contemporary sources, both 

written and spoken' (vi). The compilers recognize that idioms 'correspond to a wide 

range of grammatical types, or patterns' and so they limit this first volume to one 

type: a verb and a particle or preposition. They also include three-word forms and 

fixed expressions using a verb and particle or preposition, such as lose track of, 

make ~ mental note of, or take to one's heels. 

An important concern in compiling the dictionary has been the definition 

of idiom. The compilers considered four questions (vii): 

1. How does one determine whether an expression is idiomatic? 

2. Is there really a clear distinction between what is or is not an idiom 
or 'does the one type shade off gradually in to the other?' 

3. What criteda were used to determine what should be included in the 
dictionary? 

4. What significance does the recognition of semantic unity have on 
grammatical descriptions or labels? 

In order to determine whether an idiom is idiomatic, the compilers have 

had to consider several things. First, they separated complex items (such as lose 

track of) from two-word combinations (such as turn ~), using the latter as the 

basis for their choices. They mention that earlier discussions of the construction 
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often centered on syntactic concerns, that is, the preposition/particle contrast. 

Although they recognize the significance of the distinction, they suggest that it 

'has no bearing on whether expressions are idiomatic or not' (viii). Second, since an 

idiom is defined as 'a combination of two or more words which function as a unit 

meaning' (viii-ix), the compilers apply the substitution test: if a single word with 

identical meaning can be substituted for a two-word combination, then that 

combination is probably idiomatic. Third, since an idiom is a unit of meaning, none 

of its components may be removed without changing the meaning, the 'particle 

deletion' test. The authors suggest that 'the semantic unity which is characteristic 

of idioms tends to make them behave as single grammatical words also' (ix). They 

note, for example, that some idiomat_ic verb-particle expressions can be converted 

into nouns(! breakdown,! take-off). 

In response to the second question concerning whether there is a clear 

distinction between idioms and non-idioms, the authors suggest there is not. The 

test for idiom does not always apply precisely. For example, some combinations 

(draw out) may be substituted by a single word (withdraw) yet delete its particle 

with no change in meaning (He drew his money from his savings). The authors 

explain their approach (x): 

In fact, the more individual cases that we examine the more does it 
appear that the boundary between highly idiomatic items and the rest is 
not sharply drawn but hazy and imprecise. We shall do better to think in 
terms of a scale of idiomaticity, with the 'true' idioms (step .!!12' take off) 
clearly established at the upper end and draw out appearing near the 
bottom, but with many items representing varying degrees of semantic 
and grammatical unity spaced out in between. 

In response to the question of what is included in the dictionary, the 

compilers answer that they consider only those forms that are clearly idiomatic, 

exclude those that are 'at the lower end of the scale' (possibly simple verb+adverb 

forms as Fraser defines them), and, concerning marginal cases, draws the line 'low 
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rather than high' (x). These 'marginal types' are referred to as 'semi-idioms', and 

the writers use fine criteria to judge them. One, any elcpression whose meaning 

changes if the particle or preposition is deleted is included. Two, some semi

idioms are included because they bear a relation to similar idiomatic structures. 

For example, one notes a relation between the uses of Qut aside in J2ut aside !! book, 

put aside money, and put aside one's differences. Third, the dictionary includes 

verb-preposition forms in which the preposition has the tendency to co-occur with 

the verb even if they are not idiomatic. Fourth, verbs of motion combined with 

pal'ticles and prepositions whose meaning is easily understood (run across, wall< 

away) are not included unless used in a specialized way (such as wall, on to mean 

!!J2pear briefly in !! ~) .. Fifth, verbs.. such as puff, steam, and~, which are not 

usually considered verbs of motion, become so when combined with a particle (puff 

past, steam out, zoom across) and are, therefore, included in the entries. 

Concerning the final question of the relation of semantic unity to 

grammatical description, the authors reject the terms phrasal verb and 

prepositional verb to refer to the idiomatic combinations. Since they believe that 

idiomaticity is semantic and not syntactic, they choose to label each entry in one 

of six categories and simply marl< those that are idiomatic. The six categories 

include transitive and intransitive forms of verb+particl~, verb+preposition, and 

verb+particle+preposi tion. 

Cowie and Macldn provide a thorough description of the grammatical 

plltterns of verb combinations. As stated above, each combination is labeled as one 

of six grammatical types. Each is then labeled by any transformations it can 

undergo (passivization, nominalization, emphasis, relativization, change to 

participial adjective). The entries are also identified by 'styles of use' (formal, 
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informal, slang, and taboo) and by 'register of use', that is, the occupational or 

professional fields with which some combinations are associated. 

The entries are defined, and the dictionary provides information 

concerning the kinds and types of words that form collocations with a particular 

phrasal verb, that is, what types of subjects might precede and what types of 

objects might follow. In short, Cowie and Mackin provide a very thorough analysis 

of some verb combinations with prepositions and particles. Because the book 

concerns only British English, however, it ignores a large number of idiomatic 

combinations found in American English. 

The Phrasal Verb in ESL Texts and Dictionaries Published Since 1980 

Since 1980, three ESL texts have appeared that deal specifically with 

phrasal verbs: Two-Word Verbs in English (Hook 1981), Dictionary of Two-Word 

Verbs for Students of English (Hall 1982), and Longman Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs 

(Courtney 1983). The recent appearance of so many texts treating the phrasal verb 

separately from other idioms demonstrates the significance now accorded the 

construction by those in the field of ESL and the need for materials to present and 

teach it. 

Hook's text is a workbook that introduces a number of phrasal verbs 

separable and inseparable, and uses the structures in readings designed for the ESL 

student followed by a glossary and exercises. It does not attempt to be 

comprehensive, admitting that it treats over 400 of the widely used two- and 

three-word verbs of a corpus of 3,000 to 4,000. Hook theorizes that the student 

who masters the forms presented in the text 'should have little difficulty using the 

two-and three-word verbs that he or she is certain to run into when reading or 

speaking English anywhere' (vi). 
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Hall 1982 is actually a reference book that presents over 600 two- and 

three-word verbs, labels them as transitive or intransitive and separable or 

inseparable, provides a definition of each, and uses each in a sample sentence. Hall 

includes in his dictionary verb-adverbial particle and verb-preposition forms that 

are idiomatic, although in his introduction he uses talk to and talk about (which he 

does not list in his dictionary) as examples of inseparable two-word verbs. In this 

he differs from Frank (1972a), Hayden et al. (1956), and others who regard these 

expressions as examples of verbs followed by prepositions (not idiomatic and 

therefore, not phrasal verbs). Hall also suggests that a combination such as keep at 

(continue) is intransitive and that any object that follows is an object of the 

preposition (at). Hall (4) ·states that '_from a strict grammatical point of view, the 

noun phrase that follows the preposition is the object of the preposition, but for 

practical purposes, speakers of English ordinarily consider the verb and preposition 

to be a single unit of meaning.' Cowie and Mackin 1979 and the texts based on 

their analyses follow Hall in labeling such forms intransitive. However, Courtney 

1983 does not agree with the label, choosing instead to identify such combinations 

as depend on in! depended on the map as transitive verbs. Frank (1972a:76) states 

that nouns that follow verb-preposition combinations (phrasal verbs) may become 

subjects of passive constructions and 'for this reason, these verb-preposition 

combinations may be regarded as transitive verbs.' Quirk et al. (1972) also 

recognize the problem and suggest two analyses (819): 

A sentence like He looked at the girl can be given two analyses. In one, 
there is a prepositional phrase< at the girl) as adverbial; in the other, 
looked at is a prepositional verb with girl as prepositional object ... The 
two analyses can be regarded as different, but equally valid and 
complementary ways of looking at the same structure. 

The Longman Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs ( 1983) by Courtney is perhaps 

the newest and most comprehensive listing of phrasal verbs. It includes over 
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12,000 entries of items used in both British and American English. The dictionary 

contains not only phrasal verbs but also idioms formed from phrasal verbs (let the 

cat out of the bag) and combinations of verb+adjective (lie low) and verb+pronoun 

(kid oneself) 'which, like phrasal verbs, have a different meaning when used 

together' (Preface). The dictionary defines the phrasal verb as idiomatic 

combinations of verb and adverb or of verb and preposition. It recognizes that 

some verbal combinations can have a normal meaning (as in hold.!!E the pencil) and 

a figurative one (as in hold .!!E the bank). In such cases, the dictionary lists all 

meanings and mari<:s those that are phrasal verbs. 

Included in each dictionary entry is a definition, an example, related 

words formed from the phrasal verb, When and where the phrasal is used (American 

English, nautical, military, etc.) alternative forms (make !! bolt/dash for), cross

references, and grammatical information. The grammatical information is given 

through a grammar code designating the type' of verb and what follows (transitive 

or intransitive, followed by a (pro)noun, infinitive, -ing verb, clause, wh- word, or 

other). In all, it presents twenty-five grammatical patterns for the phrasal verb, 

for example, a transitive verb with a noun direct object (They blew .!!E the bridge) 

or a transitive verb with two objects: a direct. noun object and a noun indirect 

object (Can! help you to some more potatoes?) 

Features of the Phrasal Verb in ESL Wor\<:booics on Idiom Usage 

A review of the treatment of phrasal verbs within ESL wor\<:books written 

to help the student gain practice in idiom usage will reveal the features that text 

writers find most important. A chronological approach, too, might reveal some 

evolution in thought concerning the description and presentation of phrasal verbs. 

The handbooks to be analyzed include the following: 



Essential Idioms in English (1951; rev. 1971; rev. 1983), Robert J. Dixson 

The Key to English: Two-Word Verbs (1964), EngJish Language Services 

Using Prepositions and Particles, Woricboolcs One, Two, and Three (1965b), 
J. B. Heaton 

Idiom Drills (1970; rev. 1983) and More Idiom Drills (1978), George P. 
McCallum 

Idiom Workbook (1979), Louis A. Berman and Laurette Kirstein 

Practice with Idioms (1980), Ronald E. Feare 

ressions and Two-Word 

Two-Word Verbs in English (1981), J. N. Hook 
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One of the earliest workbooks on idiom usage is Essential Idioms in 

English (1951) by Robert J. Dixson. A revised edition of the earlier text was 

published in 1971 and a second revision in 1983. The latest revision 'contains 

several new additions to replace those idioms which, as all vocabulary does, have 

become outdated' (xii). It also uses cartoons to illustrate idiom usage. Dixson was 

a co-author of Handbook of American Idioms and Idiomatic Usage (1973), a 

dictionary of idioms. He does no\: suggest, however, that the workboolc should be 

used in conjunction with the reference book. 

The workbook introduces 81pproximately 500 'of the most common English 

idioms'. Included in the general category of idioms are a number of two-word 

verbs, which, according to Dixson, are verbs 'whose meaning is altered by the 

addition of a particle' (xi). Dixson includes examples of both separable and 

inseparable forms, marking the former with the symbol (S), and in an Appendix 

eXJ;llains the placement of object pronouns with separable forms. The text consists 

of thirty~nine lessons. Each lesson introduces a number of idioms and two-word 

verbs, their definition, and their use in sentences. The list of idioms is followed by 
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exercises requiring the student to use the idioms. The exercises are of different 

types, usually substitution exercises, multiple-choice tasks, or questions. The two

word verb idioms are the only ones given some grammatical explanation. 

The Key to English: Two-Word Verbs (1964) was mentioned previously as 

an early ESL text dealing specifically with phrasal verbs. It is a workbook of 

exercises in which each chapter explains and introduces some two-word verbs then 

instructs the student to use them in different types of exercises. The book 

mentions that there is some overlapping between certain combinations of 

verb+preposition and some inseparable two-word verbs. The authors suggest in the 

Preface (v) that 'if the meaning of a combination can be predicted on the basis of 

the meaning of the individual parts (listen to, insist on), it is called a verb followed 

by a preposition; if not (look for, call on), it is called a two-word verb.' 

In attempting to define the two-word verb, the authors admit 'the 

difficulties of making a complete classification of two-word verbs' (2). Basically 

they consider the phrasal verb to be a combination of a verb and a preposition-like 

word which demonstrates a semantic and grammatical unity. The combination may 

be transitive or intransitive, but the authors suggest that 'whether a following noun 

is the object of the verb or the object of the preposition following the verb is of 

little consequence here' (2); therefore, they do not label the forms as transitive or 

intransitive, but they do note whether or not objects may follow. 

Concerning the problem of identifying separable and inseparable two-word 

verbs, the authors state that most two-word verbs are separable. They recognize a 

problem with inseparable forms: 'many analysts do not recognize the existence of 

the inseparable two-word verb; they treat all such combinations as verb+adverb if 

no noun follows, or verb+prepositional phrase if a noun follows. This is sound 

grammar, but the fact remains that in meaning a great many combinations function 
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as though they were single units' (28). Because of the unity in meaning, most ESL 

te~cts recognize both separable and inseparable forms as constituting one category 

whereas many of the descriptive linguistic studies, such as Fraser 1976, Woody 

1974, and Lindner 1981, do not consider the inseparable forms as part of the 

phre.sal verb category. 

The text treats certain combinations ~n which the meaning seems to be 

carried by the verb, for, according to the authors, the par-ticle can be deleted 

without an alteration in meaning (36): 

Move over so the others can sit down. 
Move so the others can sit down. 

This category corresponds to Woody's directional phrasal verbs, and Lindner 

suggests that this type of combination constitutes a phrasal verb, even though the 

adjunct adds some meaning in a predictable way. However, this type of 

combination is reflected as a phrasal verb by Cowie and Mackin (1976), who state 

that since phrasal verbs 'are units of meaning, it should not be possible to break 

that unity either by removing the particle component or by replacing the verb 

component with verbs of like meaning' (ix). The authors of Key to English: Two

Word Verbs do recognize a difference in this type of combination and others that 

have meanings quite different from that of the two parts (turn out for prove or 

~ about for happen). They do not, however, discuss the problem of 

idiomaticity. 

Chapter Six of the text suggests 'families' of two-word verbs, 'in which 

the function word carries a fairly consistent meaning' (44). The authors note the 

following meanings for certain adjuncts: 

.!Y2-completely (clean ~); into small pieces (tear .!!e) 
down-completely (burn down); in a downward direction (pull down) 
off-the surface of (clean off, rinse off) 
out-the inside of (rinse out, wipe out) 



over-destination (come over, walk over) 
back-return (come baclc,..!Jx back)--
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These 'families' correspond to Woody's directional and aspectual adjuncts (although 

Woody does not accept baclc as a phrasal verb adjunct). The attempt to assign 

meaning to the adjuncts is similar to Lindner's approach. The authors mention, 

however, that the meanings of the adjuncts are not consistent, but appear only in 

certain combinations. Further analysis might show that such meanings do apply, 

but only in the more literal phrasal verbs. 

Concerning the grammatical features of the two-word verb, the authors 

describe the placement of adverbial modifiers, a constraint on the placement of 

separable particles, and noun forms related to two-word verbs. The authors 

recognize a difference between separable and inseparable forms with respect to 

adverbial modifiers: adverbs of manner may come between inseparable forms but 

not between separable forms. They also note the constraint on movable particles 

mentioned most often in the literature: long direct object noun phrases cannot 

separate a verb from its particle. Finally, the authors note, as others have, that 

some two-word verbs have related noun forms with a specific stress pattern-noun 

forms are stressed on the first syllable (BLOWout) whereas the verb form generally 

has a stressed particle (It blew OUT). 

The text contains several types of exercises for practicing lind using the 

two-word verb. There is usually an oral exercise in each chapter that requires the 

student to practice using two-word verbs in sentences, a pattern drill (cued), a 

substitution drill (cued), or a dialogue. The written exercises require the student to 

provide the correct adjunct, use the two-word vet'b in a cloze type exercise, write 

answers to questions using two-word verbs or pronouns in the response, or practice 

moving the particle in a separable form with direct object nouns and pronouns. The 
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text provides answel'S to the exercises in an appendix and a glossary of over 400 

combinations with definitions. Considering that this was one of the earliest ESL 

texts dealing exclusively with two-word verbs, it seems fairly comprehensive and, 

for its time, well designed. 

Using Prepositions and Particles, Workbooks One, Two and Three (1965b) 

by J. B. Heaton were written to accompany the reference text by Heaton, Using 

Prepositions and Particles (1965a), although the author suggests that the wori<:books 

may be used independently of the text. The graded wori<:books provide the ESL 

student practice using prepositions, prepositional phrases, and phrasal verbs. 

Exercises dealing specifically with features of the phrasal verb combination include 

e}cercises on phrasal verbs, prepol?itional verbs, adverbial particles, specific 

particles that combine to form a phrasal verb, and specific verbs tilat combine. 

The exercises on phrasal verbs direct the student to underline a synonym of a 

phrasal verb, rewrite sentences replacing noun direct objects with pr'onouns, 

substitute a phrasal verb with a single word verb or a single word verb with 11 

phrasal verb, or fill in blanks in cloze type exercises using phrasal verbs. The 

emphasis in such exercises is on the meaning of phrasal verbs in different contexts 

and the correct placement of the particle with pronoun direct objects. In exercises 

with prepositional verbs, the student is directed to replace a single-word verb from 

with a prepositional verb or to substitute a prepositional verb, many of which are 

colloquial or slang, with a standard English verb. 

Heaton states that many adverbial particles 'function in a similar way to 

ordinary adverbs [or] ••• provide stress, emphasis or a sense of completion', and in 

many combinations 'both the verb and particle maintain a literal or straightforward 

meaning' (1965b, 1:25). The exercises on adverbial particles require the student to 

provide the correct particle after the verb in sentences or cloze-type readings. 
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Heaton provides practice with specific, commonly-used particles and with 

certain verbs that combine. In exercises using specific particles, Heaton suggests 

some meanings attributed to each particle. For example, in Worlebook One Heaton 

notes that .!:!12 'is used with many verbs to express completion, finality, or 

destruction, or simply to provide emphasis' (23). Of out, he states that it is 'used 

after many verbs with the general meaning of disappearance, completion, or result' 

(24). These particles are introduced in Workbook One with an exercise directing 

the student to choose a correct verb to combine with the particles ~ or out) in 

suggested sentences. Worlebook Two contains similar type exercises for the 

particles down and in. Heaton suggests meanings for these particles also (22): 

The particle down may express_ one of the following meanings when 
combined with certain verbs: (1) from !! higher to !! lower position or 
state; (2) to or in !! lower position; (3Jdownstairs; rn to !! less important 
place, from a city or a town to the country, etc.; (5)to ~ reduced or !! 
weaker state (sometimes signifying completion of destruction). 

Heaton (23) is also specific: about in: 

The particle in may be used to mean: (1) with verbs of movement: enter 
or ~ to 'enter; (2) at home; (3) i!!.side; (4) penetrate or cause to 
penetrate;(5) in an inward direction; (6) with certain verbs: ,visit;-r7)with 
certain verbs: give to the prop~ authority. 

Finally, the workbooks all contain exercises using specific verbs that combine with 

a large number of particles to form phrasal verbs. Wor\ebook One provides 

exercises using ~, get, and look. The student rewrites sentences using synonyms 

for go and look verb combinations and replaces single-word verbs or verb 

expressions with an appropriate get verb combination. Worleboo\e Two presents the 

same type of exercises using the verbs run, brea\c, let, fall, and ~ in phrasal verb 

combinations. Workbook Three introduces more verbs for specific review: answer, 

bl'ing, carry, come, cut, do, draw, give, hold, knock, lay, pass, .2!!,Y, pick, stand, 

take, throw, and tur':!. 
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Heaton!s Worl(books provide the ESL student with a va.riety of exercises to 

practice preposition and particle usage. Exercises dealing with phrasal or 

prepositional verbs or adverbial partieles, however, are scattered throughout the 

workbooks amid a large number of exercises on the use of preposition. The 

orientation toward British English is evident in a number of sentences, some of 

which use phrasal verb expressions in ways unknown to American speakers (42): We 

~ knocked..!!E !! table from the wood in the forest. The suggestion that particles 

may add meaning to the verb in certain combinations is seen again here, as it has 

been in the literature on phrasal verbs and in other workbooks, such as Key to 

English: Two-Word Verbs. 

Geor-ge P. McCallum's Idiom_Drills (1970; second edition 1983) was written 

to provide exercises and oi'al drills on the use of 180 common idioms selected by 

frequency of usage. A second text, More Idiom Drills, was published in 1978. The 

idioms presented in each book are typi~ally used in American English, but no 

regionalisms or slang are included. 

The bool(s are divided into six units of five lessons each. The first edition 

reflects the popularity of the audio-lingual approach. Typically, eac'h chapter 

presents a dialogue, definitions, and illustrative sentences, a substitution drill for 

oral practice, and homework exercises for written work. The 1983 edition of the 

same book presents the same idioms but with a more communicative approach. 

The sUbstitution drill is replaced by oral exercises (question and answer), the 

homework exercises replaced by different types of writing exercises, and each 

chapter includes discussion questions. The later edition is based on the format used 

fOi' More Idiom Drills (1978), also designed for a communicative approach. 

One notes that of the idioms chosen for the text, about 15 percent are 

phrasal verbs or expressions using phrasal verbs. There is no ~xplanation of the 
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syntactical patterning of the phrasal-verb combination, although some sample 

sentences seem to demonstrate the separability of the particle: 

She comes up with excellent ideas. 
But she never carries them out. 

Of the phrasal verbs chosen there are both two- and three-word forms, separable 

and inseparable forms:. and transitive and intransitive forms. The phrasal verb, 

however, is not considered a special category of idiom. 

Idiom Workboolc: Verb Phrases by Family (1979) by Berman and Kirstein 

provides quite a different approach to the study of phrasal verbs than do other 

te~cts on the subject. This text presents only phrasal verb idioms, called 

Verb+Partlcle, and is designed for advanced students of ESL. The writers suggest 

that their strategy of presentation is unique because they gJ.'oup verb phrases with 

common particles. In doing so, they see many phrases falling into 'families', that 

is, the combinations with like particles share a related concept, or sense, or 

'feeling' (vii). Some texts, such as Key to English: Two-Word Verbs (1964) and 

Heaton (l965a), have suggested particle groupings and meanings fo:: particular 

particles, but Berman and Kirstein design the entire format of their text around 

this approach. Furthermore, the authors assume that the advanced student has a 

large vocabulary of formal English expressions. They attempt to familiarize the 

advanced student with informal verb combinations by reference to the students' 

knowledge of English vocabulary, mentioning that 'verb phrases with particles are 

an important part of colloquial, idiomatic English' (ix). 

Berman and Kirstein provide some specific description of the verb+ 

particle category. They define it as 'a combination of an action word (verb) and a 

particle (a word that lool<:s like a preposition) that expresses a single concept' (x). 

They include both separable and inseparable and transitive and intransitive forms. 
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Their corpus of combinations includes verb+adverbial particles and verb+ 

prepositions, but they consider verb-preposition forms (such as take after) as 

intransitive. Concerning the separable forms, they suggest that a verb phrase is 

not usually separated if the direct object is a noun phrase but must be if the direct 

object is a pronoun. They mention three specific constraints: one, the particle is 

not separated if the direct object is a lengthy noun phrase; two, if the combination 

is in the passive voice, the particle cannot separate; three, if the combination is 

used as a participle in the passive voice, ~he particle does not separate. 

The authors stress that grouping phrasal verbs by common particles aids 

learning, maldng the learning experience 'organized and coherent'. They do nc<. 

explain their method for arriving at the common themes suggested for each 

particle, but their suggested meanings are very similar to those proposed by Key to 

English: Two-Word Verbs and Heaton 1965a. Although there seem to be no formal 

criteria for arriving at the suggested meanings of the twenty-four particles 

mentioned, the authors have been very explicit. Most of the particles listed carry 

more than one meaning and some (down, out, and .!!J2) have over seven meanings 

each. 

The text is divided into twenty-four units, each unit explaining one 

particle 'family'. Unit 1, for examp!e~ presents two meanings for ab~~-about 

meaning getting started (set about) and about meaning all around (,8'2 about). Each 

unit has an explanation of the theme for the particle under consideration, a 

familiarization exercise, in which the student matches single-word synonyms for 

phrasal verbs used in sentences, and a practice exercise, in which the student 

answers questions using phrasal verbs, makes up questions or sentences using 

phrasal verbs, or rephrases a sentence using phrasal verbs. 
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Because Berman and Kirstein attempt to suggest some meanings for the 

particles in phrasal verbs, the expressions they list are not completely idiomatic or 

'stereotypedl, where a consistent meaning could not be predicted. The phrasal 

verbs they present are what have been earlier termed 'semi-idioms' or 'literal' (as 

opposed to 'figurative') phrasal verbs. 

Practice with Idioms (1980) by Ronald E. Fea.!'e consists of three major 

units, two of which concern what Feare terms verbal idioms. Feare explains the 

emphasis on verbal idioms (xiv): 

It is believed that verbal forms are more useful in general and deserve far 
greater concentration and effort [than other forms]. This is the reason 
why they constitute the larger and more important sections of the boo\(. 

Feare's two major subdivisions of verbal idioms, or phrasal verbs, are intransitive 

verbal idioms (with particles, prepositions, and particles and prepositions) and 

transitive verbal idioms (with movable particles, immovable particles, prepositions, 

and particles and prepositions). Feare considers the phrasal verb with preposition, 

such as !!!!! across in}. ran across an interesting item, to be intransitive. The 

transitive forms with prepositions are either fixed expressions such as take 

advantage of or expressions in which a direct object immediately follows the verb 

as in hold (some!hing) against (someone) or put (something) above (something). 

Feare uses an inductive approach to presenting the· idioms, having the 

student guess the meaning from the context before learning any definitions. After 

guessing the meaning, the student attempts to match the idiom with its definition. 

After this, the student is finally given an explanation of each idiom, an explanation 

that includes not only a definition but also a list of the types of subjects and 

objects that follow each particular phrasal verb and other useful points such as 

when a particular idiom is used most often. For example, Feare mentions that to 

show .!!E is 'often used when someone appears somewhere late' (9). There is a 
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section that focuses on the grammatical features of the idioms presented in the 

unit, a multiple choice test, and an exercise requiring original sentences in 

response to question using the idioms. Feare also provides suggestions for 

additional class activities for role playing or class discussion. 

The section entitled 'Learning the Grammar Rules; explains the common 

features of the idioms presented in each unit. Besides noting the transitivity or 

intransitivity of a combination, Feare also notes whether the adjunct is a particle 

or a preposition and whether the particle is movable. He also discusses the 

placement of adverbs, particularly adverbs of manner, and he illustrates other 

grammatical forms related to the phrasal verb, such as the nominalized or passive 

forms. 

Feare's book presents a thorough analysis of the different forms a phrasal 

verb may take. Although its title uses the word idiom, the text mainly concerns 

phrasal verbs and idioms formed from them. This seems to demonstrate once again 

the importance accorded the phrasal verb within the larger category of idioms. 

Getting Along with Idioms: Basic English Expressions and Two-Word 

Verbs (1981) by Lorraine Goldman shows by its title the concern of many ESL text 

writers in separating or somehow distinguishing phrasal verbs from other idioms. 

Goldman uses a thematic approach to presenting idioms~ and her text is one of the 

first to use a noticn:<ll-functional approach to presenting two-word verbs. 

The notional-functional approach to language teaching, the approach 

adopted by the Council for Cultural Cooperation of the Council of Europe to 

develop a credit system for adult language learning, has had significant influence in 

language teaching methods and reSUltant ESL texts within the last decade. The 

model for language teaching is based on the premises that verbal behavior can be 

analyzed into components that, according to van Ek (I977), can be divided into 'the 
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performance of language-functions and the expression of, or reference to, notions. 

What people do by means of language can be described as verbally performing 

certain functions' (6). 

Goldman suggests that once students learn idioms appropriately for a 

particular situation, there can be application to other similar situations. For 

example, one unit, entitled 'Discussing a Bill at a Restaurant', introduces 

expressions used fOl' argument, anger, and frustration (take me for, Qut .!:!.12 with, 

take something .!:!.12 with someone, cool off). According to Goldman, these 

expressions 'can be used in a variety of contexts in which people are trying to come 

to a conclusion or decision' (Preface). Goldman uses both two-word verbs and other 

idiomatic expressions within each unit but explains the particular features of the 

two-word verbs in grammar notes. The grammar notes explain the placement of 

pronoun objects in separable two-word forms and identifies the two-word verb 

expressions introduced in each unit as ei ther 'separable' or 'non-separable'. 

Goldman also isolates and explains some expressions that can act both as an 

intransitive or a transitive verb (get on in He got on !! train and He ~ on quickly) 

and some three-word forms (such as crack down on). Goldman defines a two-word 

verb as 'an idiomatic expression that includes a verb plus an adverb, as in sit .!:!12, 

run away, drop in, and find out. These can be separable or non-separable, 

transitive or intransitive' (Preface). 

The text includes twenty-five units, each centered around a specific 

theme having to do with life experiences (looking for an apartment, calling long 

distance, checking a bank statement). Each unit is divided into five parts. In the 

first part, the idiomatic expressions are introduced through dialogues, 

conversations, advertisements in the newspaper, or commercials. Idioms are 

glossed. In the second part, Goldman presents a grammar note on structure. In the 
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third section there is a matching exercise that has the student match a phrase from 

one column with an appropriate phrase from another. The fourth section consists 

of a c10ze-type exercise requiring the student to provide appropriate words and 

expressions in stories, conversations, advertisements1 or readings. Finally, in a 

'Fluency Activity', the student learns additional related expressions and practices 

them in suggested exercises. 

Goldman lists in the Contents the functions introduced in each unit, such 

things as maJdng decisions, expressing uncertainty, following instructions, 

persuading, arguing, and giving advice. Other than listing these in the Contents, 

however, Goldman does not mention particular functions of the expressions, leaving 

it up to context or the· teacher to explain. The text is significant, howevei.',. In 

demonstrating that phrasal verbs can be categorized according to particular 

'functions', the concept of language functions being a fairly recent and significant 

approach to c.ategorizing language structure for teaching purposes. 

Two-Word Verbs in English (1981) by J. N. Hoole aims at helping 

intermediate and advanced students to write and speak English in an idiomatic way, 

stating that 'two- and three-word verbs are an indispensable tool to speaking 

English naturally' (v). Besides providing practice in the use of two-word verbs, the 

book also ine1udes worle on such sleills as silent and oral reading, forming questions 

and answers, using irregular verbs, using present and past participles, forming 

imperative sentences, and using negatives and the passive voice (v). 

The text includes fifteen units, each one introducing twenty-five to thirty 

phrasal verbs. Each chapter includes a short narrative using the phrasal verb 

followed by a glossary that gives definitions and sample sentences. The glossary 

also notes whether a verb is intransitive, separable, or non-separable by marldng 

each expression as either I, S, or NS. To illustrate whether an object may precede 
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or follow the particle, Hook us~s an ellipses ( ••• ) before and [i..~ter the particle (as 

with find ••• out ••• ). For forms that require the object to follow the author use~ 

blanlc lines (as with wait on ). Each unit aIDo contains various exercises that 

require substituting phrasal verbs for synonyms, forming questions, using different 

tenses, and pantomiming. Hook estimates that over twenty different sorts of 

exercises are used. The last exercise in each unit requires the students to use the 

phrasal verb in original sentences in a written exercise. Hook isolates for special 

practice some particles and verbs that are used frequently in two-word verb 

combinations. He also suggests some verbs frequently used with .!!e, off, and out 

and possible meanings for the particles. For.!!e, he states that it intensifies the 

meaning of the verb, suggests that an action is finished, or means a direction. He 

uses off with a number of verbs to mean the surface of something (brush off, dust 

off, wipe off), and out with a group of verbs to refer to dusting from the inside to 

the outside (air out, clean out, wipe out). The verbs he meantions that combine 

with a large number of particles to form different expressions are ~.!, keep, gut, 

talce, and turn. 

Hook uses a running narrative in the text based on the daily activities of a 

family, the Jacksons. According to Hoole, 'The reader observes ••• college and 

school activities of the young people and also observes the members of the family 

as they get up in the morning, go about their worle, talk about their financial 

problems, set out on a short trip, and attempt to start a small business. These 

stories show how to use many of the two-word verbs that are common in school, 

the home, travel, physical and business' (vi). Each unit introduces a theme relevant 

to the family, such things as 'Getting Up with the Jacksons', 'The .Jacksons Set Out 

on a Trip', or 'Totaling Up the Profits and Losses'. The activities of the family, 
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particularly the informal situations, provide the frameworI<: for the presentation of 

the phrasal verbs. 

Conclusion 

In order to determine how effectively ESL grammars and texts make use 

of linguistic analyses of the phrasal verb, one might wish to determine fil'st of all 

just how effective the linguistic analyses have been. The preceding study 

(Chapters Two and Three) of the historical and grammatical treatment of the 

phrasal verb from the beginnings of written grammars into the twentieth century 

reveals some inconsistencies in describing the phrasal verb. Besides the lack of a 

standardized terminology and the confusion of the adverbial pru'ticle with the 

traditional categories of preposition and adverb, there has been a lack of definition 

of what constitutes an idiom and, therefore, confusion as to whether the phrasal 

verb should even be con~idered an idiomatic form. The distinctions observed 

between separable and inseparable particles (followed by objects) both 

syntactically and through various stress and accent criterial have led some linguists 

to exclude inseparable combinations from the consideration of two-word verbs as 

idioms, as will be discussed. 

One might ask what a thorough linguistic analysis should do. This study 

suggests that a thorough linguistic analysis is scientific in its approach, considers 

all instances of the elements, formulates generalities about them, and perceives 

them as functioning in a systematic and, possibly, predictable way. The most 

thorough linguistic approaches attempt to achieve 'total accountability'. The two

word verb~ or phrasal verb, defies such categorization. It can be defined in general 

terms, but if a close analysis is attempted one sees exceptions arising. In the area 

of syntax, for example, there is usually an attempt to determine whether a 
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combination is transitive or intransitive; yet sometimes the same combination can 

b~ both (tal<:e off in The bird took off and He took off his hat). There is also an 

inconsistency in determining whether the object in a selltence such as! came 

across an interesting article is a direct object of the phrasal verb ~ across or 

an object of the preposition across. If a combination is marl<:ed transitive, that is, 

if it is followed by an object, then the grammar must determine whether the 

particle is allowed to separate or not; and there is nothing inherent in the two-word 

combination that cues the speaker. Furthermore, the same combination can relate 

a meaning that seems quite literal (He gave out I?rizes) or can suggest a very 

unpredictable notion (His legs gave out; The singer gave out with ~ lively ballad). 

To account for these surface-structure problems, linguistic approaches suggest that 

some constraints, semantic or syntactic, exist in deep structure that determine the 

separability of the particle or the amount of semantic cohesion of the elements. 

Some analyses, in an attempt to make some generalizations about phrasiU 

verbS, do not even consider inseparable (verb-;;weposition) forms, thereby excluding 

an entire category of two-word verbs. The most recent analyses of the phrasal 

verb (Fraser, Woody, and Lindner) further limit the category of phrasal verbs they 

wish to consider in order to arrive at some general notions of the structure. 

Unfortunately, for ESL purposes, they reject any combinations that do not fit the 

categories they are able to describe formally, leaving a large number of two-word 

verbs unaccounted for. Fraser distinguishes between verb+preposition, 

verb+adverb, and verb+particle and discusses only the last. Woody does the same, 

a]though his verb+particle category is even more explicit than Fraser's, allowing 

only six particles to combine. Lindner rejects verb-preposition combinations but 

accepts all verb-adverb combinations, allowing a much larger category of 
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combinations. Within the categories each chooses to describe, however, are some 

interesting and well described approaches to the phrasal verb. 

Perhaps the phrasal verb, as it is defined in ESL grammars, includes too 

large a category to submit to linguistic analysis. Two-word verb seems to be a 

cover term for a number of categories of phrasal verbs. For example, one might 

distinguish separable from inseparable, transitive from intransitive, literal from 

figurative, and other possible categories. This is what the survey of the grammars 

and some current lineuistic analyses suggest. Fraser provides a fairly thorough 

analysis of the syntax of the construction, although some of his examples of 

marlced sentences are questionable. Woody's concept of directional and aspectual 

adjuncts does seem to hold true, at least for some phrasal verbs, perhaps forming a 

sub-category of the entire corpus of phrasal verb. Lindner'S suggestion that 

adjuncts are meaningful even in the most seemingly stereotyped structures is 

challenging, and her approach does seem to work for a large number of cases. 

However, she seems to be straining with some of her notions. 

How effectively are these fairly current linguistic analyses of the phrasal 

verb? Within the narrowly defined limits that each linguist poses, the analyses are 

effective and thorough. Within the larger scope of the whole category of phrasal 

vet'bs as defined in this study, there is still much information lacldng. Some very 

thorough descriptions exist (Quirlc et al., for example), but those are mainly 

syntactic. The most significant contribution of current linguistic theory to the 

study of phrasal verbs, particularly for ESL purposes, has been in the area of 

semantics, particularly the meaning carried by the adjunct. 

The presentation of the phrasal verb in ESL texts can be judged by two 

general criteria: one, how well the phrasal verb is described in terms of its 
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syntactic patterning, including stress and accent features; second, how well the 

phrasal verb i') analyzed according to its s~mantic features. 

The descriptions of the phrasal verb in ESL grammars and the exercises in 

ESL worlcbooks designed for practicing the correct use of phrasal verbs concern 

mainly the surface-structure patterning of the combination, the transitIvity or 

intransitivity of the structures, the separability of the adverbial particle and 

placement of pronoun objects, and applicable changes in word order for pc.ssive 

forms, nominalized forms, and other variations. Some descriptions also mention 

stress features of the adjuncts and the placement of adverbs. Most ESL texts 

suggest only two constraints on particle placement of separable forms: the 

particle separates in the case of pronoun objects but usually does not for long 

direct object noun phrases. For the most part, other constraints are not 

mentioned, although the constraints on separability have been argued often in the 

literature. The description of the phrasal verb in ESL has relied heavily on the 

description of its syntactic patterning as described in almost ail linguistic analyses 

of the phrasal verb. In this area, then, the linguistic analyses have been very 

effective and helpful. 

Concerning the semantic description of the phrasal verb, the ESL 

grammars and texts have not been consistent. Some list possible meanings for the 

adjuncts and some do not. Of the meanings cited by different text writers, there is 

some overlapping but no consensus. Some of the most recent linguistic analyses of 

the phrasal verb discuss the semantics of the phrasal verb and may offer some ways 

of analyzing the structure. Woody and Lindner suggest some meanings for the 

adjunct, using their respective theoretical models. Both limit their analyses to 

verb+adverbial particle, however, and Woody further limits his analysis to 

'productive' forms. Lindner's analysis seems acceptable for some forms, but the 
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extension of meaning to highly figurative constructions is questionable. For 

example, she suggests that the meaning of .!:!l2 in J2!!!: .!!l2 someone for the night 

(provide lodging) can be extended to the ri~tion presented by .!!l2 in put .!:!l2 with 

someone (tolerate). Perhaps this does work in a very abstract formulation, but 

such a notion is difficult to adapt to the ESL classroom. However, in both cases 

(Woody's and Lindner's studies), there se~ms to be a class of phrasal verbs emerging 

that each linguist is able to describe and that does seem to submit to formal 

analysis. In some ESL texts, this same phenomenon is evident. In Berman and 

Kirstein 1979, for example, some phi'asal verbs seem to fall into 'families' of 

similar meaning. In Meyer 1975, phrasal verbs are identified by the possible 

meanings suggested by the second element. For the most part, however, the 

phrasal verbs named in both texts are analyzable' or partially analyzable. Phrasal 

verbs that do not fit the categories are considered unanalyzable and relegated to 

idiom dictionaries. 

The contribution to the semantic Imowledge of the phrasal verb by 

linguistic aneJ.yses, then, is really twofold. One, there is an attempt to analyze the 

adjunct in a phrasal verb to arrive at some implied meanings. Two, by making such 

an analysis linguists have suggested that some phrasal verbs are analyzable, the 

meaning of the two elements resulting from the semantic contributions of each. 

No linguist suggests, however, that there are only two categories of phrasal verbs, 

those that can be analyzed and those that cannot. Instead, there seems to be a 

gradient of idiomaticity, as suggested by Bolinger 1971 and accepted by this study. 

However, for ESL purposes commonly-used phrasal verbs that do submit to analysis 

do not have to be relegated to idiom dictionaries. In conclusion, concerning the 

description of the phrasal verb adjuncts and the suggestions about how they behave 

in contributing to the meaning of phrasal-verb combinations, current grammatical 
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theory has been only partially effective in ESL, although this may be due to the 

ESL grammars' including too broad a category under phi'asal verb. 

As rel!ently as April 1983, the TESOL Newsletter carried an article on 

'Helping Students Sort Out Phrasal Verbs' (Blau, Gonzales, and Green). The authors 

suggest that problems in explaining the phrasal verb to ESL students 'fall into two 

broad categories: lexicosemantic (vocabulary problems) and syntactic (word order 

problems).' They suggest that phrasal verbs fall into four categories, only one of 

which contains separable forms: verb+preposition, three-word verbs, transitive 

two-word verbs, and intransitive two-word verbs. Since the separable forms are 

mariced in well-designed dictionaries, such as the Longman Dictionary of 

Contemporary English, the stUdent 'can thus confront the syntactic (word order) 

problem presented by two-word phrasal verbs with pronoun objects by referring to 

the LDOCE ••• '(19). The authors answer the problem of semantics by suggesting 

that students should focus on learning the meanings of the combinations and using 

them whenever appropriate (with the help of a dictionary). If, as Woody, Lindner, 

and others suggest, some adjuncts carry specific meanings or add an aspectual 

notion to the verb, then Blau, et ale (1983) ignore the fact that the combinations 

with these types of adjuncts can be learned without constant conSUltation with a 

dictionary. 

The linguistic analyses of the phrasal verbs suggest some implications for 

teaching the structures in the ESL class. Some pedagogical implications and some 

suggestions for further study and research provide the focus of the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 6 

PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

An in-depth study and analysis of a particular structural element in 

English, such as the present one on phrasal verbs~ might be interpreted as having a 

direct application to the ESL classroom. In fact, teachers have often attempted to 

use grammar as a framework for Janguage lessons, the relation of linguistics to 

language pedagogy being viewed as one of 'application' rather than 'implication'. 

This view is changing. 

Spolsky (1973) makes an important distinction between 'application' and 

'implication' in an article on the relationship between linguistics and language 

pedagogy. He states that 'a description of a language is. not in itself a set of 

directions as to how to learn or teach the language.' Mac\<:ey (1966:200) recognizes 

the same thing, suggesting that 'some linguists have pointed out the disparity 

between language learning and language description, stating that "a linguistic 

description of a language is of little help in learning the language".' Nevertheless, 

linguistics does provide some insights into the nature of a. language, and this 

together with knowledge of the learning process can provide the applied linguist a 

means of constructing an approach to second language teaching. Spols\<:y suggests 

this same concept, terming it the 'implication view'. Many language specialists 

now avoid suggesting direct application of any theories, preferring instead to 

consider the 'implications' of linguistics and learning theory that are of use to the 

practical aims of the classroom. 

156 
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The analysis of the historical find grammatical trea.tment of the phrasal 

verb, particularly current linguistic analysis, presented in Chapters One through 

Five of this study cannot be said to have a true 'application' to the ESL classroom. 

The study does raise some interesting points, however, that may have some 

implication for ~;yllablJs design, teaching strategies, and further research into the 

subject. 

This study suggests at least the following. One, phrasal verbs are an 

important and integral part of modern English, particularly English for everyday 

communication. Two, the phrasal-verb structure is extremely productive, 

providing a means for English to form new expressions from its existing lexicon. 

Three, the structure has proved difficult to analyze because of the syntactic 

beha.vior of the adjunct. Four, previous analyses of the phrasal verb have 

concentrated mainly on surface structure patternings. Fifth, the studies 

attempting to treat the semantic dimension of the phrasal verb have acknowledged 

that there seem to be deg'rees of idiomaticity of the verb and adjunct, with some 

combinations being unanalyzable idioms, others partially analyzable, and some 

close to literal. Sixth, ESL texts and grammars have tended to treat the 

description of phrasal-verb syntax with ESL grammars and have provided semantic 

descriptions within idiom dictionaries and workboo\(s. Seventh, although current 

linguistic analyses suggest some means of analyzing the semantics of the adjuncts 

in a systematic way, attempts to do so within ESL texts have not shown any real 

consensus about what specific meanings can be attached to any list of adjuncts. 

Although some lists {Meyer 1975, for example) seem fairly inclusive, there is no 

eJcplanation of how the authors arrive at the suggested meanings or how knowledge 

of these can i>e applied in a teaching situation. Lastly, the study suggests that 

semantic considerations of the construction have, for the most part, been 
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overlooieed in favor of syntactical descriptions; however, there is now some 

attempt, particularly in texts and dictionaries published since 1980, to present the 

phrasal verb in its lexicosemantic entirety and to c:onsidel' its place within 

discourse. 

This study does not imply that ESL texts should concentrate on tea~hing 

the semantics of the phrasal verb to the exclusion of its syntactic patterning. The 

structure does have definite patternings that should be described. Such 

descriptions are probably best handled in booies dealing specifically with syntax and 

structure, that is, in the grammars. Some current dictionaries (Meyer 1975, 

Courtney 1983) present a list of the patterns observed using phrasal verbs, but they 

usually present these in order to label which pattern any particular combination is 

able to demonstrate (such as 'transitive verb followed by indirect and direct 

object'). For the most part, ESL grammars, particularly the reference books, have 

attempted to provide in-depth and comprehensive descriptions of the phrasal verb, 

although, as this study has demonstrated, there is still some inconsistency in 

treatment. There has not been, however, any in-depth presentations of the 

semantics of the phrasal-verb construction, that is, an attempt to distinguish 

literal from figurative combinations, for ESL purposes. Although some texts 

mention possible meanings for the adjuncts (Berman and Kirstein 1979, Hook 1981, 

Meyer 1975), no texts base their findings on any scientific analyses, and most are 

inconclusive. 

Rutherford (1977) makes an interesting distinction between two types of 

grammar that may provide some insight into the problem of analyzing the phrasal 

verb. He recognizes a lexical and a non-lexical grammar. The first is 'grammar 

the learning of which is tied to the learning of large amounts of vocabulary' (261). 

The second is 'grammar wtiose principles can be grasped independently of a 
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According to Rutherford, examples of non-lexical 

grammar are such things as 'negation, interrogation, comparison, concatenation, 

the tense system, etc.' (261). Lexical grammar includes 'complementation with its 

strict subcategorial restrictions on verbs, violations of which give rise to errors 

like *.!.avoid to smoke, *!wonder that how is it possible, *.!.hope coming again, etc. 

Other syntax that falls within lexical grammar are the phrasal-verb system with its 

long lists of verb+particle and verb+preposition, derivational morphology with its 

long lists of noun-verb-adjective correspondences • •• , and topicalization, a 

subdivision of which-active vs. p~ive-is built upon one property of a large 

number of verbs, viz, transitivity' (261). Rutherford's categorization is supported 

by the previous studies of the phrasal verb presented in this study (particularly 

Woody 1974 and Lindner 1981), which suggest that for the phrasal-verb structure 

syntax and semantics must be considered together. 

Implications for Syllabus Design 

Before deciding where the phrasal verb belongs in the ESL syllabus, it is 

necessary to distinguish two main types of syllabi popular within the field of ESL: 

the syllabus designed around language organization (the structural or grammatical 

syllabus) and the syllabus designed around language use (the communicative 

syllabus). The two are not mutually exclusive, however, as Rutherford (1977:259) 

points out, 'the structure based program has to involve at least classroom 

communication of the tasks to be performed and the situation based program will 

have to handle in some graceful way the inevitable classroom questions about 

language form.' There is a difference of focus, however, and of the view of the 

phrasal verb within each approach. 
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The Phrasal Verb in the Grammatical Syllabus 

The grammatical syllabus divides language into parts or units and orders 

the units in a hierarchy from simplest to most complex. To the structuralists, the 

'simplest' forms are those that show basic sentence pattern form. Complex 

patterns are designated as more difficult and, therefore, postponed until the 

student masters basic patterns. For example, simple sentence forms with one 

predication would be taught before complex pattdrns with subordinate clauses. To 

the transformationalist, the 'simplest' structures are those that have undergone the 

fewest number of transformations. For example, sentences with active voice verbs 

would be considered a more basic form than those with passive voice verbs. 

Structural linguists have provided much information concerning the 

phonology, morphology, and syntax of the language. This is reflected in a syllabus 

that includes use of a language laboratory for pronunciation and listening drills and 

extensive oral and pattern practice drills in the classroom. Transformational 

lingusits have based their syllabus on exercises exhibiting syntactic structure of the 

language and have become 'concerned with developing systems of rules which 

account for, rather than merely describe by means of lists, the structural 

possibilities of a language' (Brumfit and Johnson, 1979:2-3). According to 

Rutherford (258), in the transformationalist view, 'semantic considerations were 

limited to choice of lexical items to be plugged into the syntactic framework at 

any given point and phonological considerations consisted of pronunciation 

practice.' Brumfit and Johnson (3) note, however, that although transformational 

grammar has provided a new means of viewing language, for language teaching 

purposes it differs little from structural grammar because it too emphasized 

knowledge of language structure: 



Yet transformational grammar shares one fundamental charactet>istic 
with structural linguistics: it is the importance given to the study of 
language structure. In Chomsky's model syntax remains central, and 
however much this model has changed the aims and techniques of 
linguistic study, the concern with syntactic structure remains. Linguistics 
-in Chomsky as in Bloomfield-is by and large the study of langua~e 
structure. 
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A review of ESL texts using grammatical sequencing as a basis for 

syllabus design will reveal that the phrasal-verb combination was usually 

considered a complex structure usually not introduced as a grammatical unit until 

the student had reached intermediate level of ability, which is not a standardized 

determination but which usually means that the student has some mastery of basic 

structures and a vocabulary of 2,000 to 3,000 words. 

Finocchiaro (1974), for example, places phrasal verbs in her suggested 

Level II, the intermediate level. Her reaso:1ing demonstrates the approach of the 

grammatical syllabus (40): 

Several thing:; in curriculum planning ••• are important ...: 1) The 
material from ont3, level should lead naturally and sequentially into the 
hext" [eVel:' '2TThent"ilterial should be graded even within the situational 
teaching approach. 

Finocchiaro's recommendations for each level include items under the sound 

system, structure items, vocabulary (culture) content, and skills (how much time 

devoted to listening, spealdng, reading, and writing). 

Several studies have been made to aid ESL teachers and syllabus designers 

to present items, including phrasal verbs, in a graded sequence. Roland 

Hindmarsh's Cambridge English Lexicon (19BO) contains 4500 lexical items graded 

on a five-point scale from easy to more difficult. Hindmarsh states that the 

'lexical grading in eEL can appropriately be associated with the syntactic grading 

in English Grammatical Structure (EGS) by L. G. Alexander and others (Longman, 
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1975). For working purposes it can be assumed that there is a one-to-one 

correspondence between levels 1 to 5 of CEL and levels I to V of EGS' (xii). 

Hindmarsh includes phrasal verbs in his lexicon and in an appendix to the 

book compiles all phrasal verbs listed, with their meanings and appropriate levels. 

Most of the phrasal verbs listed are noted 8S belonging to level four or five, 

reinforcing again the view that phrasal verbs are too complex for beginning level 

students. Of those phrasal verbs listed, none belong to level one and those listed as 

level two or three seem to be the most literal combinations: 

level two: ask for, fill in (a form), grt in (en~·ar) 
level three: count.!:!E (find th~ total , cut.!:!J2 (divide into small pieces) 

L. A. Hill (1968) presents a classification of prepositions and adverbial 

particles, which, he states (vii), are 'arranged in ways which it is hoped will be 

useful to syllabus-makers, textbook writers and teachers.' He divides the uses of 

each item into elementary, intermediate, and advanced, and 'in the Elementary and 

Intermediate sectioliS, the particular uses are arranged in a suggested teaching 

order, treating each use which a student whose mother-tongue is not English might 

find a new "learning effort" as a separate item in the order. Careful grading is no 

longer really practicable at the Advanced level' (vii). Hill also lists different 

patterns possible for verb-particle combinations, such as V x P (Come in~) or V x P -

P (How do you get on together?). In all, he lists fifty patterns. Hill states that his 

classification is based on his work, Programmed English Course. In his wor\c, the 

elementary level consists of a 1,000 word corpus, the intermediate level has a 

2,075 word corpus, and the advanced level goes beyond this. 

In summary, the phrasal verb in the grammatical syllabus is viewed as a 

particular linguistic structure that should be introduced at a particular point in the 

syllabus, usually the intermediate level, because of its structural complexity. 
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The grammatical syllabus considers only grammatical difficulty, not 

semantic difficulty. It does not necessarily assume, for example, that the more 

literal phrasal verbs (come in, ~~) might be easier to master at earlier levels 

than the more figurative combinations (come about, £!!! E.e with). Current analyses 

of the verb strongly imply that there are degrees of idiomaticity, and Lindner's 

study particularly suggests that one method of mastering the figura tive expressions 

can be accomplished more easily if the student first masters the literal ones. 

The Phrasal Verb in the Communicative Syllabus . 

The grammatical syllabus with its emphasis on structure parallels 

linguistic views that emphasize the importance of structure. The communicative 

syllabus too parallels current linguistic views. According to Brumfit and Johnson 

(5), 'It is a reaction against the view of language as a set of structures; it is a 

reaction towards a view of language as communication, a view in which meaning 

and the uses to which language is put playa central part. In language teaching this 

reaction is crystallizing itself into the "communicative approach" ••• ' 

This notion of the importance of communication in language teaching and 

semantics in language description is now widely recognized. According to 

Finocchiaro, a fp.Epected authority in the field of ESL, 'Today linguistic research is 

primarily interested in the semantic aspects of language and of communication. 

Several theories are in a stage of development ••• Today, "situational teaching" and 

"communicative competence" are gaining ground rapidly in new texts and 

materials' (9). Larsen (1974), writing at about the same time as Finocchiaro, also 

recognizes the shortcomings of a gram matical syllabus in helping the student 

familiarize himself with language necessary to his immediate needs. Slle writes 

(151): 



The notion of complexity is to be challenged by the contention that in 
labeling a structure 'difficult' and therefore according it a place in the 
rear of a textboole, an author creates a problem for ESL students who 
might need that very structure in their communication efforts ••• a 
definition of difficulty is at best a controversial one, depending upon a 
particular theoretical orientation, and also one which ignores the realities 
of the situations ESL students must face. In short, a plea is being made to 
uphold something which the ESL profession has long given lip service to, 
i.e., language teacliing should have as its number one priority providing 
the language stUdent with those skills he needs to manipulate the target 
lan~age in a meaningful manner. 
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What exactly does the communicative syllabus attempt'? First of all, one 

might distinguish between two types of communicative syllabus. In one, the 

situational syllabus, the choice of linguistic forms is determined by the language 

use demanded in particular social situations, such as going to the bank, ordering in 

a restaurant, or buying ·a car. Acqording to Wilkins (1979:83), 'The situational 

syllabus ••• is based upon predictions of the situations in which the learner is likely 

to operate through the foreign language.' Materials designed for such an approach 

are, according to Wilkins (83), 'linguistically heterogeneous, since natural situations 

do not contain language of the uniformity of structure which characterizes a 

grammatical syllabus.' 

Uses of the phrasal verb in a situational syllabus would be restricted to 

appropriate situations. For example, in English for Adult Competency, Boole II by 

Keltner and Bitterlin (1981), phrasal verbs are used within the context of the 

lesson. In a unit entitled 'Identification and Communication', for example, one 

notes the use of picl(.!!I2, call back, and wake .!!E in a lesson on taldng messages. In 

a unit entitled 'Housing', there are two phrasal verbs used to discuss telephone 

installation: put in (install) and turn on. In A Conversation Bool<: English in 

Everyday Life, Bool( I, by Carver and Fotinos (1977), phrasal verbs are also 

introduced within the context of the lesson, for example, stand .!!12, get.!!E (arise), 



and l2!!! ~. 
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No explanation of grammatical patterning is provided; the 

combinations are treated as separate lexical items. 

There are some shortcomings of the situational syllabus. For one thing, it 

would be difficult to anticipate every situation the learner may experience. Also, 

the learner may not be able to generalize grammatical forms from the diverse 

corpus represented in the situations and, according to Wilkins (84), may 'acquire no 

more than a set of responses appropriate to that one situation.' Wilkins admits that 

'a situational syllabus is not suitable for a general language course, although it 

might be valuable in certain narrowly definable contexts of learning' (84). 

Wilkins (and others) propose a semantic, or notional, syllabus. The 'forms' 

of language needed depend on the 'content' of probably utterances, 'the 

grammatical means by which the relevant notions are expressecP (85). 

Furthermore, 'the lexical content of learning is partly derivable from the notional 

analysis, but it may also be influenced by pedagogic and situational considerations' 

(85). The notion~-functional syllabus was discussed in Chapter Five in relation to 

the text Getting Along with Idioms, by Lorriane Goldman. Goldman introduces 

phrasal verbs within a situational context in which certain functions are identified. 

In a unit entitled 'Buying Clothes', for example, Goldman lists the language 

function of 'making decisions' and introduces the following phrasal verbs (in order 

of introduction): 100\<: for, pic\<: out, ~ with (match), come in (enter), ~ on 

(clothes), wait on (serve), and make ~ one's mind (decide). Goldman subordinates 

the function to the situation and introduces expressions appropriate to the 

situation, 

The notional-functional syllabus is beginning to have significant influel~ce 

on ESL teaching materials. Its design depends on both structural and semantic 

considerations. In order for syllabus designers and textbook writers to place 
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phrasal verbs appropriately within the notional-functional syllabus, they need to 

know not only the syntactic patternings of the construction but also its semantic 

pa tternings. 

Teaching Strategies with the Phrasal Verb 

Most ESL specialists recognize that in teaching particular lexical items, 

the instructor must consider three dimensions of meaning. Robinett 1978 terms 

these the lexical, grammatical, and experiential meanings. Rivers 1978 notes the 

same categories: lexical, structural or grammatical, and socio-culturtll meanings. 

The lexical meaning is similar to 'dictionary meaning', that is, 'the 

semantic implications of the words and expressions' (Rivers, 202). The structural 

or grammatical meaning 'is derived from syntactic or grammatical relationships 

within the language' (Robinett, 111). For example, the phrasal verb call ~ 

(telephone) would presuppose a human subject. The phrasal verb stand for requires 

an object or receiver to follow. Although grammatical meaning may be expressed 

by 'semantically empty function words' (Rivers, 202), they may also, particularly in 

the case of phrasal verbs, be expressed by interrelationships between words. 

The socio-cultural or experiential meanings are the special connotations 

each speaker gives the words 'because of their common experiences with language 

in their culture' (Rivers, 202). In the case of phrasal verbs, there are different 

levels of appropriateness and use with social and professional registers. For 

example, strike out has particular connotations with regard to sports. Its use 

outside of the topic of sports may be considered informal (John struck out ~ his 

first date with Mary). Knowledge of all three levels of meaning is necessary if the 

student is going to use a word correctly and in appropriate contexts. The current 
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emphasis on the communciative syllabus also includes emphasis on appropriate 

situational use of vocabulary. 

Some of the ESL texts examined in Chapter Five reflect the notion that 

learners should master these three levels of meaning. Both Cowie and Macldn 

(I976) and Courtney (I983) provide information on grammatical patterns, style and 

register, definitions, and collocations of each phrasal verb. An example from 

Cowie and Mackin (24) illustrates the point: 

blast off [AI nom Bli pass] (space technology) (of a rocket-propelled space 
vehicle) be launched, launch. S: [AI] 0: [B1] spacecraft; missile, 
rocket. ~ Apollo spacecraft will blast off at ten am local time (cf 
Blast-off for the Apollo spacecraft will be etc). It's difficult to image the 
sensations of these three ~ being blasted off into space. 

After the entry~ the codes Al nom and Bli pass are noted. These refer to 

the basic patterns and its variations this particular entry demonstrates. The 

abbreviations nom after Al refers to 'nominalized form of verb+particle', as 

demonstrated in the sample sentence. The abbreviation pass after Bli refers to 

'passive transform', also demonstrated in a sample sentence. The term spa~ 

technology shows which register this term is used in most commonly. S: [AI] 

shows that the term can be used in an intransitive pattern preceded by a subject. 

0: [B1] spacecraft; missile, and rocket shows that the structure can also be used 

in a transitive pattern followed by an object with spacecraft, missile, and rocket 

being common objects that follow. The Cowie and Mackin and the Courtney 

dictionaries provide a valuable resource and reference aid for textbool< designers. 

The dictionaries do not suggest or provide a means of teaching the structure, but 

they do provide the teacher an aid in preparing teaching units. 

Sandra McKay, in an article entitled 'Teaching the Syntactic, Semantic 

and Pragmatic Dimensions of Verbs' (1980), makes valuable suggestions for 

teaching strategies that can be applied to teaching the phrasal verb. She suggests 
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the use of the computer to arrive at frequency counts and to isolate large numbers 

of authentic sentences that use tha same verb. Hel' reasoning for this is that 'if 

native speal{~rs become aware of predictable lexical patterns by exposure to the 

same item in a variety of contexts, a similar strategy can perhaps be effectively 

used with non-native speakers. Thus, one way to learn the co-occurrence rules of a 

particular verb might be to analyze how this verb is used by native speakers in a 

variety of contexts' (19). McKay refers to the Brown Universit~ Corpus of Present

Day Edited American English as a source of authentic language. This material 

contains over one million words, but the material is a collection of printed English 

in various forms. Many phrasal verbs, it will be recalled, are colloquial, or common 

in spoken English, and such a technique for isolating usage may not be valid for 

identifying the many uses of phrasal verbs. 

McKay groups together verbs that share 'the same semantic field, i.e., 

verbs which are listed in the thesaurus as synonyms' (19). McKay explains that this 

is done 'to illustrate how semantically similal' verbs can have different syntactic, 

semantic, and pragmatic restrictions' (19). McKay uses verbs of information in her 

sample exercises: inform, announce, communicate, declare, disclose, discuss, 

expose, expres~, mention, refer, report, and state. 

McKay suggests four types of exercises to teach the verbs. The first 

exercise consists of groups of sentences using the particular verb under focus. For 

example, McKay has a list 01.' twelve sentences using the verb announce. She 

instructs the students to list nouns that follow the verb and to try to characterize 

them. She does the same with the subjects used with the verb. Finally, she has the 

student focus on any particular grammatica"f. forms (any passives, which tenses, 

which adverbs, and which prepositions are use(l with each). 
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In the second exercise, McKay presents groups of two sentences that 

differ only in the verb selection. The student, drawing on his lcnowledge of the 

semantic and pragmatic dimensions of the verbs, answers questions relating to each 

group of sentences. For example, in reference to the following sentences, the 

student must determine which sentence 'suggests that the details of the program 

will be dealt with' (23): 

I shall discuss a program for the academically talented. 
I shall annourace a program for the academically talented. 

The third exercise is a modified cloze in which students complete a 

paragraph using the verbs. The students must consider syntactic and semantic 

restrictions. The last exercise requires the student to choose the verb that best 

collocates with a word or phrase and use it in a sentence. For example, the list 

includes . __ thei~ concern, __ . bankruptcy, and __ the birth. Having noted 

the particular features of each verb of information, the student should be able to 

choose express, declare, and announce respectively. McKay notes that her 

technique is an inductive approach to vocabulary teaching. She believes that 'what 

is essential is that students be provided with a number of representative samples of 

each lexical item as a basis for generalizing about its predicted use' (25). 

The inductive approach can be used also in helping the ESL student to 

understand both the appropriate use of phrasal veI'bs and with which words they 

occur most frequently. The ESL specialist can have the student focus on phrasal 

verbs as they occur in reading selections and in listening exercises and have the 

students note the level of usage, the syntactic patterning (separable or inseparable, 

intervening adverbs, and so on), and any elements that precede or follow. 

E}cercises can be designed to aid the student's recognition of the many dimensions 

of phrasal verbs, not just their syntactic patternings. For example, in an exercise 
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similar to McKay's second exercise, the student might be as\<ed to choose the one 

sentence out of two that answers the description listed: 

Choose the sentence that uses informal language to suggest that some
thing was stolen: 

A. My car was ripped off last night. 

B. My screen door was ripped off last night by the storm. 

Of the ESL texts reviewed, Feare's Practice with Idioms (I980) comes 

closest to McKay's ViHW in that Feare uses an inductive approach to learning the 

use and meanings of idioms, which are mostly two-word verbs in his text, and he 

provides both grammatical information and information on the collocations of each 

item. He does not, however, mention the pragmatic meanings or the use within 

particular syles or registers. Also, Feare groups the items according to their 

grammatical patterning and not according to situation or meaning. Berman and 

Kirstein (1979) group phrasal verbs according to similar adjuncts. They list, for 

example, phrasal verbs composed of verb+across or verb+out, such phrasas as come 

across and get across or break out and checl< out. There does not seem to be any 

categorization of literal and figurative expressions. It is with this concept of 

semantics that current grammatical theory" has some implication for categorizing 

and teaching phrasal verbs, that is, the notion that phrasal verbs can perhaps be 

analyzable. If so, ESL teachers could Elpply this knowledge in their teaching 

strategies. If, as recent analyses suggest, some phrasal verbs consist of an adjunct 

that carries consistent meaning (such as the notion of closed, enclosed, or covered 

for ..!!12), then phrasal verbs demonstrating this could be grouped together. Those 

that can be used for particular situations can then be grouped further. For 

example, bolt ..!!12, close.s?, fasten~, lock~, nail ~, shut ~, ~ ~, and ti~ ~, 

in which the adjuncts carry some notion of closed, enclosed, or covered, could very 
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easily be presented in a situation dealing with leaving a home or apartment for an 

extended time. Language functions appropriate to that situation could be 

presented at the same time (reporting the situation to the landlord, the telephone 

company, or the gas company, requesting help from a neighbor, and inquiring about 

obligations). 

From mastery of phrasal verbs with more literal meaning, the teacher can 

introduce combinations that could be considered metaphorical extensions. For 

example, for the notion of.!:!l2 to mean closure, the words button.!!J2 (your lip), clam 

EE, or shut ~ could be introduced and their appropriate level of usage discussed. 

Finally, those phrasal verbs that defy analysis, that is, the most figurative could be 

taught as idioms in appropriate situations or contexts. 

In conclusion, the presentation of phrasal verbs in Berman and Kirstein 

1979, Feare 1980, and Goldman 1981 all suggest interesting and innovative ways of 

presenting phrasal verbs. Some combination of the three approaches, however, 

would seem to make the taslc of learning the phrasal verb much easier for the ESL 

student. 

An important question arises, however. Do text writers know enough yet 

of the syntax, semantics, and pragmatics of the phrasal verb and how those .9.spects 

interrelate? Are there areas that require further research before the 'definitive' 

text on the phrasal verb can be written? 

Implications for Further Research 

It has been suggested" thaC the communicative syllabus attempts to 

provide the stUdent with a Imowledge of the language forms and functions suitable 

to his needs. How does one assess, however, the particular needs of the stUdent? 

Some suggest that items that are of high frequency use should be taught before 
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items of low frequency. Dulay and Burt (1977:118-119) suggest that 'frequency 

serves primarily to increase the probability that those structures which the learner 

is ready to process will occur, thus increasing the chances that the learner will be 

able to attend to and process them.' Larsen (1974:158) writes that 'frequency of 

occurrenC0 is some measure of the usefulness of a structure and, furthermore, it is 

quantifiable and thus not left to the intuition of the individual author or teacher.' 

Turano-Perkins (1979:110) argues that 'frequency counts of grammatical 

constructions in natura11anguage use should play an 'lmportant role in d3termining 

the order of presentation of grammatical constructions in ESL grammar texts.' ESL 

text writers, particularly those designing workbooks, usually choose which phrasal 

verbs will be presented based on their intuitions about 'common usage'. More 

research is needed on the frequency of use of phrasal verbs both in written and 

spoken English, including situational use, style, and register, before text writers 

can actUally claim to present 'the most commonly-used' phrasal verbs. 

The survey of ESL texts dealing with the phrasal verb in Chapter Five 

reveals some inconsistency concerning the various meanings of the adjuncts. 

Woody's concept of directional and aspectua1 adjuncts is interesting, but the six 

adjuncts he considers limits the number of phrasal verbs that could come under his 

categorization. Lindner's examination of the adjuncts!:!E and out is also revealing, 

but again the number of phrasal verbs considered is limited to those with only out 

and..!!.l? More research into the semantics of the phrasal verb is indicated. Of 

particular interest to the ESL teacher would be an attempt to categorize phrasal 

verbs according to some gradient of meaning, that is, some determination in a 

linguistic sense of what is literal and what is figurative. 

This present study demonstrates that there is perhaps more we do not 

know about the phrasal verb structure than what we do know. However, despite its 
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history and its 'step-sister' status within early English grammars, phrasal verbs now 

seem to be getting the recognition their use and frequency demand. 

Conclusion 

This study began with the theory that linguistic knowledge of a language 

(English) is necessary for the preparation of pedagogical grammars and resulting 

teaching materials. The theory has been applied particularly to the phrasal verb. 

The study concludes with that same theory. It is perhaps best expressed by S. Pit 

Corder, a reknowned British scholar within the field of linguistics and ESL. Corder 

(1973:284) writes: 

Linguistic Imowledge, that is, Imowledge about language in general, ::md 
·about a specific language, and consequently the ability to talk about it, 
has always been fundamental to la;tguage teaching. It has been, to a 
considerable extent, taken for granted, since it has always formed part of 
the normal education of an educated man in advanced societies. It is not 
possible to imagine that any systematic preparation of materials for 
teaching could be undertaken without it, unless we restrict what we mean 
by language teaching simply to the activities of the teacher with the text
book in his hand. It is suggested that the considerable development in 
linguistic studies in this century provides the means to do this work better 
and to understand better what oth'S!'s have done, by offering more 
rigorously defined categories and more detailed and complete descriptions 
of the operation of a lang!.!'1ge and of its varieties. Linguistics is now 
developing techniques to provide a scheme of description which goes 
beneath the surface form of language and enables us to gain an insight 
into what a person must 'know' in order to speak a language. 
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